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Abstract 
There are a number of competing digital broadcast radio standards in existence 
today. These were primarily developed to provide a number of either audio only, or 
audio-visual services across a substantial geographical area. Since their conception, 
all of the digital broadcast standards have been able to transmit other kinds of 
data, known as data services, alongside audio and audio-visual data. 
The ability_ of audio and video codecs to cope with reception affected by error 
tends to be much higher than other kinds of digital data. As these standards 
were primarily developed to be carriers of audio or audio-visual data, the error 
protection for all of the digital broadcast radio standards was designed to be 
suitable for the contemporary audio-visual codecs; typically the worst expected 
Bit Error Rate (BER), after the error protection, is 10-4 • This protection is not 
strong enough for data that is intolerant of error. 
This research analyses and compares the performance of data services sent on 
Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) and Digital Video Broadcast - Hand-held (DVB-h) 
channels. To achieve this comparison a network metric, dubbed channel perfor-
mance, was developed, which combines the efficiency of a transmission with the 
quality of reception. This provides a mechanism to compare standards unaffected 
by the bandwidth available to the channel, allowing a direct comparison between 
configurations of standards which would otherwise be hard to make. 
Also in this research many models and a broadcast digital radio simulator were 
developed. The models work with the assumption of a Uniform Random BER. 
The simulator can be given many different error profiles. As part of this research, 
real data was captured and analysed. The results of this real data, along with the 
results of the experiments executed upon the models, are presented. The results 
of these provide a new understanding of how best to configure a digital broadcast 
radio network, and a new comparison of the available standards. 
Keywords: Digital Broadcast Radio, Network Model, Network Simulation, Chan-
nel Performance, DAB, DMB, DVB-h, Data Services 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Broadcast radio has existed since the early twentieth century, providing a variety 
of programmes including music and spoken word, all using analogue transmission 
mechanisms. In the early 1980s there was a move to develop digital broadcast-
ing. Work on the Eureka-147 project, more commonly known as Digital Audio 
Broadcast (DAB), started in 1987. Commercial and public broadcast DAB was 
implemented across several European countries, and commercial DAB receivers 
came to the market in 1999. Other broadcast digital radio standards, including 
Digital Multimedia Broadcast (DMB) and Digital Video Broadcast - Hand-held 
(DVB-h), have been developed more recently than, but concurrently with, DAB. 
These other standards have been developed to address some of the shortcomings 
that DAB can present. There will be further commentary on this in later chapters. 
There are a number of common properties to all digital broadcast radio mech-
anisms. They all: 
• are simplex broadcast networks 
• have regional agreements (Europe, North Amerka, Far East) on physical 
bandwidth location 
• have national coverage at least planned in many countries provided by broad-
cast companies, or state institutions 
• have an expanding consumer base on a national scale 
• provide only broadcast mechanisms natively 
1.1 Digital Radio Data Services 
With the advent of digital channels many additional services to music and spoken 
word have evolved. It is these services that are the primary interest of this research. 
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Broadcast digital radio has a good, flexible, inherent data broadcast mecha-
nism, allowing consumers to receive the same data at the same time, relatively 
cheaply, with efficient use of bandwidth. 
As with all simplex channels, there is no back channel. This means that all 
available bandwidth is used for transmission, and all receivers have access to the 
same bandwidth at the same time. With a national network, it is possible to 
create a digital broadcast network that reaches hundreds of thousands of network 
nodes. 
The nature of simplex communication also means that a receiver cannot request 
a retransmission if a packet is received in error, or not received at all. For data 
that is streamed, the only possible action a receiver may make is to recover the 
service as soon as possible, and accept small service glitches or service outages. 
In the case of cached data, everything must be retransmitted repeatedly to form 
some kind of channel reliability. 
Each of the standards configuration parameters are constrained by the defini-
tion of the standards. This research was part funded by a commercial broadcast 
company called Arqiva (formally known as NTL Broadcast), who were interested 
in better understanding of the standards that they are delivering across Britain. 
There were two pieces of knowledge that they were particularly interested in: how 
best to tune the standards; and the impact of real errors on the performance of 
data carried by the standards. Part of this research was to run an experiment 
to capture real errors on a transmitter at Cambridge, to then test different pro-
tocols and tunings to see what performs best. The results of the tuning and the 
Cambridge capture experiments are presented in chapters 4 and 5. 
There are a number of applications that broadcast radio may be used. There 
are public service and commercial radio stations, which many people are already 
familiar with. Broadcast digital radio can also be set up for a small geographical 
area, allowing for specialist applications, for example a large building site could 
use a local broadcast digital radio service to provide site information over a large 
area. Similarly a large scale emergency situation could employ a broadcast digital 
radio network to quickly pass information between emergency services and workers. 
There are also other existing broadcast radio services, like maritime radio, that 
may benefit from having better data service provision. 
1.2 Alternative Technologies 
The purpose of data services over broadcast digital radio is to provide useful 
services to hand-held devices. There are a number of alternative mechanisms that 
can provide these kind of services. 
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1.2.1 Mobile Telephony 
Digital mobile telephony is grouped into Second Generation (2G), Enhanced Sec-
ond Generation (2.5G) and Third Generation (3G). For the context of this re-
search, all of these are able to carry data services alongside the more obvious 
voice communication. 
It is noted here that although First Generation (1 G) is able to carry data, 
by employing a modulator/demodulator (modem), that this is not a native data 
service mechanism, so is not analysed here. 
Mobile telephone networks: 
• are circuit switched networks 
• have international agreement on physical bandwidth locations 
• have internationa] coverage provided by Telcos 
• have an existing widespread consumer uptake of technology 
• have limited scalability, due to the resolution of a network cell 
• do not support broadcast or multi-cast protocols natively 
1.2.2 Wireless Networking for Hand-held Computers 
There are a number of wireless networking standards. Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) 
and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) are currently 
well-known complementary standards - WiFi is designed for high speed short 
range applications (in the traditional Local Area Network (LAN) geographical 
area), WiMAX as a broadband town-wide area (aiming to be a Metropolitan 
Area Network (MAN) solution). These standards provide an Ethernet network on 
2.4 Giga-Hertz (GHz) (WiFi) and 2-66 GHz (WiMAX). 
Wireless networks: 
• are packet switched networks 
• have international agreement on physical bandwidth location 
• have no national coverage planned. There is limited coverage typically pro-
vided by private companies 
• have wide consumer uptake as many new computer devices are sold with 
WiFi built in 
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• have a limited scalability, WiFi has a range of about 100 meters outside, 
dependant on the number of subscribers on the network. WiMAX is likely 
to perform well up to 5 miles from the base station, but the number of 
subscribers to that base station will effect the performance of the network. 
• theoretically support both broadcast and multi-cast natively, however these 
are dependant on the providers' infrastructure, and broadcast and/or multi-
cast services may not be provided. 
1.3 Broadcast Versus Unicast 
The broadcast communication technique works by sending all entities on a network 
exactly the same data concurrently. The unicast communication technique works 
by sending the information to the relevant entity only. 
The merit of a unicast communication mechanism are that the bandwidth of 
the network is kept to the minimum required for one conversation. The commu-
nication is kept between two end points. However, this means that two identical 
messages are sent out, by a server, onto the network if two identical requests are 
made. 
Broadcast techniques work by sending out one copy of the data to everyone, 
regardless of whether they want it. This leads to reduced bandwidth for individual 
transactions, but the advantage is that if many people want the same information, 
then there is less repetition on the network, releasing bandwidth for other uses. 
The advantage of using a native broadcast network, like DAB, DMB or DVB-
h, over alternative wireless technologies, like the mobile telephony networks, WiFi 
or WiMAX, for broadcast data is that all of the available bandwidth can be used 
for broadcast services. Therefore there is no conflict between broadcast services 
and unicast services or the use of the back channel. 
1.4 Modelling and Simulation 
When analysing systems it is useful to have tools that mimic real systems. There 
are two main ways to accomplish this: 
Modelling is a process by which a mathematical formula is constructed to rep-
resent the system. These tend to be run quickly, but restrict the settings of 
the experiment 
Simulation is a process by which an algorithm is constructed to represent the 
system. These tend to be run slowly, be can be highly flexible in altering 
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· the experiment design. 
In creating both models and simulators, assumptions are made about the real 
system to reduce the complexity, and aid understanding of the attributes of the 
system. 
One of the advantages of simulators is that real data may be analysed. Arqiva, 
formally known as NTL Broadcast and who part sponsored this work, facilitated 
the capture of real world data though the provision of bandwidth in a DAB mul-
tiplex and lent specialist reception equipment, which provided the mechanism for 
real World error profiles to be captured, and these are analysed in this work. 
1.5 Contributions of this work 
This work provides new mechanisms to model and simulate Digital Broadcast Ra-
dio, which has provided knowledge of the best configuration for the data broadcast 
mechanisms within DAB, DMB and DVB-h. In addition the performance of For-
ward Error Correction (FEC) mechanisms and the impact of data retransmission 
is analysed, which has shown the affect on the performance of the channel. To 
provide this knowledge, a new network metric has been developed, dubbed channel 
performance, to provide a fair comparison of performance of different standards 
and across different bandwidths, taking into consideration both the efficiency of 
the transmission and the loss rate caused by an imperfect channel. This has shown 
that an increase in strength of a FEC mechanism does not necessarily mean an 
increase in performance over a real data channel. 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
This chapter has outlined fields of interests for this research. Chapter 2 provides 
an overview of the digital broadcast mechanisms DAB, DMB and DVB-h. In 
chapter 3 there is a description of a mathematical model of DAB, DMB and 
DVB-h, and a broadcast digital radio transmission simulator capable of simulating 
various configurations of broadcast data standards. Chapter 4 provides results 
from both the mathematical model and the simulator. Finally this thesis concludes 
in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
In the introduction chapter, there is an overview of the current broadcast radio 
standards, both at a high level and also some of the mechanisms used to construct 
the standards; there is also a discussion of ongoing and completed work relevant 
to this research. 
2.1 Broadcast Information Systems 
The first computers were mainframe machines which required local access, or at 
best local telephone infrastructure for a dumb terminal. In 1966 the first networks 
were developed to connect two mainframes together. This grew into Advanced 
Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), the World's first Wide Area 
Network (WAN) [551. 
During computer infancy, only unicast was considered to pass information from 
one network node to another. Conceptually, unicast data transmission entails a 
connection that has only three entities involved - each end of the connection, and 
the route; where the route is thought of as a wire, and is therefore unimportant. 
This is a one-to-one relationship and the feasibility of positive feedback from one 
node to the other is high. The networking protocol Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) (TCP is normally sent over an Internet Protocol (IP) link and so is normally 
written as TCP lIP) works in exactly this way - for all data that is transmitted, an 
acknowledgement must be made [531. If either the data or the acknowledgement is 
lost, then the data is sent again until either the data and acknowledgement both 
arrive correctly, or the mechanism gives up. 
We can relate this to a normal telephone conversation, it doesn't matter how 
much technology is between the two people talking, they are talking to each other 
and are affirming that they are understanding each other. However there are a lot 
of situations where unicast communication is not efficient, for example if we had 
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to use a unicast mechanism in a meeting it could translate to everyone speaking 
only to the chair, and the chair having to confirm to a number of people that their 
understanding was correct. 
Outside the sphere of computers, then, non-unicast networks are wide spread. 
For instance, since 1922 the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) has been 
transmitting a public radio service [8]; one source and many listeners. This is 
an example of a broadcast network; a one to many relationship. The difference 
between a broadcast network and a multi-cast network is subtle; in a broadcast 
scenario everyone is bombarded with the information. A multi-cast network works 
similarly, except that you choose to receive the data. In a switched computer 
network where it is possible to send data to a specific item of hardware, it makes 
better sense to use multi-cast techniques, in a non-switched network, the only 
choice is to broadcast data. The problems of optimisation are not dissimilar, 
however. 
There are situations where multi-cast networks would be best for computer 
networks. If we take the real-life radio analogy further we can apply it to Internet 
radio stations. The BBC transmit it's programmes over the Internet in addition 
to using radio waves. In a unicast-only environment it would be necessary for 
every single user to have an individual connection to the BBC radio server. If the 
connection is over TCP lIP then there would be a confirmation for every packet 
that is sent from the server from every client. This is completely inappropriate, 
especially when the possibility that there may be many thousands of concurrent 
connections is taken into consideration; so confirmation is not sensible. If we use 
User Datagram Protocol over Internet Protocol (UDP lIP) where confirmations 
are not part of the protocol [51], the server still has to say the same thing many 
times to each client. It makes sense to have a repeater closer to the client so 
that the original server only has to talk to the repeaters, just like in the analogue 
broadcast radio network. 
The consequence of having this repeater is that there is no way for the client 
to give positive (or negative) feedback, as the connection to the source is simplex. 
This means that another way has to be found t'o make the link between the server 
and the client reliable, as the is no manner to confirm that the data was correctly 
received, which is the desirable outcome of transmitting data. This is especially 
true when the data is transmitted over a lossy channel like Radio. 
2.2 Literature Review 
This section presents the background to this research. The areas covered are 
computer networks with particular interest of wireless connectivity, the metrics to 
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measure them, and the mechanisms to try to negate the impact of errors on data 
in broadcast networks. 
2.2.1 Overview of Existing Wireless Digital Communica-
tion Technologies 
This section looks at the available physical mechanisms to provide digital network 
connectivity to a range of devices. 
Wireless Networks 
Here we will look at mechanisms that provide network connectivity used commonly 
in computers. 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11x standards 
commonly dubbed WiFi, provide a wireless LAN connectivity for nodes on 
a computer network. As the 802.11 standards are wireless, the node may be 
stationary, portable or mobile [31]. The 802.11 network is intended for a geo-
graphical area of about 100 metres maximum distance from the base-station, 
or between devices, in very favourable conditions. 
802.16 WiMAX While the 802.11 standards excel at LAN networks, their use is 
limited to about 100 metres in favourable conditions. WiMAX was designed 
with a greater geographic region in mind, suitable for use in both MAN and 
WAN configurations, providing broadband-speed connectivity [60]. 
Bluetooth is a Personal Area Network (PAN) radio communication protocol de-
signed with mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) devices, Per-
sonal Computer (PC) peripheral devices and other such technology, in mind. 
It can be used to link two devices together, for connections akin to serial-
cable communication between the devices, phones transferring business cards 
for example, or it can be used to connect devices to more serious networks, 
with the potential to provide a link to the Internet [70]. 
Infrared Data Association (IrDA) is an infrared network physical mecha-
nism. Before bandwidth licensing and cost enabled wireless networks (like 
Bluetooth and WiFi) to become a possibility, the Infrared Data Association 
(Ir DA) protocol was developed to provide serial-cable like data transmission 
between two devices. The IrDA protocol is flexible, being able to carry data, 
such as business cards, between phones up to providing a link to a laptop 
computer for connection to a network or the Internet. It can only connect 
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two devices together, and is limited to line-of-sight over distances of up to a 
metre [33J. 
Mobile Phone Networks 
Mobile phone networks are prevalent across the planet. Although they were orig-
inally developed to provide a more flexible voice communication network, they 
quickly became capable of conveying data. 
Mobile phone technologies have developed over time. Retrospectively, the 
. stages in development have been grouped into generations: 
1G cellular mobile phone networks first existed in the early 1980s. In spite of 
the status of 1 G , there were earlier radio telephone methods, however these 
were not cellular techniques. The only way to transfer data across a IG 
network is to use an analogue modem, an expensive and slow solution for 
reliable data transfer. 
2G mobile phone networks appeared during the early 1990s. 
2G technologies include: 
• Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 
• CdmaOne 
• Digital Advanced Mobile Phone System (DAMPS) 
2.5G mobile phone networks offer improved data services over the 2G network 
model, using General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). The GPRS network is 
Internet-aware, that is there is no special method to connect cellular devices 
to the Internet. 
3G is a coverall term for number of different technologies, all of which conform 
to the International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) standard, 
laid out by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which is the 
leading United Nations agency for communication technology [62J. The 
IMT-2000 provides a flexible standard allowing for terrestrial and/or satel-
lite based technology to create fast mobile data communication networks, 
and was designed with existing technology in mind. 
3G technologies include: 
• Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) 
• CDMA2000 
• Enhanced Data GSM Environment (EDGE) 
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GSM is the European 2G solution, although there is migration towards Global 
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) within America. It uses Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) to allocate when cellular devices may use the network 
to transmit and receive data. It incorporates encryption, data networking at 9.6 
kilobits per second (kbps) via digital modems, Short Messaging Service (SMS) 
for text messages and paging services, Call Forwarding, Caller Identification, call 
waiting and multi-party conferencing. All of this means that the GSM 2G solution 
is more ready for advanced data services than the 1G offerings. GSM is the most 
secure of the 2G architectures. GSM provides a channel with a bandwidth of 9.6 
kbps [36, Chapter 6]. 
CdmaOne is an implementation of of the TIA-EIA-95 standard, which is also 
known as IS-95 and TIA-EIA-95. CdmaOne is a 2G system used predominately in 
North America, Korea and Japan. CdmaOne is specified to be a circuit switched 
data network with a bandwidth of 14.4 kbps [9, 36]. 
DAMPS known as TDMA in the USA, is a 2G offering used in Latin America, 
the USA, New Zealand, parts of Russia and the Asian Pacific. Currently Digi-
tal Advanced Mobile Phone System (DAMPS) services are being discontinued in 
America, with a migration towards GSM technology [1]. 
GPRS 2.5G mobile phone networks offer improved data services over the 2G 
network model, using General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). The GPRS network 
is Internet-aware, that is there is no special method to connect cellular devices to 
the Internet. 
G PRS provides a theoretical maximum of 172.2 kbps by allowing data to com-
pete with telephony for time in the TDMA mechanism. This maximum bandwidth 
is derived on the assumption that there is no error correction and that the network 
provider would allow one cellular user to take the entire bandwidth. This is likely 
never to happen [36, 63]. 
UMTS is an evolution of GSM, which employs Wideband Code Division Multi-
ple Access (WCDMA) [11], which is one of the enhancements to the Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA) mechanisms, to improve the throughput of the data. As 
GSM is a favoured 2G mechanism across Europe, Universal Mobile Telecommu-
nication System (UMTS) is strongly favoured by Europe. The data bandwidth 
available in the UMTS standard is variable dependant on service and application, 
and the range is between 2megabits per second (mbps) and 4.75kbps [36, 65]. 
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CDMA2000 CDMA2000, based on the CDMA IS-95 mechanism, includes en-
hancements which will allow for a possible 3mbps data channel [36]. 
CdmaOne, CDMA2000, and WCDMA techniques share the CDMA root mech-
anism, and have evolved similarly. When an innovation has been applied to one, 
often there has been work to include it in the others [54]. 
EDGE technology works by improving the usage of the existing GSM carrier 
signal. This is achieved by changing the underlying modulation technique from 
a Gaussian minimum-shift keying (GMSK) as used in GPRS systems to a 8-
phase-shift-keying modulation. With this improvement, the Enhanced Data GSM 
Environment (EDGE) system can transmit data at a maximum rate of 384 kbps. 
This is constructed of eight 48 kbps time slots. By comparison, GPRS can transmit 
using eight 14 kbps and GSM using eight 9.6 kbps time slots [36]. 
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) 
Due to the international nature of shipping, many international agreements have 
been reached on the use of technology for distress and other ship-to-ship and 
ship-to-shore communication. 
One of the internationally agreed standards is the Global Maritime Distress 
and Safety System (GMDSS), a collection of technologies working in conjunction 
to provide mariners with safety information, and the ability to ask for help, should 
they need it. Two of these systems use digital broadcasting mechanisms: Digital 
Selective Calling (DSC) and NAVigational TEXt (NAVTEX). 
DSC is used to initiate radiotelephone communication for ship-to-ship, ship-to-
shore and shore-to-ship transactions. Every DSC transceiver has a unique 
number, similar in concept to a Media Access Control (MAC) address in 
network hardware [32]. The transceiver listens on maritime Very High Fre-
quency (VHF) channel 80 for a signal containing its number. When the 
receiver is alerted by its number, the transmitter and receiver negotiate for 
a clear channel to communicate on, allowing the human operator to commu-
nicate. 
Should the mariner need to send a Mayday distress call, the DSC transceiver 
can transmit this call on behalf of the mariner, allowing the mariner to 
perform other tasks, which is likely in a Mayday event [48]. 
NAVTEX At sea, navigation information is based on charts. New navigation 
warnings and information is more readily usable if presented pictorially. The 
NAVTEX system receives radio transmitted information, including images, 
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and prints them out. The information is categorised to allow the skipper to 
decide whether it is relevant. The information is cached, so that the receiver 
will only alert once for each message [48]. 
Broadcast Radio Networks 
Broadcast radio networks providing audio services have been provided for many 
years. More recently has been the mechanism to convey data using broadcast ra-
dio. Here we look at the standards that allow data in broadcast radio mechanisms. 
Radio Data System (RDS) and Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS) 
are competing systems for placing narrow bandwidth data over an analogue 
broadcast radio station signal. Radio Data System (RDS) is supported by 
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) and Radio Broadcast Data Sys-
tem (RBDS) by the National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) of the USA. 
RDS and RBDS typically carry information such as: Programme Identifica-
tion, programme service name, alternative frequencies list, traffic programme 
identification, traffic announcement signals and Enhanced other station in-
formation [71]. 
DAB is a broadcast technology designed to provide the option of a large number 
of different stations, or services, to transmit in the same physical bandwidth. 
The value of DAB is that it has cheap implementation and wide ·flexibility. 
DAB is a digital broadcast standard. This means that the audio services pro-
vided over may be viewed as a digital broadcast stream, with audio encoded 
using a particular codec mechanism, normally MPEG2 audio layer, although 
there are alternatives, and DAB with AAC+ (DAB+) uses the High Effi-
ciency - Advanced Audio Coding (AAC+) codec. As DAB is digital natively, 
there are also mechanisms to provide other data services. 
DAB is currently unreliable for data transmission. In this work we address 
its inadequacies and propose methods to improve its reliability: DAB is a 
broadcast mechanism, so natively has no return path for data or feedback on 
reception quality. There has been some research to provide a return channel. 
Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is a wide-bandwidth solution for digital tele-
vision and data transmission. Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) has become 
a widely used standard for the transmission of public broadcast information 
across satellite, cable and terrestrial broadcast radio mechanisms [64]. 
There are different problems presented with the different mediums that DVB 
is carried over, which lead to a number of different standards, all based on the 
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core DVB standard, but which address the specific problems presented by its 
own medium: Digital Video Broadcast - Terrestrial (DVB-t), for example, 
was developed to cope with the inevitable extra noise and likelihood of being 
within the reception coverage of two transmitters providing the same service. 
This is a problem not encountered over a cable or a satellite channel [7J. 
DMB was an answer to the demand for video streaming over a channel that has 
a lower bandwidth than a DVB channel. 
DMB uses the same underlying technology as DAB, so no new broadcast 
data technologies were developed. All of the data broadcasting techniques 
available to DAB may be employed in a DMB ensemble. 
DMB emphasises use of the Enhanced Stream Mode transmission mecha-
nism [19], which is used for video streaming in high loss environments [20J. 
DAB+ utilises advances in audio codec mechanisms. 
There have been advances in audio codecs beyond the MPEG2 audio mech-
anisms used natively in DAB. AAC+ is one such codec, with the advantage 
that it requires less overhead in the transmission stream than MPEG2 audio. 
DAB+ was developed as an enhancement of the standard DAB mechanism 
to utilise the benefit of a higher channel throughput [24J. 
2.2.2 Work Proc·eeding and Completed in the area 
Eureka project 147, which was started in 1987 and completed in 2001, was a 
European-funded projected, subsidised by a collaboration between a number of 
organisations based in Germany, France, the Netherlands and the United King-
dom [58J. The project's aim was to provide a viable high quality commercial digital 
broadcast radio mechanism, called DAB. DAB is now standardised as ETSI stan-
dard EN 300 401 [15J. By 1995 the BBC had decided that DAB radio was the 
future of broadcast radio services [69J. 
DAB was considered to be too narrow bandwidth for use in digital broad-
cast television, so in 1993 Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) was developed to meet 
this demand. There are a number of DVB derivatives to solve particular prob-
lems presented by different mediums: Digital Video Broadcast - Satellite (DVB-
s) was developed in 1993, followed in 1994 by Digital Video Broadcast - Cable 
(DVB-c). These two standards assume that the channel is fairly reliable. Dig-
ital Video Broadcast - Terrestrial (DVB-t) was developed to replace terrestrial 
analogue broadcast television, and assumes that the channel will be affected by 
a greater degree of noise and the possibility of a receiver needing to cope with a 
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signal received from two different transmitters. DVB-h was an enhancement of 
DVB-t, which addresses the consumer demand for high bandwidth broadcast data 
to a hand-held device [7, 17]. 
The audio section of DAB uses an Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 
layer 2 audio mechanism [15, Section 7], which can carry either single channel 
mono, dual channel mono, joint stereo or stereo audio data. The performance of 
DAB audio channels has been well researched, and a number of different recom-
mendations were made to add other audio encoding mechanisms into the DAB 
standard [24, 3]. There are two notable enhancements to the DAB standard: 
DMB and DAB with AAC+ (DAB+). DAB+ is based on the DAB mechanism, 
but includes a different audio codec. In addition to MPEG layer 2 audio used in 
DAB, DAB+ can also employ High Efficiency - Advanced Audio Coding (AAC+). 
According to World-DMB research, an AAC+ transmission uses about 30% of the 
bandwidth in an equivalent bandwidth MPEG layer 2 audio transmission. 
The mechanism for providing television services over a DAB ensemble has 
resulted in the DMB standard [19]. The performance was reviewed in Korea, 
where it was deemed to perform more reliably than an analogue with a greater 
capacity for alternative channels [38], with a level of network delay jitter deemed 
expectable by the MPEG 2 standard [37]. 
Some work has been done on the possibility of multi-standard receivers [56], 
including the possibility of some receivers making use of a back-channel. In the 
typical broadcast radio model, the receiver would not have a return path for 
information. 
With the flexibility of digital channels has come the demand for multimedia 
content to enhance the experience of the audio services. Some work has been 
completed on how picture content may enhance an existing audio service, pro-
viding a clearer understanding to the user of the station about the subject being 
described [10]. 
There are a number of protocols that can be used to convey multimedia data. 
Amongst them is H.264 video compression, which previous work has evaluated over 
an Real-time Transmission Protocol (RTP) over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
over IP over DVB-h [66]. Here the authors present the effect of bit-errors on the 
DVB-h channel, and recommend that data broadcast over DVB-h will require the 
Multi-protocol Encapsulation (MPE)-FEC protocol, introduced in to the DVB 
protocol family by DVB-h [16]. 
The performance of broadcast data sent over MPE-FEC in a DVB-h channel 
has been researched, finding that the optimal IP packet size to be between 1,024 
and 2,048 bytes in length [67]. Here the authors use a mathematical model of 
a urban reception to find the best size of IP packet to have the combination of 
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throughput and probability of reception. 
Recently there has been research into the throughput of Multimedia Object 
Transfer (MOT) data in a terrestrial DMB channel [5]. This research attempted 
to discover the most optimum configuration, or tuning, for an MOT transmission 
by concentrating on the probability of receipt of the 'data, and concluded that 
the best mechanism was to use repetition to gain a relatively higher likelihood of 
correct data receipt. There has also been research into the performance of MPEG 
video data over wireless networks [39], showing that the burst error profile found in 
real wireless networks has a severe affect on the performance of such applications, 
with the need for correct tuning of the standard and finding best practice for use 
of FEC techniques. 
2.2.3 Performance Metrics for Digital Broadcast Networks 
Traditionally performance on a network is related to underlying loss and delay [36]. 
However, in broadcast networks the delay is less relevant as it is out of the control 
of the operator. 
There is a significant difference between cached and streamed services over 
broadcast data services: 
Streamed data is typically used to convey audio and visual data in a real-time 
manner. Many of the codecs that are used for this purpose are tolerant of 
errant data to some degree. Significant losses cause the data streams to fail, 
which the user is likely to find undesirable. 
Cached data can be used to convey a variety of data types, all of which are 
unlikely to be used in a strict real-time manner. It must be assumed that 
the cached objects are intolerant of errant data, and therefore a lost Protocol 
Data Unit (PDU) will result in a lost object. Depending on what object is 
lost, it could mean that all of the data is unusable. 
As the data is cached, it is possible for the data to be retransmitted over 
time. As there are normally many users of broadcast data services, it is 
unreasonable to expect retransmissions to be triggered by requests from re-
ceivers, regardless of whether any back-channel is available. The mechanism 
normally employed is for additional cycles of the data carousel to be trans-
mitted, after an entire carousel transmission has been completed. The user 
perception of a loss in such a cached data mechanism is likely to be that the 
channel has a low bandwidth, and therefore undesirable. 
From this we can take that any data arriving in error is undesirable, especially 
when the application employs a cached data mechanism. 
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2.2.4 Error Handling Techniques 
In this section an error means a symbol, normally a character or a byte, that 
is received differently from. how it was transmitted. The first task to achieve 
on reception is to discover whether any errors were within the data. Once this 
has been accomplished, we can look at the errant data and try to correct errors. 
There are several different classes of these error codes, and it would be useful to 
understand these different classes. 
Error Detecting Codes or check-sums, are there to determine whether the 
data has arrived correctly or not. 
Possibly the oldest computer implementation of this was the single bit parity 
check, where the algorithm was simply to count the number of bits that were 
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transmitted as 1 (rather than 0). The final bit was set to ensure that there were 
an even or odd number of bits in state 1 (which was defined before transmission). 
This is not a particularly strong error detection code as it only takes an even 
number of bits in any message to be in error for the algorithm to break. There 
are alternative codes, which will be analysed later in this document. 
Erasure Correcting Codes work by replacing missing data symbols, or col-
lection of symbols. For these to work, any symbol that is received that is in error 
must be determined that it is indeed in error and deleted. In these algorithms, a 
symbol is normally an entity that is much bigger than a bit .. 
Error Correcting Codes ,also known as FEC, work by discovering where the 
errored symbol or symbols are and providing enough extra data to determine what 
the error should have been. These only work if the entire stream is received, and 
the errors can be found within it. These codes have a finite tolerancej that is, they 
cannot correct the stream if there are too many errored symbols. 
Fountain Codes are an extension concept over Erasure Correcting Codes. The 
definition of fountain codes is that. they can recover the original symbols (n) from 
any set of the output symbols (k) with a high probability of success. k is always 
bigger than nj the performance of fountain codes is measured by how close k is to 
n [59, Section 1]. 
Descriptions of Coding Mechanisms There are a number of different aspects 
of error detection and correction technologies: 
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• Whether the original data is transmitted, or an encoded version. This is 
referred to as systematic or non-systematic codes, and is distinct from en-
cryption. 
• Whether the data is sent in fixed units, or a free flow form, known as either 
fixed rate or rate-less codes. 
• Whether the data is sent in order or not, known as linear encapsulation or 
interleaving of the data, respectively. 
Systematic codes are algorithms that work by adding correction data to the 
original data, that is that they transmit the data, as its original symbols, 
and some extra information. The extra data is there to allow the resurrection 
of the correct data symbols from the errant symbols. 
Non-systematic codes are algorithms that work on top of the original data. 
The original data, as it's original symbols, are never transmitted. The cor-
rection data symbols and the original data symbols are merged. 
Fixed rate algorithms are the traditional approach. There is a fixed number of 
data symbols that the algorithm will work on. If there is more data than 
is allowed by the fixed size, then additional frames will be sent, if there are 
two few, then the frame is padded prior to processing. 
The rate would be ~ where k is the length (number of symbols) of the 
payload data and n is the length of the data that is to be transmitted. 
Rateless algorithms do not have the restriction of having to fit within a frame, 
which means that they are a lot more flexible. Rather than structuring the 
payload, it requires a certain number of any transmitted symbols be received. 
Interleaving is the process by which data is not sent sequentially. The symbols 
within the data stream are not sent in the order that they originally were 
in. 
Although interleaving is not directly an error code, their value is in conjunc-
tion with error codes. 
On their own, interleavers do not add reliability to a system, they only 
alter the order of the symbols, so if errors affect the channel, then the same 
amount of symbols that arrive in error, so the receipt reliability is the same. 
What interleaving does provide is a more useful error distribution. 
A lot of real-life channels have the characteristic of errors occurring close to-
gether. This is called a burst error profile. Where the errors near each other, 
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the probability of an error correcting code fixing this problem is reduced as 
many symbols will be missing. 
Interleaving means that the errors will be spread throughout the stream, but 
fewer errant symbols will be together. This allows the error correction codes 
to function efficiently as it lowers the probability of the section of symbols 
containing so many errors that the section cannot be corrected. 
Some Implementations of Error Detecting and Correcting Codes 
Here we look at the following actual codes that are relevant to this research; what 
the existing codes are and how they are implemented. 
• Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes 
• Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes 
• LT codes 
• Online codes 
• Viterbi Algorithm 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check(CRC) s are based on polynomial arithmetic 
mod 2, which is essentially the same as binary arithmetic mod 2, which is also 
known as binary arithmetic without carrying [68J. 
In integer division, we have four entities: divisor, dividend, quotient and re-
mainder. In CRC terminology the divisor is called the generator polynomial (nor-
mally referred to as the polynomial); the dividend is the message - the wanted 
data symbols to be sent; the remainder is the CRC and the quotient is waste. 
The choice of the generator polynomial is quite important. In theory any 
polynomial will work. In practice, some are much more reliable than others [61J. 
There are a number of known good CRC polynomials. DAB uses 16 bit CRC 
fields in both its packet and datagroup entities. The two well-known 16 bit CRC 
polynomials are: 
Although creating a CRC is a repeatable process, it is not trivially reversible, 
which places CRCs firmly in the error detection class of codes. 
For a CRC to be of value it must be computed when the data is known to be 
correct, and be available to the receiver to compare with the data. This means that 
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the CRC must be calculated before transmission, and transmitted with the data. 
When the data is received, the receiver performs the CRC process on the received 
data and compares the transmitted CRC with the one it has just generated. If 
the CRCs match, there is a high level of certainty that the received data is the 
same as the transmitted data; that there were no errors in the data. 
In the DAB standard, CRCs are used to verify whether a packet has arrived 
in error, or not. They are also optionally used in the datagroup to verify that 
the datagroup has arrived correctly, although this is not normally implemented in 
practice. 
BCH and RS Codes are fixed-rate error correcting codes. 
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are a sub-class of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem 
(BCH) codes. RS code work on non-binary symbols, and are related to CRC 
codes. 
If p is a prime number and q is any power of p, we have code symbols from a 
q-symbol alphabet. For any choice of positive integers sand t, there exists a BCH 
code with length n = q8 -1, which can correct any t errors for 2st parity symbols. 
Therefore there are n - 2st data symbols. 
BCH codes can have any value of s. RS codes have the fixed s value 1, which 
simplifies the equations somewhat: 
Block length 
Number of data symbols 
n 
k 
=q-1 
=q-1-2t 
Number of parity symbols n - k = 2t 
Number of errors that can be corrected t n-k 
2 
The creation time for RS codes is O(n2 ). When being described, RS codes typically 
take the form RS (n, k). There are a number of well known RS codes. In this 
research two are used: RS (204,188) and RS (255,191). RS (204,188) is used 
within the DAB standard, and is a shortened version of the RS (255,247) code. It 
is capable of correcting up to eight byte errors reliably. The RS (255,191) standard 
is used within DVB-h and is capable of correcting up to 32 bytes in error reliably. 
In addition to the normal RS code mechanism, there are two mechanisms that 
may be employed to adjust the efficiency of transmission and strength of error 
protection on the data: puncturing and padding. The padding mechanism works 
by reducing the amount of payload sent by the transmitter, with an agreement 
with the receiver that the receiver will add the data that was not transmitted, 
thus decreasing the efficiency of the transmission, whilst strengthening the error 
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correcting potential of the RS code. Puncturing works by reducing the number 
of RS parity symbols transmitted, which has the effect of weakening the error 
correcting capabilities of the RS code,· whilst increasing the channel efficiency [18]. 
LT codes were developed by Michael Luby [43] whilst working for Digital Foun-
tain. They are a non-systematic, erasure-correcting code, based on the XOR 
function. 
LT codes are protected by US patents [44] and [45]. 
If two Binary numbers are XORed together, and you know one number, you 
can XOR the known number and the XORed conglomerate, and you will discover 
the second number. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 demonstrate this principle. 
101 0 1 0 1 0 
EElII00II00 
o 1 100 1 1 0 
Table 2.1: The two numbers are encoded into an LT data unit 
101 0 1 0 1 0 
EEl 0 1 100 1 1 0 
1 100 1 100 
Table 2.2: The second number is retrieved from the known first and encoded LT 
data unit 
This also works if there are more than one XORed file within the number, 
however there must be only one unknown number. This principle is demonstrated 
in tables 2.3 and 2.4. 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
EEl 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Table 2.3: The three numbers are encoded into an LT unit 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
EEl 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Table 2.4: The second number is retrieved from the known first, third and encoded 
LT unit 
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From this, it becomes apparent that if some of the numbers are known, then 
it can be possible to resurrect other numbers. 
LT codes are sent in packets. The wanted data is split into pieces of a fixed 
size. Pieces of the wanted data are XORed with each other and identifiers of the 
comprising components of each section is sent with the data. This means that 
the receiver obtains the data in the form of an encoded block, and what was used 
to create that block. At this point it is certain that the data is not sent in it's 
original state; therefore LT codes are non-systematic. 
There are many different possible combinations of which blocks are used to 
create the encoded packet. This means that after a certain amount of time, it is 
then possible to recreate the original data. Luby states that after receiving typi-
cally 105% of the original data, then the data is recreate-able. This works because 
the data is continually being sent as a randomly chosen, different combination of 
blocks. This prevents us from stating the rate, it is not possible to exactly judge 
the quantity of reception by how much data is to be sent. Therefore this is an 
example of a rate-less algorithm. 
It is clear that if there is an error within one of these packets, the entire 
mechanism will fail. Therefore LT codes need an error correcting or an error 
detecting code to work on the packets before the LT algorithm can be applied. 
Therefore LT codes must fall into the class of fountain codes, which are a subclass 
of erasure correcting codes. 
The time taken to create the LT blocks is O(logn); the decoding time ofan LT 
encoded stream is O(nlogn), and the LT mechanism requires n + O( y'n) blocks 
to be able to decode successfully [40]. 
Online codes are a refinement of LT codes. This means that Online codes are 
already defined as fountain codes, rate-less and erasure correcting [46]. 
The main difference between Online code and LT codes is the way that the 
component parts of the transmission blocks are chosen. Each transmission block 
is comprised of a number of component parts, which are chosen pseudo-randomly. 
The pseudo-random generator is a well-known, and consistent between the trans-
mitter and the receiver. 
Along with the data, some extra blocks are created; these blocks are called aux-
iliary blocks. The message blocks are reflected in three random auxiliary blocks, 
using the XOR process noted in tables 2.3 and 2.4. The number of auxiliary blocks 
will be 1% of the original message blocks. 
Once these auxiliary blocks are created, the message and auxiliary blocks are 
combined, using the pseudo-random number generator to decide which of the 
blocks shall be combined together for transmission. In some cases this will be a 
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combination of only one block. 
When these blocks are received, it is possible to reconstruct the message using 
an iterative process where the known is used to discover the unknown, again using 
the XOR technique. 
As the algorithm is similar to LT codes, the metrics to compare are the encod-
ing and decoding times, and number of blocks needed to reconstruct the original 
data. The creation time of Online codes is 0(1), and decoding time is O(n), with 
a required (1 + €)n number of blocks. That means that Online codes take a con-
sistent time to encode, and a linear time to decode, whilst introducing low levels 
of overhead [46, Section 2]. 
The Viterbi algorithm is used to estimate state sequence information, pro-
viding the ability to predict the original sequence of bits in a data stream, to some 
level of accuracy [26]. 
Although there are a number of varying applications that the Viterbi algorithm 
has been applied to, within the field of broadcast digital radio it is used to protect 
the bits at the physical layer, to provide an error protected stream of bits. In the 
DAB standards, the base error protection is typically 10-4 • 
Forney Approach to Convolutional Interleaving is a well known technique 
to create a strong interleaving pattern to disperse error bursts more uniformly. 
This works by skewing the byte transmission order, with the receiver reversing 
the skew effect on receipt. Figure 2.1 shows the conceptual functionality of this 
interleaver. 
io io 
~I-----"j:!., ••
~ I11 
~ 1111111111 ~ 
I M xi r 
io 
i<;!.j I I I ii 3 • 
ji~ 
i1 ;:.!.@f-___ -""-°r-::e: 
Interleaver Dcinterleaver 
Figure 2.1: Conceptual diagram of the Forney Approach Convolution 
Interleaver[19, Figure 4] 
Where: 
I The number of queues 
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N The number of bytes to be sent in one Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 
M The number of bytes in one unit of the queue, and is calculated as ~ 
j The index of the interleaver queue 
The transmitter has 1 rows. Each row has a different length queue: if the queue 
is referenced by j, then the queue length is M x j at the interleaver, and M x 
(1 - 1 - j) at the deinterleaver. 
The receiver also has 1 rows, each with a different length queue. The main 
difference is that receiver has the opposite queue structure; the queue length can 
be found with the formula M (1 - j). 
The impact of this is that a byte that has a small transmission delay has a long 
reception delay, and vice versa: either way, the total end-to-end delay is always 
Mx1. 
The benefit that this provides is that there is a big separation between the 
bytes, which results in' the intermingling of packets. Real errors tend to have a 
bursty error profile, and if the errors all arrive in one burst in one packet they may 
defeat the FEe protection. If the burst is spread across multiple packets, there is 
a much smaller chance that the FEC protection will be defeated. 
2.2.5 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) Header Compression 
In any channel it is necessary to add information to describe the data being carried. 
This information adds additional bytes, which is commonly called overhead. The 
more overhead there is, the worse the efficiency of the channel. 
In modern wired networks, the amount of overhead introduced by the normal 
Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol (TCP lIP) and UDP lIP 
headers is not considered so great that a reduction is necessary. In low bandwidth 
applications, especially those with a real-time application, the additional overhead 
may become too larger percentage of the data. 
To fix this, there has been much work in creating compression for protocol 
headers. Here some of these developments are outlined. 
The first steps to reduce the amount of overhead by removing superfluous 
information from Protocol Data Unit (PDU) headers carried over ARPA-Internet 
was started in 1984 [25]. This led, in 1990, to a proposed Internet standard to 
improve the performance of a low bandwidth TCP lIP channel, which is commonly 
known as Van Jacobson Compression (VJ Compression) [34]. At the time of 
writing, the author, Van Jacobson, did not believe that the added effort to carry 
UDP lIP was necessary, as his research indicated that UDP was not where the 
majority of the overhead was introduced. He found that the most significant 
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portion of the overhead was introduced in application protocols that employed 
UDP. 
Following the development of RTP in 1996 [28, 57], it became clear that there 
was a need for header compression for Real-time Transmission Protocol over User 
Datagram Protocol over Internet Protocol (RTP IUDP lIP) channels. A standard 
was proposed in 1999, to provide better performance over low bandwidth links [4]. 
It was developed to cope with either a simplex or duplex channels, and over a 
simplex channels it was recognised that there would be a need to refresh the full 
header information periodically. Although it was not stated as such, it must have 
been assumed that the physical layer would be generally reliable. This assumption 
was derived by the tolerance for packet loss in this mechanism. If there were 16 
packets lost, the decompresser might not notice that the channel was in error. 
To address the reliability of a channel, a new standard was proposed in 2001, 
which was named RObust Header Compression (ROHC) [2]. The first assumption 
that ROHC made was that it was likely to be employed carrying data over a 
wireless physical layer, and that wireless channels are generally considered to be 
lossy and error prone. 
ROHC is outlined in more detail in section 2.3.8. 
2.3 Understanding the Mechanics of the Stan-
dards 
There is a range of different applications which require broadcast data channels, 
and these need different broadcast mechanisms to convey them. Some examples of 
applications that may be conveyed include: Broadcast Websites (BWS), streamed 
video and traffic information. This section looks at the mechanics of the protocols 
that convey generic applications. We will then go on to look at the performance of 
these protocols, which will provide an understanding of what effect these channels 
will have on the applications being carried by them. 
The protocols of particular interest in this research are: 
• Main Service Channel (MSC) Standard Packet Mode (SPM) 
• MSC Enhanced Packet Mode (EPM) 
• Datagroups over MSC SPM 
• Datagroups over MSC EPM 
• IP over Datagroups over MSC SPM 
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• IP over Datagroups over MSC EPM 
• MPEG2 Transport Stream (MPEG2-TS) over MSC stream mode 
• IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
2.3.1 DAB/DMB/DAB+ Ensemble 
DAB, DMB and DAB+, which share the same underlying broadcast mechanism, 
have three data channels: 
The synchronisation channel is used for: transmission frame synchronisation, 
automatic frequency control, channel state estimation, and transmitter iden-
tification. Although critical for the correct function of DAB and DMB, this 
channel carries no data that can be directly used by a user application, and 
so will be ignored for the rest of this research [15, Section 5.1J. 
The Fast Information Channel (FIC) is used to carry information that the 
receiver requires quickly. Amongst the information that is carried over the 
Fast Information Channel (FIC) is the Multiplex Configuration Information 
(MCI), which carries the data a receiver needs to correctly understand the 
components carried in the Main Service Channel (MSC). The purpose of this 
channel is primarily data that is generic across the stations being multiplexed 
together [15, Section 5.1J. 
The FIC also carries information that is critical to the correct functionality 
of a DAB or DMB transmission. However, the FIC does not carry data 
services, so will be ignored for the rest of this research. 
The MSC is used to carry audio and data services. This is a time-interleaved 
channel, divided into a number of sub-channels, which in turn can be split 
into a number of services. The arrangement of these sub-channels and ser-
vices is called the multiplex configuration [15, Section 5.1 J, and is provided 
by the MCI within the FIC. 
The MSC, and the protocols which are carried by it are the subject of the 
following research. 
The Main Service Channel (MSC) is transmitted within Common Interleaved 
Frames (CIF), which comprises of a number of Capacity Units (CU), all of which 
are 64 bits (8 bytes) long; therefore there are 864 CUs in a CIF. An integral 
number of the CUs make up a sub-channel [15, Section 5.3J. It is beyond the 
scope of this research to model this layer in the network stack, as there is no 
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possibility of altering this, so this is the last time that it will be mentioned in any 
depth. 
Logical frames comprise of all of the CUs sent for a sub-channel in a 24ms 
burst, so a logical frame's size is dependant on the bandwidth that it is allocated. 
2.3.2 MSC Standard Packet Mode (SPM) 
There are two forms of packet mode: packet mode; and FEC protected packet 
mode. We will look at FEC protected packet mode in depth later, but it is worth 
noting at this stage that both use the mechanism outlined in this section. For 
clarity we will refer to them as Standard Packet Mode (SPM) for the unprotected 
method, and Enhanced Packet Mode (EPM) for the FEC protected method. 
MSC SPM 
DABjDMB MSC 
Figure 2.2: SPM Protocol Stack 
MSC SPM packets are carried within logical frames, as can be seen in the 
network stack presented in figure 2.2. MSC SPM packets comprise of a packet 
header, body and footer. The packet data contains all or part of exactly one PDU 
from the protocols above it in the network stack. A diagram of an MSC SPM 
packet can be seen in figure 2.3. 
Packet Header Packet Data Field 
152, 344, 
2 bits 2 bits 2 bits 10 bib! 1 bit 7 bits 536 or 728 bits 16 bits 
bIll hl4 h13 bu bll hlO h9 ho b, h6 ha hu ba 
Packot Continuity First/Last Addre8111 Command Useful Data Useful Data Padding Packet 
Length Index Length Field CRC 
I 
Figure 2.3: MSC SPM Packet Structure [15, Figure 8] 
The mechanics of MSC SPM 
MSC SPM packets may be 24, 48, 72 or 96 bytes in length, with the only restriction 
being the size of the bandwidth: the packets must fit integrally into the conveying 
logical frame, which size is affected by the bandwidth allocated to it. For MSC 
SPM, the bandwidth must be a multiple of 8kbps [15, Section 5.3.2]. 
Regardless of size, each packet contains 5 bytes of overhead, 3 being a packet 
header, and 2 being a 16 bit CRC carried in the packet footer. 
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Packet Length determines the length of the packet. The options for this field 
are listed in table 2.5. 
Continuity Index is a modulus four counter to assert the sequence of packets 
within an address, as specified by the address parameter of the SPM packet 
header. This counter is always incremented by one for each packet trans-
mitted. 
First/Last states whether the receiver should expect more packets for this data-
group. If datagroups are not being used, both bits are set to O. The definition 
of how these flags are to be used is within Table 2.6. 
Address is used to identify which service component, which are brought together 
into services [15, Section 6.1], is being transmitted in this packet. Address 
o is reserved and address 1111111110 is used for MSC EPM RS packets, 
leaving 1,022 addresses. 
Command is used to indicate whether the packet contains part of the normal 
data being conveyed in this channel, or part of a special command, like 
Conditional Access (CA) data. When the command bit is set to 0, the data 
contained in the MSC SPM packet is considered to be part of the normal 
data being carried. When it is set to 1, the packet is assumed to be carrying 
special command data. 
Useful Data Length defines, in bytes, the length of useful data within the 
packet. The remainder of the data space of the packet is padding. The 
maximum value for this field is a condition imposed by the Packet Length 
field, and the values are defined in the rightmost column of Table 2.5. 
Useful Data Field contains the payload of the MSC SPM packet. The length 
of this field is specified in the Useful Data Length field. 
Padding is the part of the Data Field that is not used by the Useful Data Length, 
where there are not enough bits to fill an entire Data Field, as MSC SPM 
packets are fixed sizes, as can be seen in table 2.5. 
Packet CRC is the checksum for the MSC SPM packet. When analysed, if the 
packet does not have the same CRC as stated here, it will be dropped. This 
CRC is compulsory. 
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Bit Combination Total Packet Length Packet Data Field 
bl5 bl 4 (in Bytes) (in Bytes) 
0 0 24 19 
0 1 48 43 
1 0 72 67 
1 1 96 91 
Table 2.5: MSC SPM Packet Length [15, Table 5] 
Bit Combination The Packet is the: 
bu blO 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
intermediate packet of a series 
last packet of a series 
first packet of a series 
the first and last (Le. the only) packet of this series 
Table 2.6: MCS SPM Pa:cket First/Last Flags [15, Table 6] 
The, uses of MSC SPM 
MSC SPM packets are used to convey many different mechanisms, which are 
covered later in this section. The protocols which may directly use MSC SPM are 
as follows: 
Transparent Data Channel (TDC) is the mechanism by which any protocol 
may be conveyed using DAB. There are a number of different possible con-
figurations that the Transparent Data Channel (TDC) may employ, and one 
of them is directly over MSC SPM [21, Section 4.1.1]. 
Other protocols may be carried over the TDC. 
Datagroups may be carried over MSC SPM. This is covered in section 2.3.4. 
Other protocols are carried over MSC datagroups. 
2.3.3 MSC EPM 
MSC EPM is the short hand we are using to describe MSC SPM with FEC protec-
tion. It was introduced into EN300401 version 1.4.1 [15] to improve data services 
over DAB and DMB channels. It was designed to be backwards-compatible with 
MSC SPM in such a way that any receivers that cannot interpret the additional 
FEC data would still be able to interpret the MSC SPM, and correctly ignore the 
newly introduced packets which contain the FEC information. 
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The mechanics of MSC EPM 
As our naming of the protocol suggests, MSC EPM mechanism is an enhancement 
on MSC SPM. All of the mechanisms employed by MSC SPM, which we have 
already seen in section 2.3.2, are also employed by MSC EPM. The MSC EPM 
network stack can be seen in figure 2.4. 
MSC EPM 
DAB/DMB MSC 
Figure 2.4: EPM Protocol Stack 
MSC EPM introduces a conceptual container, called a FEG frame, which is 
an array of 12 byte 204 bytes. The FEC frame is constructed of two parts: the 
application data table, which is 12 by 188 bytes; and the RS data table, which is 
12 by 16 bytes. A FEC frame, with the application data table and the RS data 
table, can be seen in figure 2.5. 
1 
2 
R 
o 
w 
• 
Application Table 
188 columns 
Figure 2.5: FEC Frame Structure 
RS Data Table 
16 columns 
To construct the data correctly, the data to be carried by the MSC EPM 
mechanism is placed into the application table in columns. MSC SPM packets 
continue to fill the application data table until they have filled the application 
table integrally; an MSC SPM packet may never exist across two FEC frames, as 
this would break the MSC SPM compatibility. 
Once the application data table has been filled, the FEC bytes are calculated 
across the rows of the FEC frame. This succeeds in a conceptual interleaving of 
the FEC data, improving ~he likelihood that the FEC information will successfully 
correct any error that it encounters. The FEG mechanism used is RS (204,188), 
which is a shortened version of RS (255,239) code [15, Section 5.3.5.1J. This code 
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is capable of correcting any eight bytes in error for 204 bytes transmitted, of which 
188 bytes are payload. It is this choice of RS code that accounts for the width 
dimensions of the application data table and the RS data table. 
1 
2 
R 
o 
w 
• 
FEe Frame 
204 columns 
Figure 2.6: Bytewise Transmission Order for a FEC Frame 
Once the FEC frame has been established, it is transmitted, column by column, 
as shown in figure 2.6. The MSC SPM packets within the application table are 
transmitted over the logical frames with no further interpretation, as they already 
have their headers and footers, The RS data table has no header information, as 
they are all RS payload. To carry this, a RS packet is employed. The structure 
of an RS packet can be seen in figure 2.7. 
RS Packet Header RS Packet Data Field 
2 bit!! 4 bits 10 bits 176 bits 
hIS hI4 hI3 hlO hg ba 
Packet 
Length 
Counter Address RS Data Field 
Figure 2.7: RS Packet Structure 
The RS packet was designed guarantee to break the MSC SPM convention. 
This is safe development as the specification requires a receiver to quietly drop 
any packet that it does not recognise. The fields in an RS packet are as follows: 
Packet Length is identical in location to the Packet Length field in an MSC 
SPM packet. An RS packet must be exactly 24 bytes long, and this field 
must be set to 00. This indicates to an MSC SPM receiver that it is a 24 byte 
packet, so will allow a receiver which is capable of only receiving MSC SPM 
data to gracefully ignore the correct number of bytes [15, Section 5.3.5.2]. 
Counter counts the number of RS packets sent for a given FEC frame. There is 
always nine RS packets sent, so this counter counts from 0 to 8. 
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Address this is set to 1111111110. This indicates that this is a RS packet, 
which will allow the MSC SPM only receiver to drop this packet [15, Section 
5.3.5.2]. 
RS data field contains the RS bytes that were generated in the FEe frame con-
struction. 
Nine RS packets are transmitted per FEe frame, and each has a payload of 22 
bytes. There are 192 bytes of RS payload to be transmitted in each RS data table, 
and there are 198 available bytes in the nine RS packets. This leaves 6 bytes in 
the last packet, which are left as padding bytes and ignored by the receiver. 
The uses of MSC EPM 
As MSC EPM is an enhancement of MSC SPM, the possibilities of utilisation, 
which were presented in section 2.3.2 are the same . 
. 2.3.4 Datagroups over either MSC SPM or MSC EPM 
MSC datagroups, which can also be referred to as MOT datagroups, are the native 
mechanism to DAB for conveying data. The structure of a datagroup can be seen 
in figure 2.8. 
16 - 32 bits 
Data Group 
Header 
(3 + n) X 8 
bits 
1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 
b7 b6 h5 
Extension ORC Flag Segment 
Flag Flag 
1 bit 
b, 
User Access 
Flag 
m X 8 bits 16 bits 
Segment Data CRC 
4 bits 4 bits 4 bits 16 bits 
h3 bo b7 b4 ha ho b16 ho 
Data Group Continuity Repetition Extension 
Type Index Index Field 
Figure 2.8: MSC Datagroup Header Structure [15, Figure 9] 
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The mechanics of MSC Datagroups 
Datagroups are carried over MSC SPM packets, which we reviewed in section 2.3.2. 
An MSC SPM packet may carry part or all of exactly one datagroup, which can 
be seen in figure 2.9. 
Packet Data Field 
MSC Data Group 
Data Group Data Field 
Packet 
Header 
Segment 
Packet Data Field 
eRe 
Packet 
eRe· 
Figure 2.9: The Transmission of MOT Segments [12, Figure 18] 
The fields of MSC datagroups, as seen in figure 2.8, are as follows: 
Extension Flag defines whether there is an Extension Field attached to this 
header. This bit is set to '1' if the extension field is present [15, Subsection 
5.3.3.1]. 
CRC Flag defines whether there is a CRC checksum at the end of this Data 
Group. This bit is set to '1' if the CRC is present [15, Subsection 5.3.3.1]. 
Segment Flag defines whether there is a Segment Field, within the Session 
Header. This bit is set to '1' if the segment field is present [15, Subsec-
tion 5.3.3.1]. 
User Access Flag defines whether there is a User Access Field, within the Ses-
sion Header. This bit is set to '1' if the user access field,is present [15, 
Subsection 5.3.3.1]. 
Data Group Type is used to indicate the type of data carried within the Data 
Group Data Field. ' The meanings of some of the states of this section are 
given within Table 2.7. 
Continuity Index is a modulus 4 counter that is incremented from the last time 
a datagroup with the same' type was transmitted. 
Repetition Index contains the number of iterations of this datagroup remaining 
on the carousel. If this field contains ll1h, the implication is that this 
datagroup will be repeated infinitely, where infinity is any number over 1510• 
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Extension Field is an optional field, it's presence is dictated by the Extension 
Flag. This bit is set to '1' if the extension field is present [15, Subsection 
5.3.3.1]. 
Datagroups have headers incorporated into their structure, and an optional 2 byte 
footer, which contains the CRC for the entire datagroup header and datagroup 
data which consists of segment header and segment data. 
Bit state The meaning is: 
b3 b2 bl bo 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
o 0 
o 1 
Other 
o General Data 
1 Conditional Access (CA) Messages 
o General Data and Conditional Access (CA) Messages 
Other purpose, defined within the DAB standard [15] 
Table 2.7: MSC Datagroup Type [15, Section 5.3.3.1] 
The Uses of MSC Datagroups 
There are a number of standards that make use of MSC Datagroups. We saw that 
Transparent Data Channel (TDC) could be carried over MSC SPM or MSC EPM 
in section 2.3.2; TDC over either MSC SPM or MSC EPM is also a valid channel. 
Both the MOT header mode and the MOT directory mode mechanisms use 
MSC Datagroups as the principle protocol to convey their data: 
MOT Header Mode is used for broadcast data mechanisms where the object 
is used, and then discarded when the next object unaffected by error is 
received, or the object expires. 
An example of this kind of mechanism is the MOT slide show, where content 
which is useful to a radio programme is transmitted alongside the audio [12]. 
MOT Directory Mode is used for broadcast data mechanisms where a set of 
objects are required for the user application. 
An example of this kind of mechanism is the BWS model, where a number 
of files need to be available to the browser [12]. 
The Mechanics of MOT Header Mode over Datagroups 
An MOT Header Mode transmission is made up of a number of data entities, 
which are referred to as Objects. These objects are arranged into a repeating 
entity, known as a carousel. The carousel may be repeated many times to increase 
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the likelihood of the data arriving at the receiver. Each repetition of a carousel is 
referred to as a rotation. 
Objects carry the application level data within them, each having an MOT 
object header immediately preceding them. The MOT header comes in two parts, 
the mandatory part, called the header core, and an optional extension, called the 
header extension. The MOT Object structure can be seen in figures 2.10 and 2.11. 
I Ob)", I : I 
• , '!-, -----! 
, , , 
r-~56~b~"8~-r('~X~6~)-~5~6~b="8~:----+_---~: r:---~ 
Hea.der core Header extension Body Segment 1 Body Sogment 2 Body Segment n 
28 bits 13 bits 6 bits 9 bltll 
h5lS b28 b27 ha b14 bg ha ba 
Body Size Header Size Content Content 
Type Sub-Type 
Figure 2.10: MOT Object Header Core [12, Figure 4] 
Body Size defines the size of the Object to be sent. The information is described 
in this header core. (Objects can be files, streaming data, etc.) If the Body 
Size is set to all ones, it is assumed that the size of this object is unknown 
at the start of transmission. 
Header Size defines the total size of the header in bytes. This can range from 7 
to 4,095. 
Content Type defines the general type of the data to be transmitted, whether 
it's text, audio, images, etc. A full list of these can be found in the DAB 
MOT standard [12, Table 1]. 
Sub Content Type defines the specific type of the data to be transmitted. This 
says whether it's a HTML or plain text document - both subtypes of the 
Content Type Text as defined in Content Type. A full list of these can be 
found in the DAB MOT standard [12, Table 1]. 
PLI is a two bit field to indicate the type that this parameter is. The Parameter 
Length Indicator (PLI) field may be set to one of four combinations, shown 
in Table 2.8. 
Parameter Identifier defines what this parameter is for. This is always 6 bits. 
A full list of the combinations can be found in the relevant standards [12, 
Table 2). 
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Figure 2.11: MOT Object Header Extension [12, Figures 5 & 6J 
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EXT is used only when the PLI field is set to 310, Le. "1 1". It's purpose is to 
indicate the length of the data field length indicator field. The meaning of 
the Extension Flag (EXT) bit is defined in table 2.9. 
Data Field Length Indicator is used only when the PLI field is set to 310, Le. 
"1 1". It is used to indicate the length of the length if the Data Field. This 
field is either an unsigned 7 or 15 bit number, dependant on the EXT field. 
Data Field is used only when the PLI field is set to 310 , Le. "1 1". It contains 
the parameter data. 
Bit States 
o 0 
o 1 
1 0 
1 1 
The total parameter size is: 
one byte; no data field available 
two bytes; of which the data field is one byte 
five bytes; of which the data field is four bytes 
defined in the Data Length Field. The maximum parameter 
length is 32,770,bytes 
Table 2.8: The Meaning of the PLI Field Within an MOT Object Header Exten-
sion [12, Section 5.2.1] 
Bit State The Data Field Length Indicator is: 
o 7 bits long 
1 15 bits long 
Table 2.9: The Meaning of the EXT Field Within an MOT Object Header Exten-
sion [12, Section 5.2.1] 
MOT mechanism uses the session information within the session header of 
the datagroup to provide version information for the Object. This is done so 
the receiver knows what data is contained within the datagroup data field. The 
structure of a session is shown in figure 2.12. 
Last Flag defines whether this is the last segment, or that there are more seg-
ments to follow. If this is the last segment, this bit is set to 1 [15, Section 
5.3.3.2]. 
Segment Number is a fifteen bit unsigned integer counter for segments. This 
counter is incremented by one at the start of each segment. This means that 
segments are transmitted with unique number within the carousel. 
Rfa stands for Reserved for future additions. 
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(3+n) x 8 
16 32 bits bits 16 bits . mX8bits 16 bits 
Data Group' 
Header 
Session Isegmentation' 
Header Header Segment Data \eRe\ 
~ (1+n~ 
Segment Field User Access Field I 
~ (n-2) X8 3 bits 1 bit 4 bits 16 bits bits 
b1 b.s b, b3 bo bl5 bo 
RI. Transtort Length Transport Extension 
ID F ag Indicator ID Field 
I 
1 bit lIS bits 
b" bI4 ba 
L~t Segment 
Flag Number 
Figure 2.12: MOT Session Header Structure [15, Figure 9] 
Transport ID flag defines whether there is a Transport ID field included to-
wards the end of this header. This bit is set to 1 if the transport ID field is 
present [15, Section 5.3.3.2]. 
Length Indicator is a 4 bit unsigned value that indicates the combined size, 
in bytes, of the Transport ID' field and the End User Access Field. The 
possible range for this field is between 0 and 15, although if the transport 
ID flag is present, this must be at least 2. 
Transport ID is used to uniquely identify one object, with object header, entity. 
The entity consisting of object and object header is referred to as a data 
object. 
End User Address Field is used to identify the address of the end user. 
The Objects, and their headers, are split into segments, which can be seen in 
figure 2.13. 
(3 + n) x 8 
16 - 32 bits bits 16 bits m X 8 bits 16 bits 
Segment Data eRe 
3 bits 13 bits 
Repetition Count Segment Size 
Figure 2.13: MOT Session Segment Header Structure [12, Figure 17] 
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Repetition Count is a counter to indicate how many more times that the cur-
rent object will be repeated. If this is set to seven 1112 there are an infinite 
number of repetitions, where infinite is any number greater than six. 
Segment Size holds the size, in bytes, of the Segment Data to be transmitted. 
This can range from 0 to 8,189. 
Each segment may only encapsulate one entity, so the object header is kept 
distinct from the object body in this process. This can be seen in figure 2.14. 
Each MSC Datagroup may carry exactly one segment [12J. This means that for 
one MOT Header Mode object transmission, there is at least two datagroups sent: 
one for the Object header information, and one for the Object body. The header 
and the body will separately be split into as many segments as are necessary to be 
sent over the maximum available MSC Datagroup payload size. The specification 
states that the segments will be a uniform size, apart from the last one, which may 
be shorter: there is no facility for padding bytes in the MOT segment or MSC 
datagroup standards [12, 15J. 
Object I ~ I 
. f-'----~ 
, , 
, , 
r----~r_---~----_+----~' r' ----~ 
Header core Body Segment n 
MSC Data Group Type 3 
Segmentation 
Header Segment 
Data Group Data Field 
MSC Data Group Type 4 & 5 
Figure 2.14: The Segmentation of MOT Objects [12, Figure 15J 
Each segment received uninfluenced by error may be cached by the receiver. 
This means that if a segment is retransmitted many times, there is a greater chance 
of arrival. Both the MOT standard, and the MSC datagroup standards have the 
facility for repetition of their PDUs. At the datagroup level, the repetition means 
that the same datagroup will be transmitted a number of times after it has been 
transmitted. At the MOT level, the repetition means that group of datagroups 
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used to transmit the MOT object header and body will be repeated in the same 
pattern after the entire groups has finished being transmitted. Both can be used 
at the same time, and it is possible to assign different repetition levels to the 
different MSC datagroups. 
The Mechanics of MOT Directory Mode over Datagroups 
Much of the MOT Directory Mode mechanism is similar to the MOT Header 
Mode mechanism, which we have already reviewed in section 2.3.4. A significant 
difference is that MOT Directory Mode ?ses a directory object, containing all of 
the MOT Object headers, rather than transmitting the MOT Object headers next 
to the Object bodies [12J. 
This mechanism, therefore, is more suited for sustained data over periods of 
time, like a BWS. 
2.3.5 IP over Datagroups over either MSC SPM or MSC 
EPM 
IP is a prevalent network protocol, and it is well understood [52J. The wide 
uptake of IP means that there is a large variety of hardware solutions for IP based 
networks. The carriage of IP across any network is desirable for this reason [14]. 
The mechanics of IP over MSC Datagroups 
The mechanics of IP are well understood [52]' and we have already reviewed 
the transmission mechanisms used to convey datagroups over MSC SPM in sec-
tion 2.3.2. This section concentrates on the manner in which an IP packet is 
transported over MSC datagroups. The network stack for IP over MSC Data-
groups can be seen in figure 2.15. 
MSC Datagroups 
MSC SPM MSC EPM 
DAB/DMB MSC 
Figure 2.15: MSC Datagroups over either MSC SPM or MSC EPM Protocol Stack 
An MSC datagroup may carry all of exactly one IP packet. This is shown in 
figure 2.16. 
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Packet Data Field 
Data 
Datagroup Data Field 
Packet 
Header Packet Data Field 
Packet 
CRC 
Figure 2.16: Encapsulation of an JP datagram in an MSC Datagroup [13, Figure 
2J 
The maximum size of an JP packet is 65,535 bytes [52J, which is bigger than 
the maximum payload of MSC datagroups, which may have a maximum size of 
8,189 bytes [15J. If an JP packet is ever larger than the MSC datagroup which 
will be employed to convey it, the JP packet will fragment into as many MSC 
datagroups as are required to transport all of the large JP packet. The JP packet 
will be fragmented in the well-understood manner [52J. If the datagroup payload 
size is specified to be less than the JP packet size, the JP packet will fragment, 
so although it is likely that the maximum size of an JP packet will be 1,500 
bytes [30J, the fragmentation mechanism may be necessary, as it's conceivable 
that the broadcaster may choose a small MSC datagroup payload size. 
Figure 2.17 shows the JP fragmentation process in context with MSC data-
groups. 
IP 
Header 
IP Header 
Fragment #1 Data 
Packet Data Field 
Data 
Datagroup Datagroup 
Header Data Field 
Packet Data Field 
Figure 2.17: Encapsulation of fragmented JP datagrams in MSC Datagroups [13, 
Figure 3J 
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The uses of IP over MSC Datagroups 
There are a number of uses for IP over MSC Datagroups. Any broadcast or multi-
cast mechanism can easily be translated to a DAB data broadcast mechanism. 
Using IP within a normal network stack means that there is a wealth of tools, both 
software and hardware, which can be used within the transmission mechanisms 
and the receivers. Typical mechanisms might include UDP and RTP. 
There has been some research done, known as the BT movio trials, which 
utilised an lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM mechanism to transmit video data. 
2.3.6 MPEG2 Transport Stream (MPEG2-TS) over MSC 
Stream Mode 
DAB and DMB ensembles are capable of a native streamed data mechanism. 
This is called MSC Stream Mode, and is distinct from MSC SPM. Stream mode 
is carried in the MSC, within logical frames. 
The mechanics of MPEG2 Transport Stream (MPEG2-TS) over MSC 
Stream Mode 
MSC Stream Mode uses a mixture of interleaving and forward error correction to 
provide a resilient channel for streamed data transmission. 
Figure 2.18 shows the mechanism by which MPEG2 Transport Stream (MPEG2-
TS) packets are conveyed on a MSC. This mechanism was borrowed from the DVB 
standard [19, 16J. DVB is discussed in section 2.3.7. 
MPEG2-TS 
pseudo Random Intcrleaver 
RS Error Corrected packets 
Outer Interleaver 
DAB/DMB MSC 
Figure 2.18: Network Stack of Enhanced Stream Mode 
The MPEG2-TS packets, referred to as transport MUltipleX (MUX) packets, 
are grouped into eights. With the exception of the synchronisation byte at the 
start of each MPEG2-TS packet, these are then pseudo-randomly adjusted to 
provide a better energy distribution. The pseudo-random sequence is re-seeded 
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1 byte 3 bytes 184 bytes 
SYNQ Header MPEG2-TS MUltipleX (MUX) data 
Figure 2.19: MPEG2-TS MUX Packet [16, Figure 3a] 
every eight packets. The synchronisation byte of the MPEG2-TS packet, which is 
defined as 47HEX is inverted for the first packet in the sequence of eight, to provide 
the receiver a mechanism to start the pseudo-random number sequence. Once 
this adjustment has been made, the RE (204,188) mechanism is applied to the 
MPEG2-TS packet. The structure of the RS error corrected packets can be seen 
in figure 2.20. 
1 byte 3 bytes 184 bytes 16 bytes 
SYNC! 
Header MPEG2-TS MUltipleX (MUX) data Parity Data 
SYNCn 
Figure 2.20: MPEG-2 TS Packets with RS(204,188) Error Protection [16, Figure 
3c] 
The RS error corrected packets are now regarded as a stream. They are then 
transmitted using a convolutional byte-wise interleaver, based on the Forney ap-
proach as previously seen in section 2.2.4. 
In MSC Stream Mode, the convolutional interleaver has: 
• I = 12 The number of queues 
• N = 204 The number of bytes to be sent in one PDU 
• M = ~ = 17 The number of bytes in one unit of the queue 
The uses of MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode 
The official stream mode mechanism for all DAB based broadcast data standards 
is MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode. This is used particularly in DMB to convey 
video transmissions, although it can conceivably be used for other streamed data 
broadcast transmissions as well. 
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2.3.7 IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
Development of DVB, a digital broadcast network capable of carrying digital tele-
vision, started in 1993 [6J. There are a number of variants of DVB: DVB-c, DVB-s, 
DVB-t and DVB-h. This research focuses on DVB-h, as DVB-h was designed to 
be an alternative to DAB. 
DVB-h is an extension to DVB-t to provide services better suited to hand-held 
devices, including mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDA). Among 
the additions that DVB-h provides are: the addition of a 4kbps bandwidth to the 
existing DVB-t 2kbps and Skbps channels; and the MPE-FEC data broadcasting 
mechanism [17, 47J. There are a number of viable protocols carried over DVB-h. 
This research focuses on MPE-FEC, as this is equivalent to the DAB MSC SPM 
mechanism. 
The mechanics of IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
DVB uses the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) MPE mecha-
nism to carry data services. Typically DVB standards use IP over MPE. The MPE 
packet can be seen in figure 2.21. Only one whole IP packet, or one fragment as 
defined by the IP standard, may be carried in an MPE packet. The MPE packet 
stream is carried over MPEG2-TS packets. 
13 bytes Up to 4081 bytes 2 bytes 
Header Encapsulated Data ORC Checksum 
Figure 2.21: MPE Packet Structure as defined by ISO/lEC 13S1S-6 [IS, Section 
7.lJ 
In the DVB-h standard the MPE mechanism uses the optional FEC mecha-
nism, and as such is known as MPE-FEC. The DAB designers used this MPE-FEC 
mechanism as the origin design for the FEC frame within DAB MSC EPM, which 
we have seen in section 2.3.3. 
The MPE-FEC frame, which can be seen in figure 2.22, comprises two tables: 
the application data table and the RS data table. Although the dimensions of the 
MPE-FEC frame are different, the way that the MPE-FEC frame is constructed 
is identical to that of the MSC EPM FEC frame, noting that contents of MPE 
packets, which in this case are IP packets, are used instead of MSC Datagroups. 
MPE-FEC utilises a different RS code than that used in DAB MSC EPM, 
which account for the difference in widths of both the application data table and 
the RS data table. The RS code that is used in MPE-FEC is RS (255,191), which 
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Where n e {256, 512, 768, 1024} (18, Table 39] 
Figure 2.22: MPE FEC Frame Structure 
means that for each 255 bytes transmitted, 191 bytes are potential payload and 
32 byte errors are guaranteed to be correctable. 
Once the MPE-FEC frame has been generated, it is transmitted in a similar 
manner to the MSC EPM FEC frame. The MPE-FEC frame application table is 
transmitted using MPEG2-TS packets, as seen in figure 2.19. 
The RS data table is carried in MPE-FEC packets, which can be seen in 
figure 2.23. 
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Figure 2.23: MPE FEC Packet Structure [18, Table 41J 
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There are two interesting features provided by the MPE-FEC protocol: 
The padding columns field in the MPE-FEC packet header, show in figure 2.23a, 
provides the mechanism to improve the FEC capabilities of the RS coding. 
The FEC capabilities may be improved in MPE-FEC by the inclusion of 
padding columns to the application data table. These columns do not 
get transmitted; the MPE-FEC headers carry how many of the columns 
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of padding were included, the transmitter ignores these columns, the re-
ceiver reintroduces them and marks them as reliable. The RS mechanism 
can then correct up to 64 bytes in error, dependant on the level of padding 
chosen [18, Section 9.3.3.1]. The padding bytes are always assumed to be 
the last, the most right, columns in the application data table, and may be 
altered every frame. 
The last section number field in the MPE-FEC packet header, shown in fig-
ure 2.23a, provides the mechanism to puncture the RS code, thus reducing 
the overhead of the MPE-FEC frame transmission. The punctured columns 
are always assumed to be the last, the most right, columns in the RS data 
table [18, Section 9.3.3.2]. 
RTP over UDP over IP over MPE-FEC 
Although the MPE mechanism within the DVB channel is capable of conveying 
different protocols, here we will concentrate on the one in common usage within 
DVB-h: RTP IUDP lIP IMPE-FEC. 
These protocols are familiar to duplex networking. The DVB-h stack can be 
seen in figure 2.24 [22]. 
RTP 
UDP 
IP 
MPE·FEC 
Figure 2.24: Protocols used in DVB-h Stream Delivery [23, Figure 18] 
The RTP, UDP and IP protocols all behave as they are defined in their stan-
dards [57, 51, 52, 22]. Each IP packet containing the RTP and UDP information 
will be placed into an MPE packet. The FEC mechanism, RS (255,191), is em-
ployed to create the FEC packets, allowing the receiver to correct up to 32r errors 
in the FEC frame, where r is the number of conceptual MPE-FEC rows in the 
FEC frame. 
The DVB-h MPE-FEC standard does not permit MPE sections to be longer 
than 4,096 bytes in length, which limits the entirety of the IP packet length to 
4,083 bytes, as 13 bytes are the MPE packet header. This is longer than the 
standard IP on Ethernet Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1,500, but still 
only about half of the proposed jumbo frame length, which is loosely defined as 
9,000 bytes in length. 
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Cached File Delivery 
We saw in section 2.3.4 that the native mechanism to convey cached data within 
DAB is the MOT carousel. The common mechanism to convey data in DVB-h 
is File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE)/UDP /IPMPE-FEC [49, 
41,42, 22J. 
There are two ways that FLUTE may be used to. convey carousels: static 
carousel mechanism and dynamic carousel mechanism. 
The static carousel mechanism assumes that the same data will always be sent 
in future rotations of the carousel. This allows the receiver to sleep i.e. to 
stop receiving new data once the entire carousel has been received, until it 
expires, thus saving battery life of portable devices[22J. 
The dynamic carousel mechanism assumes that there may be minor revisions 
of the objects sent in a carousel in future rotations of the carousel. This 
allows the receiver to pick up alterations in objects, add or delete objects, 
whilst keeping the unchanged parts of the carousel, at the cost of the battery 
life of a portable receiver [22J. 
The FLUTE network stack is shown in figure 2.25, and is the same for both the 
dynamic and the static carousel mechanisms. 
FLUTE 
ALe/LOT 
UDP 
JP 
MPE-FEC 
DVB-h 
Figure 2.25: Protocols used in DVB-h Cached File Delivery [23, Figure 18J 
2.3.8 ROHC 
The ROHC mechanism can carry data in either a simplex or duplex manner, and 
is explicitly designed to cope in an error-prone channel, or a channel susceptible 
to long a Round-Trip Time (RTT) where a acknowledgement based protocol like 
TCP may ordinarily fail due to a timeout [2, 35J. 
An ROHC compressor/decompressor can be in one of three possible states: 
Initialisation and Refresh (IR) , First Order (FO) and Second Order (SO) . 
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Initialisation and Refresh (IR) state is used to begin a conversation between 
compressor and decompressor. It sends all of the header information in 
uncompressed form, with additional ROHC information. The compressor 
will stay in Initialisation .and Refresh (IR) state until it is fairly confident 
that the decompressor has received all of the data correctly. 
IR state has no compression, and as it transmits additional information, is 
slightly worse than when ROHC is not employed. This state will be able to 
make the transition to either First Order (Fa) or Second Order (SO) state, 
where the improvement in efficiency can be made. 
First Order (Fa) state is used to efficiently communicate the irregularities in 
the data stream. 
The compressor/decompressor enter First Order (Fa) state from either the 
IR state, when the compressor has adequate certainty that the decompressor 
can accurately decompress the stream, or from SO state, when there is an 
irregularity in the data being sent, which the decompressor will need to be 
informed of. 
Fa state has a better compression ratio than is found in IR state, but still 
carries a lot of additional information, making Fa state less well compressed 
than SO state. 
Second Order (SO) state is used when the data being sent on the channel is 
completely predictable, and the compressor is sufficiently confident in Fa 
state that the decompressor will be able to correctly decompress the headers. 
Second Order (SO) state has the most optimum compression rate, however 
an error in the received data in Fa state will result in the loss of all packets 
at SO state, until the mechanism refreshes. 
ROHC has three modes of operation: U, 0 and R. 
Unidirectional (U) mode is used either for a simplex channel, or in the initial-
isation stage for a duplex channel. In this mode, periodic refreshes of the 
PDU header information are mandatory, to allow the decompresser to reset 
itself ready to receive further data. 
After a period of time the compressor assumes that the decompresser is fully 
initialised, so transitions from the initialisation state to first-order state. 
Bidirectional Optimistic (0) and Bidirectional Reliable (R) modes both 
make use of a back channel to provide feedback on the quality of the link 
so the transmitter can make better assumptions about the state that the 
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receiver requires. Although both 0 and R modes provide a better compres-
sion rate than U mode, they are inappropriate for broadcast digital radio 
systems as there is no native back-channel. 
2.4 Summary 
In chapter 1 the fields of interest for this research were outlined. In this chapter 
have looked at different digital radio standards, some with specific applications 
and some designed to be more general purpose. We have seen some error pro-
tection techniques suitable for increasing reliability in broadcast data and some 
mechanisms to reduce the overhead of transmission, which may be implemented in 
real standards. This chapter has also provided an in depth understanding of data 
service protocols over DAB, DMB and DVB-h, and on this knowledge chapter 3 
goes on to develop both models and a simulation representing these datacasting 
standards. The results of the models and simulation are presented in chapter 4 
and the conclusions of this work are drawn together in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 
Performance Modelling 
Chapter 1 outlined the fields of interests for this research. The digital broadcast 
mechanisms DAB, DMB and DVB-h were outlined in chapter 2. 
In this chapter, the mathematical modelling and the software algorithms used 
to describe these standards are developed. The results from these models and 
simulations are presented in chapter 4, and the conclusions drawn in chapter 5. 
3.1 Network Quality 
In section 2.2.3 various network constructions and the metrics that can be applied 
to them were discussed. 
A common metric used is the ratio of payload to total transmitted data, usually 
called efficiency. The typical description of efficiency is given in equation 3.1. 
(3.1) 
where: 
E is the transmission efficiency 
Pt is the total payload transmitted 
o is the total overhead transmitted 
Properly, efficiency is a description of transmission, not of a channel. For the 
efficiency to be a valid channel description, the channel must be either lossless or 
very nearly lossless. This is common in wired networks, especially switched wired 
networks, like 10baseT, lOObaseTX and lOOObaseT twisted pair Ethernet, or fibre 
optic Ethernet based computer networks. 
Wireless radio networks cannot guarantee the kind of reliability offered by their 
wired network equivalent technologies, due to the greatly-increased probability of 
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interference in a received message and/or a lack of coverage in the radio field. The 
quality of reception is a description of a data channel: 
(3.2) 
where: 
Q is the reception quality 
Pr is the total payload received correctly. This does not include repeated data. 
For example: if the same 4 packets (a, b, c and d) were sent twice, and the 
receiver gathered' a c dad' then Pr would equal the sum of the sizes of a, 
c and d, not the sum of the sizes of 2a, c and 2d. 
k is the number of times the payload is transmitted. 
Neither traditional efficiency, nor the quality of reception metric, give the full 
picture of a channel. How good a channel is should be based on what is placed 
into the channel, and the reliability of the data which is taken out of the channel. 
For this work, a combined metric has been developed, and is known throughout 
this document as performance. 
(3.3) 
where: 
C is the channel performance 
The channel performance metric given in equation 3.3 makes the assumption that 
if there is one error, all of the transmission has to be retransmitted to gather the 
missing data. This is a valid assumption for simplex channels, where the only form 
of reliability can be gained by repeated retransmissions of the same data [67J. 
DAB, DMB and DVB-h all provide a mechanism for repeating part of their 
carousel more often than once a carousel. In duplex channels carrying a connection-
oriented protocol like TCP, the receiver is able to inform the transmitter that a 
specific part of the transmission is missing, greatly reducing the amount of data 
that is repeated by the transmitter. 
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Even with a retransmission, there is no guarantee of the correct receipt of the 
data. In both the carousel and the connection-oriented model, all this mechanism 
does is improve the probability of receipt. Because the retransmission is of a 
smaller part of the data, that smaller part of the data has a greater likelihood of 
success than is modelled in the simplex mechanism. 
This does mean that this formula can be generalised, as follows: 
c - i=O X "C"n-j,.-c=---
Lki (Oi + Pt') 
i=O i=Q 
i=O (3.4) 
n j 
L ki (Oi + Pt,) 
i=O 
Where: 
n is the number of POUs 
Pt, is the transmitted payload for the POU i 
Pr, is the received payload for the POU i 
Oi is the transmitted overhead for the POU i 
k i is number of retransmissions of the POU i 
We now compare the channel performance metric with Efficiency, Throughput and 
Goodput, which were discussed in section 2.2.3. The equations for Throughput 
and Goodput can be seen in equations 3.5 and 3.6. 
t - B(pt;O) (3.5) 
9 = BC(OP:pt)) (3.6) 
Where, in addition to the parameters we have already seen: 
B is the theoretical maximum bandwidth of the channel, in bits per second 
t is the throughput of the channel, in bits per second 
9 is the goodput of the channel, in bits per second 
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When the equations for throughput and efficiency are compared, it is apparent 
that they are strongly related: efficiency is measured between 0 and 1, where 
throughput is measured in bits per second. This difference means that efficiency 
may be used to compare two channels with different bandwidths, indicating which 
makes better use of the channel available, where the throughput metric shows the 
time in an absolute fashion. 
A similar comparison may be made with goodput and channel performance: 
the same difference applies, goodput is measured in bits per second, and channel 
performance as a value between 0 and 1. Similarly, goodput would be used where 
an absolute comparison of bandwidth is necessary, where as channel performance 
is employed when comparing the overhead and loss over channels with differing 
bandwidths. 
When implementing a network, it is desirable to understand the perceived 
bandwidth for the user, and good put excels in this application. 
The strength of channel performance is as a development tool for a new net-
work protocols, or for contrasting different existing protocols for best likelihood 
of performance. The removal of time from the metric allows unlike network con-
figurations may be directly compared. 
3.2 Modelling MSC SPM 
Section 2.3.2 reviewed the MSC SPM standard. This mechanism is employed by 
many parts of the DAB data broadcasting mechanism, and is one possible carrier 
for a TDC. This section provides: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such a TDC 
• a mathematical model of the time that such a TDC would take to be trans-
mitted 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such 
aTDC 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the time that such a TDC would take 
to be transmitted 
3.2.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
The following assumptions are made in the construction of this model: 
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• The channel is affected by errors in a constant Uniform Random Bit Error 
Rate (BER) pattern 
• There is only one size of MSC SPM packet for each transmission, and these 
are not affected by the size of the logical frame carrying them 
• The packets may only be sent once. If there is a caching mechanism provided 
by the protocol being carried in the TDC, it is beyond the scope of this model 
Equation 3.7 models the probability of the correct receipt of all of the data sent 
for one MSC SPM packet. It is likely that a number of packets may be required 
to carry the PDU of the next protocol in the stack. 
Ppacket = (1 - x)b (3.7) 
Where: 
x is the uniform random Bit Error Rate (BER), where: x E {IR : 0 ::; x ::; 1} 
b is the number of bits in a packet, where: bE {192, 384, 576, 768} 
Equation 3.8 presents the model for a PDU which does not fit integrally into one 
MSC SPM packet. 
Ppacket8 - (1- x)bp (3.8) 
(3.9) 
Where, in addition to the variables already presented: 
S is the size, in bytes, of the PDU of the next protocol 
p is the number of MSC SPM packets required to transmit the PDU of the 
next protocol. 
3.2.2 Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
Using the assumptions and variables that we have seen already in section 3.2.1, 
equation 3.10 presents the model for time taken for a given transmission. 
T= bp 
B 
Where, in addition to the variables already presented: 
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(3.10) 
T is the time taken for the transmission, in seconds 
B is the bandwidth available to the transmission, in bits per second 
3.2.3 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Probability of Cor-
rect Receipt 
This section presents an enhanced mathematical model of a TDC over MSC SPM. 
The following assumptions are made in the construction of this model: 
• The channel is affected by a constant Uniform Random Bit Error Rate (BER) 
• There may be many different sizes of MSC SPM packet, determined by what 
the protocols above it in the stack, and the logical frame, require 
• The packets may only be sent once. If there is a caching mechanism provided 
by the protocol being carried in the TDC, it is beyond the scope of this model 
Equation 3.11 models the probability of correct receipt of all of the data sent over 
an MSC SPM TDC where the MSC SPM packets may be of different sizes. 
p 
Ppacket, = 1 - IT (1 - X)b p 
p=! 
Where, in addition to the parameters already seen: 
(3.11) 
bp is the number of bits in the pth packet, where: bp E {192, 384, 576, 768} 
P is the index used to reference a specific MSC SPM packet 
3.2.4 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
. To accompany the enhanced model of probability presented in section 3.2.3, here 
and enhanced model of time is presented in equation 3.12. 
(3.12) 
3.3 Modelling MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM 
We reviewed the mechanics of sending MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM in sec-
tion 2.3.4. This section builds on the model presented in section 3.2 to additionally 
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model MSC Oatagroups, which may be used to carry another form of TOC. This 
section provides: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such a TOC, 
which builds on the model presented in section 3.2.1 
• a mathematical model of the time that such a TOC would take to be trans-
mitted, which builds on the model presented in section 3.2.2 
• a mathematical model of the minimum number of repeated transmissions of 
the set of MSC Oatagroups on a carousel to provide a given likelihood of all 
of the transmitted data arriving unaffected by error 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such 
a TOC, which builds on the model presented in section 3.2.3 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the time that such a TOC would take 
to be transmitted, which builds on the model presented in section 3.2.4 
• There is one object 
• The object is split equally into datagroups 
• A datagroup may be cached for use in a later carousel rotation 
• A FEC frame may only contain whole datagroups 
• One SPM packet may contain all or part of one datagroup 
• All SPM packets are the same size 
• The channel is affected by a uniform random Bit Error Rate (BER) 
• To receive the data, an entire carousel rotation is necessary 
3.3.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
In the construction of this model, the following assumptions are made beyond 
those already outlined in section 2.3.4: 
• in this model, only the MSC SPM mechanism is employed 
• all MSC Oatagroups are all uniform in size 
• all MSC Oatagroups will be transmitted the same number of times 
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The model of the probability of the receipt of all data sent with no error is shown 
in equation 3.13. The model of this form of TDC includes a data repetition mech-
anism, as the MSC Datagroup mechanism includes native support for datagroup 
repetition. 
PrepeatedPacket8 = 1 - (1 - (1 _ x)bp) k (3.13) 
Where, in addition to the variables already presented in section 3.2: 
P is redefined to be the number of MSC SPM packets required to transmit one 
. MSC Datagroup 
D is redefined to be the total number of bytes in the MSC Datagroup 
k is the number of times the MSC Datagroups are transmitted 
Equation 3.13 models the probability of the correct receipt of all of the data sent 
for one MSC Datagroup. It is likely that a number of packets may be required 
to carry the PDU'of the next protocol in the stack. Equation 3.14 presents the 
probability of receipt for a model for a PDU which does not fit integrally into 
one MSC Datagroup. In this model, we additionally assume that all of the MSC 
Datagroups are identical in size. 
(3.14) 
Where, in addition to the variables already presented: 
d is the number of MSC Datagroups to be modelled 
3.3.2 Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
Using the assumptions and variables that we have seen already in section 3.3.1, 
equation 3.15 presents the model for time taken for a given transmission. 
T = dkbp 
B (3.15) 
3.3.3 Mathematical Model To Find The Minimum Num-
ber Of Carousel Rotations Required 
We have already seen the model to determine the likelihood of all of the data trans-
mitted arriving unaffected by error, in equation 3.14. This has been rearranged 
to provide the mechanism to discover the minimum number of retransmissions 
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required to meet a specified likelihood of the correct receipt of all of the data, in 
equation 3.16. 
In addition to the assumptions used in section 3.3.1, this model assumes only 
complete rotations of the carousel may be used. 
k > (3.16) 
Equation 3.16 has been derived from equation 3.14 as follows: 
(l-(l-(l-X)bprr - R 
l-(l-(l-X)bpr 
-
R~ 
(l-(l-X)bpr 1 - 1- Rii 
klog (1- (1- X)bp) 
- log (1- R~) 
k 
log (1- R~) 
-
log (1- (1- X)bp) 
k > r log ( 1 - R~ ) 1 
log (1- (1- X)bp) 
3.3.4 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Probability of Cor-
reet Receipt 
This section presents an enhanced mathematical model of a TDC over MSC Data-
groups over MSC SPM. The following assumptions are made in the construction 
of this model 
• in this model, only the MSC SPM mechanism is employed 
• the MSC SPM packets may vary in size, dependant on the MSC datagroup 
and the logical frame 
• all MSC Datagroups are all uniform in size 
• there is no requirement for the MSC Datagroups to be sent the same number 
of times as each other 
Equation 3.17 presents the probability of correct receipt of an object transmitted 
with a range of differently sized MSC Datagroups, each potentially requiring a 
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different number of retransmissions, and each of the Datagroup retransmissions 
potentially requiring different sized MSC SPM packets. 
(3.17) 
Where, in addition to the parameters already seen: 
bpKD is the number of bits in the pth packet of the Dth MSC Datagroup on it's 
Kth transmission, where: bPK E {192, 384, 576, 768} 
K is the index used to reference a specific MSC Datagrou p iteration 
D is the index used to reference a specific MSC Datagroup 
3.3.5 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
To accompany the enhanced model of probability presented in equation 3.17, here 
the model of time taken is presented in equation 3.18. 
(3.18) 
3.4 Modelling MSC EPM 
Section 2.3.3 reviewed the MSC EPM standard, the mechanism of which is em-
ployed by many parts of the DAB data broadcasting mechanism, and is one pos-
sible carrier for a TDC. This section provides: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such a TDC 
• a mathematical model of the time that such a TDC would take to be trans-
mitted 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such 
aTDC 
3.4.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
As we saw when we reviewed the MSC EPM mechanism in section 2.3.3, the 
MSC EPM mechanism works by surrounding the MSC SPM mechanism with 
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the virtual FEC frame, which appends nine RS packets to the selection of MSC 
SPM packets which are included in the frame. This mechanism makes it difficult 
to mathematically model an individual MSC SPM packet, which is where the 
payload is. 
This section models the probability of the entire FEC frame arriving either 
entirely unaffected by error, or with some bytes in error, but within the tolerances 
that the RS (204,188) mechanism can correct, and can be seen in equation 3.19. 
(3.19) 
Where: 
F is the MSC EPM FEC frame error rate 
s is the symbol error rate, where: s = 1- (1 - x)8 because the symbol is one 
byte 
x is the uniform random Bit Error Rate (BER), where: x E {R : 0 ::::; x::::; I} 
204 is the total number of bytes sent in one RS (204, 188) FEC packet 
8 is the maximum number of bytes that may arrive in error in one RS (204, 
188) FEC packet 
12 is the number of rows in the MSC EPM FEC frame 
3.4.2 Mathematical Model of Time 
Although the MSC EPM FEC frame is fixed in length, and thus the time taken to 
transmit an MSC EPM FEG frame must also be fixed, the time taken to receive 
the payload contained within one MSC EPM FEC frame varies depending on error. 
Equation 3.20 models the time taken to transmit a FEC frame, and the worst case 
reception time. Equation 3.21 models the best case time taken to receive a FEC 
frame, where the RS packets may be ignored as the MSC SPM packets all arrived 
unaffected by error. 
-
188 x 12 + 9 x 24 
B 
2472 
B 
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(3.20) 
Tmin 
188 x 12 
- B 
2256 
- B 
(3.21) 
As we have seen, there is no trivial way to create the probability for one MSC 
SPM packet carried in a MSC EPM channel: the smallest unit whose probability 
can be calculated uniquely being the FEC frame, so modelling repeating PDUs 
that do not integrally fit FEC frames is a bad representation. The FEC frame is 
capable of carrying a number of MSC SPM packets, which we saw in section 2.3.3. 
Equations 3.22 and 3.23 show the smallest and largest possible payloads of an 
MSC EPM FEC frame. 
Smin 
Smax 
_ 188 x 12 _ 5188 x 12 = 1786 
24 
- 188 x 12 - 5 r1889~ 121 = 2136 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
3.4.3 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Probability of Cor-
rect Receipt 
Within the MSC SPM packet footer there is a 32 bit CRC field, which is tested 
to see if the MSC SPM packet is valid. The receiver is at liberty to check these 
fields on reception, even if the MSC EPM mechanism is employed. It is possible 
that the receiver will receive an. entire application data table free from error, and 
the corresponding RS data table corrupted by error. In this case, the receiver will 
have already received the MSC SPM packets correctly and used them. This is 
modelled in equation 3.24. 
3.5 Modelling MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM 
As we have seen in section 3.4, the assumptions for modelling MSC EPM are far 
more stringent than were listed for the equivalent MSC SPM model, which we saw 
in section 3.3. 
This section provides: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of MSC Data-
groups over an MSC EPM channel 
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• a mathematical model of the time that MSC Datagroups take over such a 
channel 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of 
MSC Datagroups 
3.5.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
As we saw in section 2.3.3, the MSC EPM standard implements the FEC frame. 
Each FEC frame may contain more than one datagroup, which we saw in sec-
tion 2.3.4. As MSC Datagroups may be cached, it becomes hard to mathemati-
cally model MSC Datagroups spanning more than one FEC frame, especially if a 
frame contains parts of more than one MSC datagroup. Therefore, in this model 
we assume that one FEC frame may contain one MSC Datagroup. 
The assumptions made for the model of DAB EPM are as follows: 
• There is one object 
• The object is split equally into datagroups 
• A datagroup may be cached for use in a later carousel rotation 
• A FEC frame may only contain whole datagroups 
• One SPM packet may contain all or part of one datagroup 
• All SPM packets are the same size 
• The channel is affected by a uniform random Bit Error Rate (BER) 
• To receive the data, an entire carousel rotation is necessary 
We have already seen the model of MSC EPM FEC frames in section 3.4.1. Here 
we build on this model to provide the mechanism for MSC Datagroups over MSC 
EPM. Equation 3.25 models the number of FEC frames required to transport one 
MSC Datagroup. 
f = r 188 xb~2 x 81 = r 18b481 (3.25) 
Using the number of frames variable, seen in equation 3.25, and the model for 
obtaining the probability of correct receipt of a FEC frame, which we saw in 
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section 3.4, we can now build the model for MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM. The 
probability ofreceipt for a cached object in this model can be seen in equation 3.26. 
(3.26) 
3.5.2 Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
Building on the model for the time it takes an MSC EPM FEC frame to be 
transmitted, which we saw in section 3.4.2, the model for the time it takes to 
transmit the MSC Datagroups can be seen in equation 3.27. 
t=fT (3.27) 
Where: 
f is from equation 3.25 
T is from either equation 3.20 or 3.21, for the maximum and minimum time 
taken respectively 
3.5.3 Enhanced Mathematical Model of Probability of Cor-
rect Receipt 
It is possible to improve the datagrpup size model, obtaining the number of frames 
in the manner modelled in equation 3.28. 
PD PD 
LbPKD LbPKD 
P=l P=l 
f = 188 x 12 x 8 = 18048 (3.28) 
This model takes into account the effect of varying MSC SPM packet sizes due 
to restrictions provided by the logical frame and the MSC Datagroup which it is 
carrying. 
3.6 Modelling MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode 
We reviewed the mechanism for transmitting MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode 
in section 2.3.6. In this review, we saw that the MSC Stream Mode mechanism re-
lies on both bit-wise adjustment, to dissipate the energy required for transmission 
and reception; and also a Forney approach convolutional encoding mechanism. 
Both of these aspects of the standard will not be implemented in this model as 
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neither will have an effect on the probability in the context of a channel affected 
by a consistent Uniform Random Bit Error Rate (BER). 
This section now provides: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of an MPEG2-TS 
channel over MSC Stream Mode 
• a mathematical model of the time that an MPEG2-TS channel take over 
such a channel 
3.6.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
The model of the probability of the receipt of one MPEG2-TS packet arriving over 
an MSC Stream Mode channel unaffected by error is is shown in equation 3.29. 
(3.29) 
Where: 
M is the MPEG2-TS packet error rate 
s is the symbol error rate, where: s = 1 - (1 - X)8 
x is the uniform random BER, where: x E {JR : 0 ::; x ::; 1} 
It is reasonable to expect a number of MPEG2-TS packets to be used to convey 
data. Building on the model given in equation 3.29, equation 3.30 models the 
probability of a number of MPEG2-TS packets arriving correctly. 
J>,trearn = MP 
s 
p= 188 
Where, in addition to the variables already defined in this section: 
p is the number of MPEG2-TS packets required for the transmission 
S is the size of the data to be sent over the MPEG2-TS channel 
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(3.30) 
(3.31) 
3.6.2 Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
The queueing delay caused by the Forney approach interleaver was addressed in 
section 2;3.6, where it was defined to be 204 bytes. Although this is a delay, it 
does not affect the bandwidth, as the delay is constant for all bytes, so the effect 
of the Forney Interleaver is a constant in this model. The model for time taken is 
shown in equation 3.32. 
T = 8 (204 + 204p) 
B 
Where, in addition to the variables already defined in section 3.6.1: 
B is the bandwidth in bits per second 
T is the time taken in seconds 
(3.32) 
3.7 Modelling IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
We reviewed the mechanism for transmitting data using the MPE-FEC over DVB-
h channel in section 2.3.7. The following are presented in this section: 
• a mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of data over an 
MPE-FEC over DVB-h channel 
• a mathematical model of the time that such a channel would take to be 
transmitted 
• an enhanced mathematical model of the probability of correct receipt of such 
aTDC 
3.7.1 Mathematical Model of Probability of Correct Re-
ceipt 
A similar problem exists when addressing modelling MPE-FEC over DVB-h to 
the problem of modelling MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM, which we saw in 
section 3.5: it is non-trivial to model an individual PDU within the frame. The 
assumptions made in the construction of the models in this section are: 
• one MPEG2-TS frame may contain part or all of a single IP packet 
• all IP packets are uniform in size 
• the channel is affected by a Uniform Random BER 
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• there is only one object on the carousel 
• there is never a needto transport an MPEG2-TS null packet 
• the RS data table is not punctured, which was reviewed in section 2.3.7. 
Therefore any 32 bytes in error for any MPE-FEC frame row may be cor-
rected 
• the application data table does not employ the padding columns outlined in 
section 2.3.7 
• the impact of the MPE packet header is ignored, as it has no impact on the 
default RS mechanism used across the MPE-FEC frame 
The model of the probability of the correct receipt of for an individual MPE-FEC 
frame can be seen in equation 3.33. 
(3.33) 
Where: 
F is the probability of an MPE-FEC frame arriving correctly 
r is the number of rows in the MPE-FEC frame 
s is the symbol error rate, where: s = 1 - (1 - X)8 
k is the number of times the MSC Datagroups are transmitted 
x is the uniform random BER, where: x E {1R : 0 :::::: x :::::: I} 
Building on the model of the probability of the correct receipt of a single MPE-
FEC frame, as seen in equation 3.33, we can see the model for a number of IP 
packets transmitted using MPE-FEC over DVB-h in equation 3.34. 
i - r ~l 
f - ll~lr J 
Where, in addition to the parameters we have already seen in this section: 
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(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
P is the size of the IP packets 
f is the number of IP packets carried in one application data table 
i is the number of MPE-FEC frames required for the transmission 
D is the total size of the data to be sent 
3.7.2 Mathematical Model of Time Taken 
The model of time taken for an IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h is shown in equa-
tion 3.37. This model is based on the MPE-FEC standard mechanisms described 
in section 2.3.7. 
188 x f(13+S)X [~J 1 + 188 x rf (I6+Pl l 184 184 
T = --'-----B=------- (3.37) 
3.8 Software Simulation of the Standards 
There are complications in the broadcast standard that require a less generalised 
model than can reasonably be mathematically constructed. PDU size may be 
influenced by constraints imposed by protocols both above and below the layer in 
the network stack, for example the size of MSC SPM packets in an MSC EPM 
transmission are influenced by the logical frame, which is influenced by the MSC 
SPM and MSC EPM packets; and the MSC SPM packets in an MSC EPM channel 
are affected by the size of MSC Datagrdup size. This can be modelled, but when 
constructed the model becomes very specific to that configuration. A simulator 
is able to be more flexible in configuration, allowing for alternative experiment 
configurations to be trivially implemented. The model was designed to use a 
Uniform Random BER as this will normally give a worst-case performance of the 
error protection mechanisms, and may be used to compare the simulator to the 
model trivially, to verify that the simulator is performing correctly. 
This section will present: 
• The design for the software simulator 
• The system structure to make best use of resources 
3.8.1 Design of the Software Simulator 
Every protocol has a unique set of rules for conversing between network end-nodes. 
Many of these rules may be generalised: 
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• Keepability 
Non-keepable protocols do not have enough addressing information for 
the protocol to cache each POU for the case of retransmission. The 
pseudo code can be found in algorithm 3 for the mathematical model, 
and algorithm 1 for the simulation algorithm. 
Keepable protocols have enough addressing information for each POU to 
cache the POU for the case of retransmission. The pseudo code can be 
found in algorithm 4 for the mathematical model, and algorithm 2 for 
the simulation algorithm. 
• Tested for error 
Non-checksummed protocols do not check every POU for the impact of 
error. The pseudo code can be found in algorithm 5 for the simulation 
algorithm. 
Checksummed protocols check every POU for the impact of error, and 
should a POU be found to have arrived in error, the POU is dropped. 
The pseudo code can be found in algorithm 6 for the simulation algo-
rithm. 
• Corrected from error 
Uncorrected protocols transmit the data normally. The pseudo code can 
be found in algorithm 9 for the mathematical model, and algorithm 7 
for the simulation algorithm. 
Error corrected protocols transmit additional information alongside the 
data, which the receiver can then apply to the received data. The 
pseudo code can be found in algorithm 8 for the simulation algorithm. 
There are two examples of correction functions, which can be found in 
algorithms 10 and 11. 
• The number of unique POUs carried from the higher layer 
Single carrying protocols have POUs that may contain part or all of no 
more than one POU of the protocol above this one in the network stack. 
The pseudo code can be found in algorithm 14 for the mathematical 
model, and algorithm 12 for the simulation algorithm. 
Multiple carrying protocols have PO Us that may contain part or all of 
any number of POUs of the protocol above this one in the network stack. 
The pseudo code can be found in algorithm 15 for the mathematical 
model, and algorithm 13 for the simulation algorithm. 
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Table 3.1 presents the protocols to be simulated in relation to the attributes as 
listed above. It is clear that there are many possible combinations of these at-
tributes, which are necessary for different protocols. An ideal design would im-
plement these attributes from many places, so that the specific code for each 
protocol has to do the minimum, allowing for easier testing procedures. For this, 
the object-oriented technique of multiple-inheritance for functions was employed. 
Each protocol will inherit the functions for the different functionalities from 
abstract classes. 
As these rules are in all protocols in some combinations, definition fits the 
object-oriented concept of multiple-inheritance for functions well. 
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Logical Frames ,( 
RTP ,( 
Streamed Data ./ ,( 
UDP ,( ./ 
Table 3.1: Protocols And Their Attributes 
Algorithm 1: unKeepable:haveSeenPDUBefore(PDUJabel, data) 
Input: PDUJabel, the identifier fOl: a specific PDU 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the data symbols received as it is irrelevant whether the 
PDU was found before 
begin 
I return data; 
end 
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Algorithm 2: Keepable:haveSeenPOUBefore(POU.label, data) 
Input: POU.label, the identifier for a specific POU 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the corrected data symbols if this POU was received 
correctly before, or the data symbols as received 
begin 
if lookup(PDU_label) returns found then 
L return makeAllCorrect(data); 
if anyErrors(data) then 
L return data; 
lookupUpdate(PDU_label) ; 
return data; 
end 
Algorithm 3: unKeepable:mathematicaIRepetion(probability, transmis-
sions) 
Input: probability, probability of reception of this POU 
Output: Probability after transmissions 
begin 
I return probability; 
end 
Algorithm 4: Keepable:mathematicaiRepetion(probability, transmissions) 
Input: probability, probability of reception of this POU 
Input: transmissions, the number of transmissions this POU will 
experience 
Output: Probability of correct receipt after transmissions 
begin 
I return l_(l_probability)transmissions; 
end 
Algorithm 5: nonChecksummed:performChecksum(data) 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the data symbols received as no checksum is performed 
begin 
I return data; 
end 
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Algorithm 6: Checksummed:performChecksum(data) 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the data symbols all marked as errant, if any errors were 
present 
begin 
if anyErrors(data) then 
L return setAllToError {data}; 
return data; 
end 
Algorithm 7: unCorrected:correct(data) 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the data symbols received as no correction is performed 
begin 
I return data; 
end 
Algorithm 8: Corrected:correct(data) 
Input: data, the data symbols received 
Output: data, the data symbols having had the correction mechanism 
applied 
begin 
I return particular ErrorCorrectionAlgorithm( data); 
end 
Algorithm 9: unCorrected:correctMathematically(probability) 
Input: probability, probability of reception of this POU 
Output: probability, as no correction mechanism is applied 
begin 
I return probability; 
end 
Algorithm 10: EPM:correctMathematically(probability) 
Input: probability, probability of reception of this POU 
Output: Resultant probability of correct receipt after correction 
mechanism is applied 
begin 
s = probability / (188*12+24*9); 
result = 0; 
for i=O; i5,8; i=i+ 1 do 
L result = result+ choose(i) x (1 - S)204-i x Si; 
result = result12 ; 
ret urn result; 
end 
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Algorithm 11: MPEG2TS:correctMathematically(probability) 
Input: probability, probability of reception of this PDU 
Output: Resultant probability of correct receipt after correction 
mechanism is applied 
begin 
s = probability / (188*12+24*9); 
for i = 0; i ::; 8; i = i + 1 do L result = result+ choose( i) x (1 - s )204-i X Si; 
return result; 
end 
Algorithm 12: SingieCarrier:transmit(PDUJabel, dataSize) 
Input: PDU_label, identifier of the PDU from the layer above in the stack 
Input: dataSize, size in bytes of the data to be transmitted 
Output: data, the stream of data received by this layer 
begin 
data = 0; 
while dataSize > 0 do 
newdata = sublayer -.transmit(maxPossibleP DU Size( dataSize»; 
newdata = correct(newdata); 
newdata = haveSeenPDUBefore(concat(PDU_label, iteration), 
newdata); 
newdata = performChecksum(newdata); 
concat(data, newdata); 
dataSize = dataSize- sizeof(newdata); 
ret urn (data); 
end 
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Algorithm 13: MultipleCarrier:transmit(PDUJabel, dataSize) 
Input: PDUJabel, identifier of the PDU from the layer above in the stack 
Input: dataSize, size in bytes of the data to be transmitted 
Output: dataToRetum, the stream of data received by this layer 
begin 
dataToReturn = 0; 
while dataSize > 0 do 
if dataSize < sizeLeJtInThisPDU then 
l sizeLeJtInThisPDU = sizeLeJtInThisPDU - dataSize; (tmp, data) = split(data, dataSize); concat(dataToReturn, tmp); . dataSize = 0; 
else 
concat(dataToReturn, data); 
dataSize = dataSize - sizeLeJtInThisPDU; 
sizeLeJtInThisPDU = 0; 
data = sublayer --+transmit(maxPossiblePDUSizeO; 
data = correct(data); 
data = haveSeenPDUBefore(concat(label, iteration), data); 
data = performChecksum(data); 
sizeLeJtInThisP DU = sizeof(data); 
return( dataToReturn); 
end 
Algorithm 14: SingleCarrier:findProbability( dataSize, rotations) 
Input: dataSize, size in bytes of the data to be transmitted 
Input: rotations, number of rotations of the carousel 
Output: probability, the probability of correct receipt of the PDU 
begin 
probability = 1; 
while dataSize > 0 do 
dataToSendThisTime = maxPossiblePDUSize(dataSize); 
dataSize = dataSize - dataToSendThisTime; 
this Result = sublayer --+findProbability(dataToSendThisTime); 
this Result = correctMathematically( this Result); 
thisResult = mathematicalRepetition(thisResult, rotations); 
probability = probability * thisResult; 
return probability; 
end 
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Algorithm 15: MultipleCarrier:findProbability( dataSize, rotations) 
Input: dataSize, size in bytes of the data to be transmitted 
Input: rotations, number of rotations of the carousel 
Output: probability, the probability of correct receipt of the PDU 
begin 
probability = 1j 
while dataSize > 0 do 
if dataSize < sizeLeJtInThisPDU then 
L dataSize = OJ 
else 
dataToSendThisTime = maxPossiblePDUSizeOj 
dataSize = dataSize - dataToSendThisTimej 
this Result = 
sublayer -->findProbability( dataToSendT hisTime) j 
thisResult = correctMathematically(thisResult)j 
thisResult = mathematicaIRepetition(thisResult, rotations)j 
probability = probability * thisResultj 
return probabilityj 
end 
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3.8.2 Design of the System 
Within the system there are a number of distinct jobs that can be segregated: 
Insert new requests into the database. This process first checks to see if the job 
has been performed previously. If there are experiments that have already 
been run, it uses the results of those experiments. If the experiment is a new 
configuration, then the experiment is inserted and marked ready to be run. 
Run Pending Experiments as and when there are experiments waiting. It 
is likely that a user may wish to insert many experiments at one time. 
This stage may use a network of distributed computers to perform many 
experiments concurrently. 
User Interface needs to be accessed by users on different operating. systems. A 
simple solution is to implement the user interface as a web application, so 
that the only requirements that the user must have is a web browser and a 
network connection capable of reaching the web server. 
The user may want to do a combination of three tasks: 
Create a new plot for a comparison of a network, or some networks, that 
has not been performed sO far 
Retrieve a plot for a comparison that was previously created 
Check the status of the system to ensure that each of parts of the sys-
tem are performing correctly 
The system components and their interaction with each other is shown in figure 3.1. 
DRBE Database is implemented using Mysql on a Debian GNU /Linux plat-
form. Mysql was chosen as it is lightweight, free and easy to configure. The 
entity relationship diagram can be seen in figure B.l. 
All of the other components need access to the database, so the DBI com-
munication mechanism was as it is also lightweight, and easy to implement 
across a network. 
Iriserter Daemon performs two roles: managing new experiment requests; and 
organising which experiments need to be run. 
When a user wishes to add a new experiment, the inserter daemon takes this 
experiment, checks the database' to find the points that have already been 
inserted, performs the mathematical modelling of any points that haven't 
yet been inserted, and stores the experiment construction. 
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Periodically, the inserter daemon checks the database to discover what ex-
periments are pending, and if it finds any it queues them ready for a process 
daemon. When a process daemon requests ajob, assuming that there are ex-
periments pending, the inserter daemon provides the process daemon with 
the job identification, and marks that experiment as being performed by 
that process daemon. On job completion, the process daemon informs the 
inserter daemon that the job has been completed, and the inserter daemon 
forgets the relationship between the experiment and process daemon. 
The Inserter Daemon was written in per! as this is a fast language to develop 
as there are many libraries freely available. It can also be fast to run, as 
many of the libraries come as binary executables, so the overhead of using 
an interpreted language is lessened. 
Process Daemon performs the simulation for each iteration of the experiment. 
It polls the Inserter Daemon periodically for an experiment, and when it is 
allocated a job, it collects the required settings from the DRBE database, 
and runs the experiment. When the experiment has been completed, the 
results are placed into the DRBE database, and the Process Daemon requests 
another job from the Inserter Daemon. 
There are typically many experiments required to be analysed, so there can 
be many Process Daemons concurrently running. The farm of machines 
running Process Daemons was constructed to increase the speed of the ex-
periment completion. Typically six machines were used, although as other 
machines became available the farm grew to twelve machines. 
The Process Daemon was written in per!, as this is a fast language to develop 
as there are many libraries freely available, and for ease of interoperability 
with the Inserter Daemon. It can also be fast to run, as many of the libraries 
come as binary executables, so the overhead of using an interpreted language 
is lessened. 
Web User Interface was developed so that any user on any system could ac-
cess it. It is build using CGI/per! within Apache on a Debian GNU/Linux 
system. 
3.9 Object size Analysis 
There are a number of different sized objects which can be expected to be sent 
over a broadcast digital radio channel. To produce a useful working model for the 
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Figure 3.1: The Simulation System Structure 
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channels, it is necessary to have an understanding of the object sizes which are 
likely to be transmitted. 
3.9.1 MPEG Streams 
An MPEG video stream is likely to be used across all of the standards, and will 
therefore be an easy comparison. 
MPEG video streams consist of three frame types: I, P and B. These frames can 
be expected to be transmitted in a repeating pattern of: I B B P B B P B B P B B. 
Example sizes for these frames can be seen in table 3.2. 
Frame Size (kilobytes) 
I 5015 
P 1446 
B 1256 
Table 3.2: Sizes of frames in an MPEG video stream [39] 
3.10 Error Profiling 
The mathematical models presented in this chapter are capable of modelling U ni-
form Random BERs. It is important for the simulator to have a Uniform Random 
BER to compare the results of the model with the simulation results. Such a 
profile is obtained using a pseudo random number generator. 
The Uniform Random BER profile will model a worst-case error performance 
of a channel. To gain a clearer understanding of how the channels will perform in 
practice it is necessary to capture some real data. Real capture DAB data was not 
available, so an experiment was developed in conjunction with Arqiva to provide 
this data. Arqiva provided four sub-channels, known as the all-zero channels, on 
the Cambridge Experimental Ensemble, with the configuration shown in table 3.3. 
The four all-zero channels were configured to transmit bits at state 0 only. This 
transmission option was chosen for three reasons: the transmitter could perform 
this transmission natively; errors would be easy to find as all the bits should be 
in state 0; and if a more complicated bit sequence were used, synchronising the 
captured data with the expected data would be hard. Cambridge was chosen as the 
location as Arqiva have an experiment and development ensemble at Cambridge, 
which they had space on for this experiment. 
Arqiva lent a specialist DAB receiver system, consisting of: receiver hardware 
capable of providing statistics on the reception; a laptop for logging; and a Global 
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Positioning System (GPS) receiver. This system captured three main pieces of 
information: GPS location; the raw data received, including any errors; and a 
calculated Uniform Rand(')m BER value for the reception. It is the raw data that 
is of particular interest to this research, as the simulator can take this and indicate 
how different protocols would have performed on the same channel at the same 
time. 
The specialist DAB receiver can only capture one sub-channel at a time, so 
to capture the four all-zero channels, the experiment needed to be performed 
four times: once for each all-zero channel. The specialist DAB receiver system 
was mounted in a car and driven on a route around Cambridge on the route as 
shown in figure 3.2 [27]. This route consisted of all fast roads, and was chosen 
as the likelihood was that the atmospheric and traffic conditions would be fairly 
consistent over the length of time to perform the four trips required to capture 
the four all-zero channels. Arqiva also knew that the reception quality on the 
road near the transmitter was very good, whilst the hilly terrain at the east-most 
extent of the route would mean a very low likelihood of any reception, so the route 
would display the characteristics of both good and bad reception. 
Channel Name Bandwidth 
All Zeros 1 
All Zeros 2 
All Zeros 3 
All Zeros 4 
8 kbps 
128 kbps 
96 kbps 
384 kbps 
Table 3.3: Cambridge All Zero Channel Configuration 
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Figure 3.2: The Route of capture of the all-zeros data sets [27] 
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Chapter 4 
Evaluation and Results 
In chapter 2 DAB, DMB, and DVB-h, were described. Chapter 3 described both a 
mathematical model and a software simulation, of these standards. This chapter 
now looks at the results of the mathematical model and the software simulation, 
to assess the performance of real channels. 
This chapter also sets out to prove best practice, choice and configuration for 
as much of the soft part of the protocol as possible, drawing on the understanding 
of Quality of Service (QoS) techniques provided in section 2.2.3; this is to provide 
knowledge to help select the most appropriate network stack, and then tune the 
chosen network stack to provide the most suitable channel. This chapter provides 
an understanding of: 
• the performance metric 
• the mathematical models presented in chapter 3 
• the enhanced models that provide a mechanism to check the simulator 
against, also presented in chapter 3 
• the results of the simulation 
In doing so we see the best configuration for each standard, and a direct comparison 
of the standards against each other. 
Later, in chapter 5, the implications of this new knowledge is assessed. 
4.1 Performance Metric 
The performance metric was introduced in section 3.1, along with the values E, 
Q and C. Here the three metrics are contrasted to provide an understanding of 
when each of the metrics are useful. This understanding can then be applied to 
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the rest of this chapter to assess the performance of the standards, and to be able 
to compare them directly. 
The parameters involved in this section are: 
C is the channel performance 
E is the transmission efficiency 
k is the number of times the payload is transmitted. 
o is the total overhead transmitted 
Pr is the total payload received correctly. This does not include repeated data. 
Pt is the total payload transmitted 
Q is the reception quality 
There are a number of assumptions that are made to produce this section . 
• This set up represents no existing protocol. It is to demonstrate the formulae 
only . 
• There is only one object carried in one generic PDU sent in the transmission 
for this experiment. 
To understand the metric, a set of hypothetical channels will be depicted. These 
do not relate to any existing channel, they have been designed to display the effect 
of classes of channel on the metric. 
4.1.1 Performance of a reliable channel, including trans-
mission of overhead 
In this section the effect of overhead is presented. This experiment represents a 
reliable channel carrying a protocol. It can be seen in figure 4.1 that E and C 
have the same values. and that Q is unaffected by overhead. This is because 
overhead only effects throughput of a channel, and this is only a concern at the 
time of transmission. 
The trend implies that large PDUs are best as the ratio of overhead to payload 
is small, increasing the efficiency of the transmission: loss has no affect on the 
channel as this is a channel unaffected by error, so the efficiency is the only factor 
to consider. 
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Figure 4.1: Reliable Channel including transmission of overhead 
4.1.2 Performance of a lossy channel with reliable recep~ 
tion after two transmissions, including transmission 
of overhead 
In this section the channel is affected by error, which has the effect of requiring one 
additional carousel transmission. After two transmissions, all of the transmitted 
data is received. 
It can be seen in figure 4.2 that E and C have the same shape, with C being 
half of E. This is due to Q being 50%. 
The trend implies that big PDUs are best, which is the same trend as was 
previously seen in section 4.1.1. This indicates that, although loss now affects 
this channel, the efficiency of the channel is still is the predominent factor on the 
channel. 
4.1.3 Performance of a l?ssy channel after two transmis~ 
sions, including transmission of overhead 
In this section the effect of loosing about half the data transmitted, in addition to 
the effects displayed in section 4.1.2. 
• Reliable reception 
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Channel Performing perfectly with Multiple Transmissions and Overhead 
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Figure 4.2: Reliable Performance after two transmissions, including transmission 
of overhead 
• 10 bytes of overhead 
• 2 transmissions 
A number of observations can be made: 
E continues to increase in the same manner as previously seen 
Q at best achieves 25%, which is a reflection that two cycles are needed (50% 
quality) and at most, half the data arrives correctly 
C increase as the PDU payload size increases, but with some backsliding where 
less than half of the data arrives correctly. 
The trend seen in figure 4.3 implies that big PDUs are generally best. Although 
there may be some cases where the PDU payload size performs less well than a 
smaller one, this seems to be a negligible effect, and may be ignored. 
4.1.4 Performance of a lossy channel needing increasing 
transmissions for reliable reception, including trans-
mission of overhead 
• Reliable reception 
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Channel Lossing data with Multiple Transmissions and Overhead 
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Figure 4.3: Lossy Performance after two transmissions, including transmission of 
overhead 
• 10 bytes of overhead 
• 2+payload transmitted transmissions 
The trend implies that there is a point where performance peaks. This is due 
to the increasing requirement for more carousel rotations as the PDU payload size 
increases. This result is in contrast to the results previously found in this section, 
where the PDU payload size was always improved as it increased. 
It seems that tuning the protocol may be necessary in cases where the carousel 
repetition count may increase. 
4.2 Employing the Mathematical Model 
To understand the performance of any network it is useful to understand the per-
formance of each PDU in the network stack, therefore this section of the research 
begins with analysing the performance of datagroups and SPM packets. Later 
in this section, the implication of this new knowledge will be applied to channels 
carrying data. 
In chapter 3 some models were developed to represent the data broadcasting 
standards commonly found in DAB, DMB, DAB+, and DVB-h. Here we build on 
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Channel Performing Perfectly With An Increasing Need For Multiple Transmissions, and fixed overhead 
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Figure 4.4: Lossy Performance after multiple transmissions giving reliable recep-
tion, including transmission of overhead 
the understanding prOvided in section 4.1 to analyse the formulae to discover the 
best set up for the standards. As with all models, some assumptions are made: 
• The channel is affected by uniform random bit errOrs 
• All of the PD U s for a prOtocol are the same size 
• A PD U is never restricted to a size by a lower protocol in the stack 
• There is only ever one object to be carried 
• The bandwidth is constant 
4.2.1 MSC SPM 
In this section we see the probability and time taken for stream broadcast data 
over an MSC SPM TDC as modelled in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. We will go on to 
prOvide tuning configuration information, as well as a comparison of MSC SPM 
with MSC EPM in section 4.2.5. 
This section presents both the performance of an individual PDU for a range 
of PDU sizes, over an MSC SPM TDC, and a quantity of data segregated into a 
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range of PDU sizes sent over an MSC SPM TDC. Table 4.1 shows the settings 
that will be used in this section. 
Variable 
DAB SPM Packet Payloads 
Generic PDU sizes 
Range 
E {19, 43, 67, 91} Bytes 
E {N : 1 ::; n ::; 10000} Bytes 
Table 4.1: Possible variables for a datagroups over MSC SPM network stack 
TDC PDUs over MSC SPM 
As was discussed in section 3.2, the assumed use for a TDC over MSC SPM is 
for streamed data. Although protocols may make use of this type of TDC and 
implement a cache mechanism of it's own, we assume in this section that this 
channel is for streamed data only. Later we will go on to analyse the performance 
of cached data in section 4.2.3. Figure 4.5 shows the probability of a single MSC 
SPM packet arriving when it is carried in an MSC SPM channel affected by a 
range of Uniform Random BERs. Figure 4.5 shows that the best likelihood that 
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Figure 4.5: The Effect of Uniform Random BERs on the probability of MSC SPM 
packets carried in an MSC SPM channel 
all of the packet arrives is achieved by using smaller packets. We now shall look 
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at other metrics to analyse the channel to better understand the implications of 
the BER on the channel. 
Figure 4.6 shows the probability of the correct receipt of all of the data trans-
mitted against the time it takes to transmit. There is a distinct step pattern 
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Figure 4.6: The Probability of Correct Receipt and the Time Taken for a range 
of PDU sizes over a 384 kb/s MSC SPM TDC 
displayed on all the lines in figure 4.6. This corresponds to the size of the MSC 
SPM packet size used in that channel. The step shows where an additional MSC 
SPM packet is required to transmit the data being sent. Some discrete values have 
been taken from this model, and are displayed in table 4.2. It can be seen from 
the results in table 4.2 that the trend is towards small quantities of data being 
send over this channel for the greatest reliability. 
The object sizes 19, 43, 67 and 91 were selected to fit in integrally one MSC 
SPM packet for each of the valid MSC SPM packet sizes, and it can be seen that 
there the highest probability of arrival for a 24 byte MSC SPM packet, with a 
decreasing likelihood of all of the MSC SPM packet arriving as the packets sizes 
increase. The value 188 was chosen as it is the size of an MPEG2-TS packet, and 
the value 1,000,000 was chosen as it represents a larger stream of data. 
In the case of the 188 byte object, representing the MPEG2-TS packet, the best 
likelihood of correct arrival is obtained by choosing the 72 byte MSC SPM packet 
option. This is because the simple model only provides utilisation of uniformly 
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Size of PDU Packet Size Probability Time Taken Performance 
(bytes) (bytes) (%) (seconds) (%) 
19 24 98.10 0.0005 79.17 
43 48 96.23 0.001 89.58 
67 72 94.40 0.0015 0 
91 96 92.61 0.002 0 
188 24 82.53 0.005 0 
188 48 82.53 0.005 0 
188 72 84.13 0.0045 0 
188 96 79.42 0.006 0 
. 1,000,000 24 0.00 26.316 0 
1,000,000 48 0.00 23.256 0 
1,000,000 72 0.00 22.389 0 
1,000,000 96 0.00 21.98 0 
Table 4.2: Probability of the correct arrival, the Time Taken and the Channel 
Performance for a range of PDU sizes sent over a 384 kb/s MSC SPM TDC, 
affected by a Uniform Random BER of 0.0001 
sized MSC SPM packets. Both the 72 and the 96 byte cases require 3 packets 
to be transmitted, as can be seen in equation 4.1, and that means more bits are 
required to be sent using the 96 byte option. 
r 188 1 96-5 - r 188 1 72 - 5 
3 3 (4.1) 
In all of the other cases the larger the MSC SPM packet, the more likely the data 
will be received correctly. This is attributed to the decrease in overhead at the 
MSC SPM layer. 
This model provides the probability of all of the data arriving, which is dif-
ferent from the quantity of data that was correctly received, so when we model 
performance we must take a minimum accepted likelihood for all of the data being 
received correctly. We shall assume that 95% likelihood is the minimum acceptable 
likelihood of arrival. Figure 4.11 shows the performance of this channel. Although 
the lines for the 72 and 96 byte MSC SPM packet models are present, the likeli-
hood of the data arriving over this channel is always less than the desired minimum 
probability of 95%, so the performance has been set to O. The 24 and 48 byte MSC 
SPM packet models are present. These both have two distinct steps: the little 
steps show the performance of at each transmitted byte increment, indicating a 
better transmission efficiency as the fixed size MSC SPM packet become closer to 
being fully utilised; the large steps indicate where a new MSC SPM packet was 
required; and the drop to 0 shows where the reception quality has fallen to below 
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Figure 4.7: The Channel Performance of a range of PDU sizes sent over a 384 kb/s 
MSC SPMTDC 
the desired 95% likelihood, 
TDC Data over MSC SPM 
Earlier in this section we came to an understanding of the performance of a single 
PDUsent over an MSC SPM TDC. This section now addresses the effect of the 
size of PDU when transmitting larger objects. For this exercise, a 1,000,000 byte 
object was chosen. This was chosen as it represents a stream with enough length 
to represent a human noticeable time period of streamed data. 
Figure 4.8 shows the probability of correctly receiving all of a 1,000,000 byte 
object over a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4• It can be 
seen in figure 4.8 that there is no configuration combination which can provide 
a greater than negligible probability of correct reception. This means that the 
performance of the channel, using this model, is also negligible at all points. 
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Probability And Time Modelling for a IM Object over MSC SPM TDC Effected by a 10.4 Uniform Random Bit Error Rate 
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Figure 4.8: The Probability of Correct Receipt and the Time Taken for a 1,000,000 
byte object transmitted over a range of PDU sizes over a 384 kb/s MSC SPM TDC 
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4.2.2 MSC EPM 
In this section we see the probability and time taken for stream broadcast data over 
an MSC EPM TDC as modelled in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. Later, in section 4.11, 
we will provide a tuned configuration and a comparison with MSC SPM. 
This section now presents both the performance of an individual PDU for a 
range of PDU sizes, over an MSC EPM TDC, and a quantity of data segregated 
into a range of PDU sizes sent over an MSC EPM TDC. Table 4.3 shows the 
settings that will be used in this section. 
Variable 
DAB SPM Packet Payloads 
Generic PDU sizes 
Range 
E {19, 43, 67, 91} Bytes 
E {N : 1 ::; n ::; 10000} Bytes 
Table 4.3: Possible variables for a datagroups over MSC EPM network stack 
TDC PDUs over MSC EPM 
As discussed in section 3.4, this model does not find the probability of an individual 
MSC SPM packet sent over an MSC EPM channel, but it does find the probability 
of an individual MSC EPM FEC frame. Because a FEC frame is of uniform size, 
regardless of the use of the MSC SPM packets used to send the data over the 
channel, the FEC frame error rate is the same for all channels, as can be seen in 
figure 4.9. Across all lines the lowest probability of correct reception of a single 
MSC EPM FEC frame is 0.999999999998031, which has been rounded to 1 on the 
scale. Although the performance is degrading, it is not degrading so much that it 
is likely to cause data loss at the receiver. 
Now other channel performance analysis is performed on MSC EPM channels. 
Figure 4.10 shows the probability of the correct receipt of all of the data transmit-
ted against the time it takes to transmit. The probability of all of the sizes of MSC 
SPM packets in the MSC EPM channel have a probability of arriving correctly so 
close to 100% that the rounding error in the code used to implement the mode 
has rounded to 100%, as can be seen in figure 4.10. The time taken goes up in 
large steps, which correspond to the requirement of an additional MSC EPM FEC 
frame to contain all of the MSC SPM packets. Some discrete values have been 
taken from the model, and may be seen in table 4.4. It is clear from table 4.4 that 
the RS FEC mechanism, as modelled, is strong enough to correct errors which 
impacted the similar TDC, as we saw in section 4.2. Figure 4.11 shows the per-
formance of data over an MSC EPM TDC. As we saw in section 4.2.1, we assume 
that all of the data on the channel arrives if the likelihood of arrival is equal to 
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Size of PDU Packet Size Probability Time Taken Performance 
(bytes) (bytes) (%) (seconds) (%) 
19 24 100.00 0.05 0.77 
43 48 100.00. 0.05 1.74 
67 72 100.00 0.05 2.71 
91 96 100.00 0.05 3.68 
188 24 100.00 0.05 7.61 
188 48 100.00 0.05 7.61 
188 72 100.00 0.05 7.61 
188 96 100.00 0.05 7.61 
1,000,000 24 100.00 28.84 72.24 
1,000,000 48 100.00 25.49 81.72 
1,000,000 72 100.00 24.57 84.81 
1,000,000 96 100.00 24.10 86.44 
Table 4.4: Probability of the correct arrival, the Time Taken and the Channel 
Performance for a range of PDU sizes sent over a 384 kb/s MSC EPM TDC, 
affected by a Uniform Random BER of 0.0001 
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Figure 4.11: The Channel Performance of a range of PDU sizes sent over a 384 kb/s 
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or greater than the desired 95%. In the case of the MSC EPM channel, however, 
this may be ignored as the likelihood is close to 100% at all points. 
All four lines follow the same trend, which is the utilisation of the MPE EPM 
FEC frame. The four lines, do diverge at the points where the overhead of the 
MSC SPM packets requires an additional FEC frame, and it is the MSC SPM 
packet overhead which also prematurely caps the upper bound of the saw tooth 
in each of the four cases. 
TDC Data over MSC EPM 
Earlier in this section we came to an understanding of the performance of a single 
PDU sent over an MSC EPM TDC. This section now addresses the effect of the 
size of PDU when transmitting larger objects. For this exercise, a 1,000,000 byte 
object was chosen. This is the same length as was chosen in section 4.2.1, and was 
chosen again to provide a direct comparison of the results. 
Figure 4.12 shows the probability of correctly receiving all of a 1,000,000 byte 
object over a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 , and the time 
that it took to transmit the object. It can be seen in figure 4.12 that there is 
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Figure 4.12: The Probability of Correct Receipt and the Time Taken for a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over a range of PDU sizes over a 384 kb/s 
MSC EPM TDC 
no configuration combination that reduces the probability of correct receipt from 
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near-certain. The time that it takes to transmit all of the 1,000,000 byte object 
reduces in time as the PDU size increases. The performance of this channel can 
be seen in figure 4.13. It is clear from the channel performance metric for this 
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Figure 4.13: The Channel Performance of a 1,000,000 byte object transmitted over 
a range of PDU sizes sent over a 384 kb/s MSC EPM TDC 
channel that the larger the PDU size performs best. 
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4.2.3 Datagroups over MSC SPM 
In this section we build on the understanding derived from the results presented in 
section 4.2.1 to understand the performance of a TDC over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC SPM is presented, using the models presented in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
Performance of the Datagroupand SPM PDUs 
The possible values of datagroups and SPM packets are presented in table 4.5. 
Variable 
DatagroupPayload 
DAB SPM Payload 
Channel BER 
Range 
1 - 8,189 bytes 
E {19, 43, 67, 91} Bytes 
1-0 
Table 4.5: Possible variables for a datagroups over MSC SPM network stack 
Figure 4.14 shows the entire curve for a transmission of exactly one datagroup 
and all four SPM packet sizes. It assumes a reliable channel. 
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Figure 4.14: Performance of the entire datagroup range 
8000 
A sawtooth formation can be seen in figure 4.14, and the four lines tend to a 
stable state by datagroup payload size of 8,189 bytes. 
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The lines are separated by the natural amount of overhead, the amount of 
overhead that exists when the datagroup size is utilising the SPM packets perfectly. 
This is listed in tables A.5, A.6, A.7 and A.8. 
The sawtooth formation, which can be seen more clearly in figure 4.15, is due 
to the ratio of datagroup size to SPM packet payload. The SPM packet must 
carry padding if it is not full utilised. As the datagroup size increases it fits the 
SPM packet more efficiently, the amount of padding needed to make the packet 
size is reduced. This is the upward slope of the sawtooth. The fall in the sawtooth 
formation is the moment when the datagrOl.ip size has increased such that the 
SPM packets no longer fit the datagroup pattern well, so the amount of needed' 
padding is dramatically increased. 
The little steps that construct the saw teeth formations are due to using dis-
crete points on the chart. 
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Figure 4.15: A closer view of the saw teeth 
Analysing the results in figure 4.14, the trend appears to be that large SPM 
packets and large datagroups are best, with the optimum settings are: 
• Datagroup payload size should be 8,088 bytes 
• DAB SPM packet size should be 96 bytes 
Figure 4.16 shows the results of the same configuration as displayed in figure 4.14, 
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but this. time the channel is affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4, defined 
as the worst BER that audio services may continue to function. 
It is understood that the transmission should provide at least a 95% likelihood 
of 100% of the data being received correctly. 
It is assumed that if the content did not have at least a 95% likelihood of 
complete arrival after 20 cycles of the carousel, that it would never be received. 
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Figure 4.16: Performance of the entire datagroup range, given a channel affected 
by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
The effect of error on the channel is obvious when comparing the results in 
figures 4.16 and 4.14. The effect on performance attributed to a need to repeat 
the transmission. It must be assumed that if there was an error in reception 
that the entire carousel needs to be received. The dramatic drop relates to one 
additional carousel rotation. 
The graph shows a drop to 0%, where the datagroup sizes are between 2,000 
and 3,000 bytes, which indicates when the transmission needed more than 20 
carousel cycles to gain at least 95% likelihood of complete arrival. 
Analysing the results in figure 4.16, the trend appears to be toward large SPM 
packets, but small datagroups. 
To better understand the performance, the results presented in figure 4.16 are 
presented again in figure 4.17 with the scales altered. 
Analysing the results in figure 4.16, the trend appears to be toward large SPM 
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Figure 4.17: Performance of datagroup payload sizes of 10 - 500 bytes, given a 
10-4 Uniform Random BER 
packets, but small datagroups. 
Performance of Objects over Datagroups over MSC SPM 
At this point in the research, the effect of datagroups and SPM packets are un-
derstood. It is now important to understand the effect that this has on realistic 
object sizes. 
Figure 4.18 shows the entire curve for a fixed object size of 1,000,000 bytes, 
with all datagroup payload sizes and all four SPM packet sizes. It assumes a 
reliable channeL 
Comparing figure 4.18 with figure 4.14, it can be noted that the sawtooth 
pattern in figure 4.18 alters direction as the datagroup payload size increases. 
This is due to a change of the importance in the ratio of SPM packet, datagroup 
payload and object size. When the datagroup payload size is small, the overhead 
that the datagroup introduces is most significant. When the datagroup payload 
size is large, the effect miss matching the object with the datagroup payload 
becomes most significant. This displays a limitation with this simulation, as the 
datagroup standard permits transmitting the correct size required. This model 
assumes that the last datagroupcontains padding. 
Figure 4.19 portrays the effect of a uniform random BER of 10-6 • 
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Figure 4.18: Effect of varying datagroup payload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over a datagroups over MSC SPM over a reliable 
channel 
The graph in figure 4.19, there are artefacts where the performance alters by 
a carousel cycle for a short duration. It is assumed that a whole carousel trans-
mission is needed, and that equates to a number of bytes that must be used. As 
the datagroup payload size increases, and the relationship between the datagroup 
and SPM packet alters, the amount of padding changes, sometimes making the 
transmission more efficient. The artefact happens when the transmission is more 
efficient, so the transmission needs less bytes, which leads to a whole carousel less 
being needed. 
As with figure 4.19, the results shown in figure 4.20 clearly show the artefacts. 
It is assumed that a whole carousel transmission is needed, and that equates to 
a number of bytes that must be used. As the datagroup payload size increases, 
and the relationship between the datagroup and SPM packet alters, the amount of 
padding changes, sometimes making the transmission more efficient. The artefact 
happens when the transmission is more efficient, so the transmission needs less 
bytes, which leads to a whole carousel less being needed. 
Figure 4.21 shows the impact of a Uniform Random BER of 10-5. 
The effect of the increased BER is a requirement of an increased number of 
carousel cycles to maintain a minimum of 95% likelihood of complete arrival of 
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Figure 4.19: Effect of varying datagroup payload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over a datagroups over MSC SPM over a channel 
affected by a uniform random BER of 10-6 
the data. 
Figure 4.22 shows the impact of a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 , which is 
the expected worst case BER that should effect the channel, according to the 
design mandate of DAB. It can be seen from figure 4.22 that at the expected 
worst case BER for the channel that datagroup payload sizes of less than 1,000 
bytes are required. Figure 4.23 shows this more clearly. From figure 4.23 it can 
be concluded that big SPM packets sizes with one datagroup PDU designed to fit 
exactly in one SPM packet performs best. 
Table 4.6 shows the optimum settings for objects over datagroups over MSC 
SPM, given the constraints of this mathematical model. 
SPM Packet Size 
(bytes) 
24 
48 
72 
96 
Datagroup payload size 
(bytes) 
65 
75 
56 
80 
Performance 
(%) 
13.54 
15.62 
15.55 
16.67 
Table 4.6: Optimum Settings for datagroups for a given SPM packet size, derived 
from the simple mathematical model of a datagroups over MSC SPM channel 
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Figure 4.20: A close up of an carousel rotation artefact, caused by the rounding 
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Figure 4.21: Effect of varying datagroup payload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over adatagroups over MSC SPM over a channel 
affected by a uniform random BER of 10-5 
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Figure 4.22: Effect of varying datagroup payload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over a datagroups over MSC SPM over a channel 
affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
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Figure 4.23: Improved view of the effect of varying datagroup payload size on the 
performance of a 1,000,000 byte object transmitted over a datagroups over MSC 
SPM over a channel affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
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4.2.4 Datagroups over MSC EPM 
MSC EPM was designed to be a backward compatible enhancement to MSC SPM, 
which would provide an EPM enabled receiver additional error correction infor-
mation. In this section, equivalent experiments are presented to those found in 
section 4.2.3. 
Performance of the PDUs 
The datagroups over MSC EPM network stack is similar to the datagroups over 
MSC SPM network stack. The difference is the addition of the EPM FEe frames 
which contain RS error correction. The EPM FEe frame structure are inserted 
into the packet mode transmission after the SPM packets, which was was described 
in section 2.3.3. 
Figure 4.24 depicts the effect of differing datagroup payloads over an EPM 
channel. 
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Figure 4.24: Performance of the entire datagroup range 
6000 
It can be seen that there is a very clear sawtooth formation. The upward trend 
depicts the performance as the datagroup fills the application table. The sharp 
fall is due to another EPM FEC frame being required to transmit the datagroup. 
The trend derived from figure 4.24 is that big SPM packets and big datagroups 
are best, at sizes that exactly fit the EPM FEe frame(s) carrying them, 
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The theoretical worst-case BER for a DAB channel is 10-4 • The performance 
of EPM over a channel with this loss rate is depicted in figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.25: Performance of the entire datagroup range, given a channel affected 
by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
It should be noted that when comparing the results presented in figures 4.24 
and 4.25, the results are identical. This is because the level of correction provided 
by the RS encoding fixes all errors in this channel. 
There are 204 bytes in one row of a FEC frame, therefore there are 1,632 bits. 
The RS encoding used is RS (204:188:8), which means that any 8 byte errors can 
be corrected. The theoretical worst case BER on a DAB channel is 10-4 or 1 in 
10,000. In a FEC frame there are 25,792 bits, which means that it is reasonable to' 
expect 5 bit errors spread across 2 FEC frames. This is well within the correction 
capabilities of the FEC frame. 
The trend derived from figure 4.25 is that big SPM packets and big datagroups 
are best, at sizes that exactly fit the EPM FEC frame(s) carrying them, 
Performance of Objects over Datagroups over MSC EPM 
There is merit in understanding the effect that an object will experience when 
being carried over datagroups over MSC EPM. 
Figure 4.26 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over 
datagroups over MSC EPM. The large sawtooth pattern witnessed in figures 4.24 
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Figure 4.26: Effect of varying datagrouppayload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over datagroups over MSC EPM over a reliable 
channel 
and 4.25, which was caused by the waste of an EPM FEC frame, no longer has a 
significant impact on the performance. 
The trend presented in figure 4.26 is for big SPM packets and big datagroups. 
The effect of carrying data over the worst-case BER channel is presented in 
figure 4.27, from which it can be seen that performance is the same as those 
previously in figure 4.26. 
Table 4.7 shows the optimum settings for objects over datagroups over MSC 
EPM, given the constraints of this mathematical model. The trend found is for 
big SPM packets and big datagroups. 
SPM Packet Size 
(bytes) 
24 
48 
72 
96 
Datagroup payload size 
(bytes) 
6,411 
4,762 
3,473 
4,630 
Performance 
(%) 
72.11 
81.56 
84.63 
86.25 
Table 4.7: Optimum Settings for DAB EPM, derived from the simple mathemat-
ical model 
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Figure 4.27: Effect of varying datagrouppayload size on the performance of a 
1,000,000 byte object transmitted over datagroups over MSC EPM over a channel 
affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
4.2.5 The Comparison of the TDCs 
This section contrasts the four TDCs presented thus far, with particular interest 
on the affect of FEC mechanisms and repetition on the channel performance. 
The Comparison of MSC SPM with MSC EPM 
Figure 4.28 compares the packet probability of correct reception of the four MSC 
SPM packet sizes over an MSC SPM channel with the frame error rate of the 
four MSC SPM packet sizes sent over an MSC EPM channel. While this is not 
the ideal comparison, as the probability of correct reception for the MSC EPM 
frame has been penalised for containing more MSC SPM packet error rate, it can 
be seen in figure 4.28 MSC EPM still compares very favourably against an MSC 
SPM channel, as the model of the probability of correct MSC EPM finds that the 
probability is nearly one for one FEC frame to arrive correctly. 
When comparing the channel performance results presented in sections 4.2.1 
and 4.2.2, it is apparent that the additional overhead of the RS packets in the 
MSC EPM mechanism have an effect on the length of time a transmission takes. 
The worst case comparison is between the single 24 byte MSC SPM packet where 
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Figure 4.28: The Comparison of the Channel Performance of an MSC SPM TDC 
with an MSC EPM TDC, for a Range of PDU Sizes 
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the MSC EPM mechanism takes 100 times longer. This assumes that an entire 
MSC EPM FEC frame must be used to carry one MSC SPM packet. A better 
comparison to concentrate on is the case of the 1,000,000 byte object, where the 
difference is still large at 2.5 seconds, but the time taken is still in the same order 
of magnitude. 
The comparison of the channel performance can be seen in figure 4.29. The 
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Figure 4.29: The Comparison of the Channel Performance of an MSC SPM TDC 
with an MSC EPM TDC, for a Range of PDU Sizes 
comparison of the performance shows a stark contrast between the two MSC packet 
mode mechanisms: in the case of the models of 24 and 48 byte MSC SPM packets 
carried in an MSC SPM channel, which can be seen in figures 4.29a and 4.29b, 
indicates a narrow setting where there is a relatively good performance, below 
50 byte pay loads. The same data sent over an MSC EPM channel indicates a 
higher performance at high level of payloads. 
The case of the models of 72 and 96 byte MSC SPM packets carried in an 
MSC EPM channel, which can be seen in figures 4.29c and 4.29d, indicate that 
the likelihood that no data will be received over an MSC SPM mechanism, again 
in stark contrast to the same data sent over an MSC EPM channel, where again 
the better performances tend to the larger units of data sent over the channel. 
At this point we may conclude that the tuned configuration for a TDC is either: 
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• to use MSC SPM with 24 byte MSC SPM packets, and a PDU size of either 
19 or 38, to fit in exactly one or two 24 byte MSC SPM packets 
• to use MSC SPM with 48 byte MSC SPM packets, and a PDU size of 
43 bytes, to fit in exactly one 48 byte MSC SPM packet 
• to use 96 byte MSC SPM packets over MSC EPM with a large PDU, greater 
than 2,000 bytes, to gain the best performance 
When comparing the results from the 1,000,000 byte object, there is no case where 
the MSC SPM performs better than 0, so for the purposes of the comparison, we 
shall only use the case of the PDU. It is worth remembering that this model can 
only predict the probability of all of the data arriving. The probability of receiving 
two PDUs of the same size, on a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER, is 
the same. This means that it is worth tuning the MSC SPM mechanism for the 
best PDU performance. 
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The Comparison of MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM with MSC Data-
groups over MSC EPM 
Figure 4.30 shows the channel performance of a single datagroupsent using both 
a TDC consisting of MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM and a TDC consisting of MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM. Comparing the results that we have seen in figures 4.29 
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Figure 4.30: The Comparison of the Channel Performance of a single PDU sent 
over an MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM TDC with a single PDU sent over an MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM TDC, for a Range of PDU Sizes 
and 4.30, it can be seen that there is a distinct benefit in repeated transmissions 
of the same data on a channel affected by a high BER, where there is no FEC 
mechanism. It can also be seen that there is no obvious benefit of data repetition 
within an MSC EPM channel, when using this model. Comparing the MSC SPM 
and MSC EPM channels in figure 4.30 shows that the best way to protect a 
channel is to use a FEC mechanism, as this has a smaller affect on the channel 
performance than repeating the data. These results are confirmed in figure 4.31 
where the same channels are compared, this time sending a 1,000,000 byte object. 
There is no configuration where the channel performance is good concurrently for 
the MSC SPM based TDCs and the MSC EPM based TDCs. 
At this point in the research, it is clear that using a FEC mechanism like that 
included in MSC EPM provides a clear benefit to a channels performance, where 
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the underlying channel is affected with a high BER. 
4.2.6 lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM for Streamed Data 
Most computer networks use IP as the network layer protocol. This has lead to 
much development of hardware to natively support IP. The broadcast digital radio 
community has developed a transport standard which incorporates lP, gaining the 
benefits of cheap hardware. 
In this section we see the probability and time taken for stream broadcast 
data over a streamed data channel utilising IP over MSC Datagroups/MSC EPMj 
this is the transmission mechanism used in the BT Movio trails. We will go on 
to provide tuning configuration information, and compare it to MPEG2-TS over 
Stream Mode, the DMB streamed video mechanism, in section 4.2.8. 
This section presents both the performance of an individual PDU, for a range of 
PDU sizes, and a quantity of data segregated into a range of PDU sizes. Table 4.1 
shows the settings that will be used in this section. The IP size is higher than 
Variable 
IP packet sizes 
MSC Datagroup sizes 
DAB SPM Packet Payloads 
Range 
E {N : 50 ::; n ::; 8158} Bytes 
E {N : 61 ::; n ::; 8178} Bytes 
E {19, 43, 67, 91} Bytes 
Table 4.8: Possible variables for IP over MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM network 
stack 
the standard MTU for IP of 1,500 bytes, as we assume that the broadcaster may 
choose to use the non-standard jumbo-frames mechanism to convey content from 
source to transmitter, and therefore it may be desirable to use larger than 1,500 
IP packet size. The model used in this section does not cater for the case where 
one IP packet is sent across two MSC Datagroups. It is unlikely that this will be a 
significant factor, however, as the IP packet will be fragmented using the standard 
mechanism [15, 52] and this only results in additional overhead of one IP packet 
header per MSC Datagroup. 
Performance of the IP and SPM PDUs 
It can be seen that there is a very clear sawtooth formation. The upward trend 
depicts the performance as the datagroup fills the application table. The sharp 
fall is due to another EPM FEC frame being required to transmit the datagroup. 
The trend derived from figure 4.32 is that big SPM packets and big datagroups 
are best, at sizes that exactly fit the EPM FEC frame(s) carrying them, 
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Figure 4.32: Performance of the entire datagroup range 
8000 
The theoretical worst-case BER for a DAB channel is 10-4• The performance of 
EPM over a channel with this loss rate is depicted in figure 4.33. It should be noted 
that when comparing the results presented in figures 4.32 and 4.33, the results are 
identical. This is due to the level of correction provided by the RS encoding, at 
this level of error the model assumes that all errors in this channel are correctable. 
There are 204 bytes in one row of a FEC frame, therefore there are 1,632 bits. 
The RS encoding used is RS (204:188:8), which means that any 8 byte errors can 
be corrected. The theoretical worst case BER on a DAB channel is 10-4 or 1 in 
10,000. In a FEC frame there are 25,792 bits, which means that it is reasonable 
to expect up to 5 bit errors spread across 2 FEC frames. This is well within the 
correction capabilities of the FEC frame. 
The trend derived from figure 4.33 is that big SPM packets and big datagroups 
are best, at sizes that exactly fit the EPM FEC frame(s) carrying them, 
. The Effect of Data on lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
Figure 4.34 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over an IP 
over datagroups over MSC EPM channel. 
The large sawtooth pattern witnessed in figures 4.32 and 4.33, which was 
caused by the use of an extra EPM FEC frame, no longer has a significant impact 
on the performance. 
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Figure 4.33: Performance of the entire datagroup range, given a 10-4 Uniform 
Random BER 
The trend presented in figure 4.34 is for big MSC SPM packets and big data-
groups, and it can be noted that results are identical for a channel affected by a 
Uniform Random BER of 10-4 • 
Table 4.9 shows the smallest found optimum settings for Internet Protocol over 
Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB-IP) EPM, given the constraints of this mathemat-
ical model. The smallest optimum settings are used as it is reasonable to assume 
that, although this model uses the Uniform Random BER case and may assume 
that the errors are equally dispersed across the channel, in a real channel the errors 
will come in bursts. The smaller the packet, the better it's chances of missing an 
error burst. 
SPM Packet Size 
(bytes) 
24 
48 
72 
96 
Datagroup payload size 
(bytes) 
5,953 
7,408 
6,667 
7,247 
Performance 
(%) 
71.85 
81.39 
84.45 
86.07 
Table 4.9: Smallest Found Optimum Settings for IP over datagroups over MSC 
EPM, derived from the simple mathematical model 
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Figure 4.34: Performance of DAB EPM of a 1,000,000 byte object, given a Reliable 
Channel 
Performance of Objects over RTP over UDP over IP over MSC Data-
groups over MSC EPM 
Figure 4.35 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over an 
RTP over UDP over IP over datagroups over MSC EPM channel. 
Comparing the results presented in figure 4.35 with those in figure 4.34, it can 
be seen that the effect on performance is only slight. This is accounted for by the 
additional overhead of the RTP and UDP headers. 
The results are identical for a channel affected by a uniform random BER of 
10-4 . 
Table 4.10 provides the best settings for each of the four MSC SPM packet 
sizes. 
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Figure 4.35: Performance of one 1,000,000 byte object over RTP over UDP over 
IP over MSC EPM, given a Reliable Channel 
SPM Packet Size 
(bytes) 
24 
48 
.72 
96 
Datagroup payload size 
(bytes) 
7,093 
6,098 
6,850 
5,682 
Performance 
(%) 
71.73 
81.07 
84.28 
85.71 
Table 4.10: Optimum Settings for RTP over UDP over IP over datagroups over 
MSC EPM, derived from the simple mathematical model 
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4.2.7 IP/Datagroups/MSC SPM for Streamed Data 
As previously seen in section 2.3.3, MSC EPM is technically backward-compatible 
with MSC SPM. It is conceivable that the BT Movio transmission mechanism, 
mentioned in section 4.2.6, may be received by an MSC SPM only receiver. This 
section provides an understanding of how well IP over MSC SPM will perform. 
As we saw in section 4.2.1, the probability of streamed data sent over an 
MSC SPM based channel affected by a BER of 10-4 is not large enough to be 
considered viable. The only difference between that TDC/MSC SPM model, and 
thisIP /MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM model is an increase in the overhead required 
to send the data. We will not analyse this model, as figure 4.8 has already shown 
that the likelihood of receipt for all possible combinations is O. 
Performance of RTP over UDP over IP over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC SPM 
It is expected that a common protocol to be carried over IP over datagroups over 
MSC SPM is RTP over UDP, so the performance of the transport layer for real-
time streaming applications is analysed here. When the performance of RTP over 
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Figure 4.36: Performance of the entire datagroup range 
UDP over IP over datagroups over MSC SPM, as outlined in figure 4.52, is com-
pared with the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM in figure 4.36, 
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the RTP channel has a reduced performance. This is due to the additional 20 
bytes of overhead, attributed to the UDP and the RTP packet headers. 
A defining difference between the two standards is that RTP is only ever used 
in a streamed-data context, where JP may be employed to transport carousel data. 
Figure 4.37 displays the performance of RTP carried over an IP over datagroups 
over MSC SPM channel affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 • As can be 
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Figure 4.37: Performance of the entire datagroup range, given a 10-4 Uniform 
Random BER 
seen in figure 4.37, the performance for all datagroup sizes is O. This is because 
the probability of receiving all of the data sent is statistically less than 95%. If a 
stream broadcast is made using MSC EPM, it is safe to conclude that MSC SPM 
only receivers will not receive the data correctly. 
4.2.8 MPEG2-TSjMSC Stream Mode 
The recognised standard mechanism for carrying streamed data over DAB is 
MPEG2-TS streaming over MSC stream mode [19]. DMB especially utilises this 
mechanism to carry video data [20]. 
The transmission mechanism is modelled in section 3.6. We are modelling 
a channel affected Uniform Random BER, and we assume that the channel is 
not affected by differences in power consumption at either the transmitter or the 
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receiver. We also assume that the interleaver has no impact on the Uniform 
Random profile of the bit errors. 
The Effect of PDUs on MPEG2-TSjMSC Stream Mode 
Figure 4.38 shows the probability of a single MPEG2-TS packet arriving when it is 
carried in an MSC Stream Mode channel affected by a range of Uniform Random 
BERs. It can be seen in figure 4.38 that the likelihood for correct arrival of the 
'robability of Reception for an Individual MPEG2-TS packet sent over MSC Stream Mode for a Range of Uniform Random 
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1~------------------------------------~ 
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Probability of Correct Receipt ---
Figure 4.38: The Effect of Uniform Random BERs on the probability of MPEG2-
TS packets carried in an MSC Stream Mode channel affected by varying 
MPEG2-TS packet is very high at all Uniform Random BERs. The theoretical 
worst-case BER for a DMB channel is 10-4 • The performance of DMB over a 
channel with this loss rate is depicted in figure 4.40. 
It should be noted that when comparing the results presented in figures 4.39 
and 4.40, the results are identical. This is because the level of correction provided 
by the RS encoding fixes all errors in this channel. 
The trend derived from figure 4.40 is that big SPM packets and big datagroups 
are best, at sizes that exactly fit the MPEG2-TS packets carrying them, 
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Figure 4.39: The performance of a range of PDU sizes sent over an MPEGt-
woTS/MSC Stream Mode channel 
The Effect of Data on MPEG2-TSjMSC Stream Mode 
Figure 4.41 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over a DAB 
EPM channel. The trend presented in figure 4.41 is for big DAB SPM packets 
and big datagroups. 
The effect of carrying data over the worst-case BER channel is presented in 
figure 4.42. The results presented in figure 4.42 are the same as those previously 
seen in figure 4.41. 
The trend found is for big PDUs to be carried over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode. 
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Figure 4.41: The performance of a 1,000,000 byte object sent over a range of PDU 
sizes over an MPEGtwoTS/MSC Stream Mode channel 
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Performance of a 1M Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode Affected by a 10-4 Uniform Random Bit Error Rate 
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Figure 4.42: The performance of a 1,000,000 byte object sent over a range of 
PDU sizes over an MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode channel affected by a Uniform 
Random BER of 10-4 
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4.2.9 Streamed Data over IP /MPE-FEC 
MPE-FEC, which we reviewed in section 2.3.7, is a mechanism for the transport 
of broadcast data that was introduced into the DVB standards with the advent 
of DVB-h. 
As we have already seen in this chapter, the power of using FEC mechanisms 
has a strong benefit to the channel performance. Although the MPE mechanism 
exists without the FEC addition, we will not analyse it: because the bandwidth of 
DVB-h is considerably higher than that of a DAB ensemble [16, 15], and because 
the standard Uniform Random BER is similar to DAB, we can safely assume that 
the performance of MPE against MPE-FEC will be equivalent to the comparative 
performance of MSC SPM against MSC EPM. 
The Effect of PDUs on IP /MPE-FEC 
So far in this section the size of the PDUs have defined the resolution of the error 
rate. In the case of IP /MPE-FEC, the resolution is defined by the MPE-FEC 
frame. The precision on the machine that produced this data for this model was 
such that the probability was always rounded to 1. This can be ascribed to the 
powerful RS (255,191) FEC mechanism. The theoretical worst-case BER for a 
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Figure 4.43: Performance of the entire packet range 
DAB channel is 10-4 • The performance of DVB-h over a channel with this loss 
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rate is depicted in figure 4.44. 
Channel Effected by a 10-4 Uniform Random Bit Error Rate (1 Object per Datagroup) 
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Figure 4.44: Performance of the entire datagroup range, given a 10-4 Uniform 
Random BER 
It should be noted that when comparing the results presented in figures 4.43 
and 4.44, the results are identical. This is because the level of correction provided 
by the RS encoding fixes all errors in this channel. 
The trend derived from figure 4.44 is that big IP packets and few MPE rows 
are best. 
The Effect of Data on IP /MPE-FEC 
The effect of carrying a 1,000,000 byte object over the worst-case BER channel is 
presented in figure 4.45. A distinct step pattern can be seen in figure 4.45. The 
steps represent where an additional MPE-FEC frame is required to convey the 
data. The IP packet size being used to carry a section of the 1,000,000 byte object 
is fixed size, so there is a penalty in performance when the MPE-FEC frame is 
less well filled by the size of the IP packet. 
The trend here is to use an IP packet with between 1,000 bytes and 2,750 bytes 
of payload. 
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Figure 4.45: The performance of a 1,000,000 byte object streamed over a range of 
PDU sizes over an IP/MPE-FEC/DVB-h affected by a Uniform Random BER of 
10-4 
Performance of RTP over UDP over IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
Figure 4.46 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over RTP 
over UDP over IP over MPE-FEC DVB-h channel. 
The trend presented in figure 4.46 is that big PDUs are good, over few MPE-
FEC rows. 
When the results presented in figure 4.46 are compared to the ones in fig-
ure 4.59, the only difference is that the small additional overhead of RTP and 
UDP have slightly lessened the performance. 
The performance results of a channel affected by a uniform random BER of 
10-4 are the same as the results presented of the reliable channel. 
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Figure 4.46: Performance of one 1,000,000 byte object over RTP over UDP over 
IP over MPE-FEC DVB-h, given a reliable channel 
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4.2.10 The Comparison of the Stream Data Standards 
We have now used the mathematical model to provide an understanding of the 
performance of various broadcast streamed data. We now compare the following 
standards with each other: 
• lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
• MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode 
• IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
Comparing IP over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM with MPEG2-TS 
over MSC Stream Mode 
This section presents the comparison of the two streamed data standards used to 
convey IP video data: the DMB mechanism MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode; 
and the BT Movio mechanism lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM. Figure 4.47 shows 
the different performance of the top level PDUs in these standards. It is appar-
ent that the MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode has a more favourable channel per-
formance than lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM. This can be attributed to the 
greater amount of overhead introduced by the MSC SPM packets, and the addi-
tional header information necessary to carry the RS packets for the MSC EPM 
FEC frame. 
The channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over the same channels 
can be seen in figure 4.48, and confirms the conclusion that this model leads us 
to: lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM performs less well than MPEG2-TS/MSC 
Stream Mode. 
It is evident that the models can find no difference between the FEC protec-
tion provided by the two standards, and that both models state that the error 
protection is ample to cope with a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER. 
Comparing MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode with IP over MPE-
FEC over DVB-h 
MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode was chosen by the DMB community to be 
an alternative to video data over DVB mechanisms. Here we compare the clos-
est equivalent in the DVB family of protocols: IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h. 
Figure 4.49 shows the comparison of these two standards. 
The channel performance of sending one IP packet over an MPE-FEC channel 
is much lower than the channel performance of sending one PDU over MPEG2-
TS/MSC Stream Mode. This is attributed to this model having to send one entire 
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Figure 4.49: Comparison of the performance of a single PDU sent over MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM with a single IP packet sent over MPE-FEC/DVB-h 
MPE-FEC frame, with the part of the MPE-FEC frame not filled with the IP 
packet, or the RS information, being filled with padding. Figure 4.50 displays 
the same channel, but carrying a 1,000,000 byte object. Here the performance of 
IP /MPE-FEC is lower than the performance of MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode, 
and this can be attributed to the additional RS FEC data that is required to be 
sent by MPE-FEC in this modeL It is worth remembering that this model applies 
the most pessimistic configuration, where we assume that no puncturing of the 
RS data is made. 
Comparing IP over datagroups over MSC EPM with IP over MPE-FEC 
over DVB-h 
Figure 4.51 shows the comparison of carousel IP data over datagroups over MSC 
EPM and MPE-FEC over DVB-h. 
It can be seen from figure 4.51 that IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h performs 
less well than IP over datagroups over MSC EPM using MSC SPM packets greater 
than 24 bytes in length. The level of overhead required to transmit this MSC EPM 
channel using 24 byte MSC SPM packets is similar to the MPE-FEC mechanism. 
Anecdotally, the MPE-FEC mechanism will perform better than MSC EPM as 
the level of overhead in the MPE-FEC mechanism is due to additional RS data. 
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Figure 4.50: Comparison of the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object sent 
IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM with a 1,000,000 byte object sent over IP /MPE-
FEC/DVB-h 
In this model, however, there is no difference as both RS mechanisms are strong 
enough to always provide a greater than 95% likelihood of total data receipt on a 
channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 • 
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Figure 4.51: Comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC 
EPM with IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
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4.2.11 IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM for Cached Data 
In this section the channel performance of cached data sent over lP/MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM, is presented. This builds on the understanding provided by 
sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.7. 
This research has chosen to use IP for the cached data mechanism as one of 
the most important aspects of this research is the comparison of the different 
physical layers: DAB and DVB-h. These two provide very different transmission 
mechanisms for cached data; to provide a comparison, although both provide 
mechanisms to transmit IP based cached data. For the purposes of comparison, 
this research assumes that the cached data may be sent over IP channel only. 
Performance of the IP and SPM PDUs 
Within the unicast constraints of broadcast networks, IP over datagroups over 
MSC SPM may carry anything that an IP packet may, so we first understand the 
performance at the network layer. It can be seen when comparing figures 4.14 
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Figure 4.52: Performance of the entire range of valid sizes of IP packets 
and 4.52 that IP over datagroups over MSC SPM performs slightly less wen than 
datagroups over MSC SPM in all cases, with the greatest difference observed when 
the IP payload size is smallest. It can be seen in figures 4.53 and 4.54 that the 
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Figure 4.53: Performance of the entire range of valid IP packets, given a channel 
affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
same artefacts are present when using IP over datagroups over MSC SPM, as with 
datagroups over MSC SPM. 
Performance of Objects over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM 
The channel performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object sent over a reliable 
lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM channel is presented in figure 4.55. From this 
result the understanding that the best configuration for the channel is to use both 
large MS.C Datagroups and large MSC SPM packets. Figure 4.56 presents the 
same channel, but this time affected with a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 • The 
understanding that can be taken from the results presented in figure 4.56 is that 
additional rotations of the carousel increases the likelihood of data arrival, at the 
cost of channel, performance, and that 20 cycles of the carousel is not enough to 
correct the transmission for large MSC Datagroups. The best configuration can 
now be assumed to be small MSC Datagroups and large MSC SPM packets. 
The reasons for using IP as opposed to the native DAB mechanisms are not 
due to the performance of the channel, as IP over datagroups over MSC SPM 
performs worse where the datagroup payload sizes are the same. The reason is that 
the infrastructure for communicating content from the source to the transmitter 
uses IP based networks. It is therefore simplest for the broadcaster to not have 
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Figure 4.54: Improved view of the performance of the entire range of valid IP 
packets, given a channel affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
to reconstruct a DAB transmission, but use the existing packet structure directly, 
providing the greatest control at the content source. 
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Figure 4.55: Performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM of a 1,000,000 
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Figure 4.56: Performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM of a 1,000,000 
byte object, given a 10-4 Uniform Random BER 
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4.2.12 IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM for Cached Data 
In this section the channel performance of cached data sent over IP /MSC Data-
groups/MSC EPM, is presented. This builds on the understanding provided by 
sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6. 
The performance of the PDUs over an IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM chan-
nel are the same as have been seen in section 4.2.6, as the RS FEC mechanism 
is strong enough not to require the data to be repeated to increase the likelihood 
that it will all arrive correctly. We will now look at the performance of objects 
over this channel. 
Performance of Objects over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
The performance of a cache-able 1,000,000 byte object sent over an IP /MSC Data-
groups/MSC EPM channel can be seen in figure 4.57. The conclusion that the 
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Figure 4.57: Performance of IP over datagroups over MSC EPM of a 1,000,000 
byte object, given a Reliable Channel 
best configuration for this channel is to use large MSC Datagroups and large MSC 
SPM packets may be drawn from the results presented in figure 4.57. Figure 4.58 
shows the same object over the same channel, but affected by a Uniform Random 
BER of 10-4 • 
Using the results presented in figure 4.58, the conclusion may be drawn that 
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Figure 4.58: Performance of IP over datagroups over MSC EPM of a 1,000,000 
byte object, with a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
the best configuration for this channel is to use large MSC Datagroups and large 
MSC SPM packets, especially where the size of IP packet and MSC Datagroup fit 
integrally with each other and with the MSC SPM packets. 
4.2.13 MPE-FEC DVB-h 
There are a number of standards that can be used to convey cached data over 
the MPE mechanisms within DVB. Part of what this research is interested in 
is the comparison of DAB and DVB data channels. In a similar manner to the 
mechanisms researched in section 4.2.11, this section will look at IP over MPE-
FEC over a DVB-h channel, as this is the most equivalent protocol to be used in 
a comparison between such different physical layers. 
The performance of a single PDU sent over MPE-FEC was seen in section 4.2.9. 
In that section the conclusion was drawn that the error protection of the RS FEC 
mechanism within MPE-FEC was strong enough to assume that a single PDU 
would almost certainly arrive correctly after one' transmission. We will not re-
address this here beyond stating that this is still true, and therefore there is little 
likelihood of requiring a retransmission of a single PDU. 
This section now looks at the performance of a cache-able object sent over such 
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a channel. 
Performance of Cached Objects over IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
Figure 4.59 depicts the performance of a 1,000,000 byte object carried over an IP 
over MPE-FEC DVB-h channel. The trend presented in figure 4.59 is for big IP 
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Figure 4.59: Performance of one 1,000,000 byte object over IP over MPE-FEC 
DVB-h, given a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
packets and large number of MPE frame rows. The effect of carrying data over 
the worst-case BER channel is presented in figure 4.60. The results presented in 
figure 4.60 are the same as those previously seen in figure 4.59, so that we can 
conclude that the trend is that big IP packets and few MPE rows are best. 
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Figure 4.60: Performance of one 1,000,000 byte object over IP over MPE-FEC 
DVB-h, given a channel affected by a uniform random BER of 10-4 
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4.2.14 Comparing the Standards 
In this section, we have used the mathematical model to provide an understanding 
of the performance of various standards over MSC SPM, MSC EPM, and DVB-h. 
To understand how well a particular standard performs, here the following direct 
comparisons are made: 
• IP over datagroups over MSC SPM with datagroups over MSC SPM 
• IP over datagroups over MSC EPM with datagroups over MSC EPM 
• IP over datagroups over MSC SPM with IP over datagroups over MSC EPM 
• IP over datagroupsover MSC EPM with IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
Comparing IP over datagroups over MSC SPM with datagroups over 
MSC SPM 
Figure 4.61 shows the performance of a datagroup over MSC SPM channel against 
the performance of an IP over datagroups over MSC SPM performance. Table 4.11 
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Figure 4.61: Comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM 
with datagroups over MSC SPM 
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SPM packet size 
24 
48 
72 
96 
Difference in Performance 
Minimum Mean Absolute Maximum 
0.07 
o 
o 
o 
0.84 
0.73 
0.64 
0.60 
6.56 
7.78 
9.07 
10.71 
Table 4.11: Statistical analysis of the effect of IP on carousel transmissions 
shows the statistical difference between datagroups over MSC SPM channel and 
IP over datagroups over MSC SPM. 
From this it can be seen that there are situations where there is a large (10 
percent) performance drop when IP is used in addition to datagroups over MSC 
SPM. However, it can also be seen that the mean absolute difference is small, 
under 1 percent in all cases. 
When the results presented in figure 4.70 and table 4.12, it can be seen that 
the larger differences in performance are due to the displacement of the sawtooth 
formation. This is caused by a difference in quantity of overhead, causing the best 
fit of different PD U s to change. 
Comparing IP over datagroups over MSC EPM with datagroups over 
MSC EPM 
Figure 4.62 shows the performance of a datagroups over MSC EPM channel against 
the performance of an IP over datagroups over MSC EPM performance. Table 4,12 
shows the statistical difference between datagroups over MSC EPM channel and 
IP over datagroups over MSC EPM. From this it can be seen that there are 
SPM packet size 
24 
48 
72 
96 
Difference in Performance 
Minimum Mean Absolute Maximum 
0.13 
o 
o 
o 
0.82 
0.87 
0.84 
0.81 
25.62 
30.42 
35.49 
38.02 
Table 4.12: Statistical analysis of the effect of IP on carousel transmissions 
situations where there is a large (38 percent) performance drop when IP is used 
in addition to datagroups over MSC EPM. However, it can also be seen that the 
mean absolute difference is small, under 1 percent in all cases. 
When the results presented in figure 4.70 and table 4.12, it can be seen that 
the larger differences in performance are due to the displacement of the sawtooth 
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Figure 4.62: Comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC 
EPM and datagroups over MSC EPM 
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formation. This is caused by a difference in quantity of overhead, causing the best 
fit of different PDU s to change. 
Comparing IP over datagroups over MSC SPM with IP over datagroups 
over MSC EPM 
Figure 4.63 shows the comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over 
MSC SPM and IP over datagroups over MSC SPM EPM. It can be seen in fig-
ure 4.63 that the best performance for the two standards are at opposite ends of 
the x-axis. 
With the understanding that this mathematical model has provided, it appears 
that there are consequences when configuring these protocols: 
• If the most optimum configuration for MSC SPM is used, MSC EPM per-
forms badly . 
• If the most optimum configuration for MSC EPM is used, MSC SPM has a 
negligible chance of arrival within 20 rotations of the carousel. 
This finding implies that, although on paper MSC EPM is backwardly compatible 
with MSC SPM, in practice the effect on performance means that MSC EPM will 
not gracefully degrade for MSC SPM only receivers. 
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Figure 4.63: Comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM 
and IP over datagroups over MSC EPM 
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Comparing IP over datagroups over MSC EPM with IP over MPE-FEC 
over DVB-h 
Figure 4.64 shows the comparison of carousel IP data over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC EPM and MPE-FEC over DVB-h. It can be seen from figure 4.64 that. 
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Figure 4.64: Comparison of the performance of IP over datagroups over MSC 
EPM with IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h 
IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h performs less well than IP over datagroups over 
MSC EPM using MSC SPM packets greater than 24 bytes in length. The level 
of overhead required to transmit this MSC EPM channel using 24 byte MSC 
SPM packets is similar to the MPE-FEC mechanism. Anecdotally, the MPE-
FEC mechanism will perform better than MSC EPM as the level of overhead in 
the MPE-FEC mechanism is due to additional RS data. In this model, however, 
there is no difference as both RS mechanisms are strong enough to always provide 
a greater than 95% likelihood of total data receipt on a channel affected by a 
Uniform Random BER of 10-4• 
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4.3 Enhanced Mathematical Model 
Section 4.2 presented the results of the simple mathematical models. Two types 
of generic mathematical models were presented in chapter 3, the key difference 
being that the enhanced model employed iteration across a list of previously de-
termined values of PDU. Although iterating through these values will provide a 
better model, it is also more time consuming. 
There is another mathematical method presented in section 3.8 that models a 
transmission much closer to a real transmission at the cost of not being generic, 
and this is presented later. Here we present the differences between the MSC 
SPM mathematical models and the different models of the FEC mechanisms. The 
enhanced models presented here are the basis for the mathematical results from 
the software simulation, which will allow us to verify the results of the simulator. 
4.3.1 Comparison of the performance of the MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM models 
This section compares the results of the two MSC SPM models, to determine the 
added value provided by the enhanced model. First we will see the differences 
when modelling a single MSC Datagroup sent over an MSC SPM channel, and 
then will go on to review the differences in the models for the transmission of 
objects. 
Comparison of the performance of PDUs using the Simple Model and 
the Enhanced Model 
Figure 4.65 shows the difference between the simple and enhanced mathematical 
models for datagroups over MSC SPM over a reliable channel. Table 4.13 shows 
the statistical differences between the two models. It can be concluded from 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
Metric 24 48 72 96 
Minimum Difference (%) 0.00 
Maximum Difference (%) 0.00 
Mean Absolute Difference (%) 0.00 
0.00 
17.71 
0.47 
0.00 
26.04 
1.02 
0.00 
33.33 
1.57 
Table 4.13: Statistical differences between the Simple and Enhanced Models for 
one datagroup over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
table 4.13 that there are some cases where the models are identical. It can also 
be seen that there are cases where they differ. When these results are compared 
to figure 4.65, it can be seen that these are all rounding errors. The simple model 
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Figure 4.65: Comparison of the Simple Model with the Enhanced Model for one 
datagroup over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
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does not perform as well as the enhanced model where an MSC datagroup does 
not fit integrally into a number of MSC SPM packets. 
The 24 byte MSC SPM case is identical in the two models. The simple model is 
able to derive the correct number of MSC SPM packets for the datagroupas this is 
easy in the case where there is only one datagroup. The other cases do not match 
perfectly as the simple model is unable to select a different MSC SPM packet to 
convey a small amount of data, which would fit into a smaller MSC SPM packet. 
The best performance case is always identical as the most efficient transmission 
is where the data fits integrally into a number of the largest MSC SPM packets. 
This is correctly modelled by both the simple and enhanced models. 
Both models give a similar impression of the performance of the channel, with 
the simple model providing a pessimistic view of the worst case. 
Figure 4.66 shows the same comparison already made in this section, as was 
seen in figure 4.65, but with the impact of a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 , the 
worst case for a DAB channel. It can be seen in figure 4.66 that the performance 
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Figure 4.66: Comparison of the Simple Model with the Enhanced Model for one 
datagroup over MSC SPM over a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 
10-4 
is reduced when compared to the case of the reliable channel, which we saw in 
section 4.2.3. The difference between the two channels is small, with the largest 
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difference being where the two models determine wh~n the receiver has a smaller 
than 95% probability of receiving all of the data. This can be seen in table 4.14. 
Metric 
Minimum Difference 
Maximum Difference 
Mean Absolute Difference 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
24 48 72 96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 16.67 44.44 50.00 
0.00 0.68 1.45 1.95 
Table 4.14: Statistical differences between the Simple and Enhanced Models for 
one datagroup over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
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Comparison of the performance of Objects using the Simple Model and 
the Enhanced Model 
Figure 4.67 shows the difference between the simple and enhanced mathematical 
models for one 1,000,000 byte object over datagroups over MSC SPM over a reli-
able channel. Table 4.15 shows the statistical differences between the two models. 
It can be seen from table 4.15 that there are some cases where the models are 
Metric 
Minimum Difference 
Maximum Difference 
Mean Absolute Difference 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
24 48 72 96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.63 17.71 26.04 33.33 
0.16 0.65 1.21 1. 76 
Table 4.15: Statistical differences between the Simple and Enhanced Models for 
one 1,000,000 byte object over datagroups over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
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Figure 4.67: Comparison of the Simple Model with the Enhanced Model for one 
1,000,000 byte object over datagroup over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
identical. It can also be seen that there are cases where they differ. When these 
results are compared to figure 4.67, it can be seen that these are all rounding 
errors, for the same reasons presented in section 4.3.1. 
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When tables 4.13 and 4.15 are compared, it can be seen that there is a difference 
in the 24 byte MSC SPM models in table 4.15 which was not present in table 4.13. 
In the one datagroup case, the simple model correctly found the number of MSC 
SPM packets required, as there was only ever one datagroup transmitted. The 
enhanced model also found the correct number of packets. This lead to there being 
no difference between the two models. In this one 1,000,000 byte case, the simple 
model did not always derive the correct number of MSC SPM packets, as there 
were more than one datagroup. This lead to the small discrepancy between the 
two models. 
Both models give a similar impression of the performance of the channel, with 
the simple model providing a pessimistic view of the worst case. 
Figure 4.68 shows the same comparison already made in this section, as was 
seen in figure 4.67, but with the impact of a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 , the 
worst case for a DAB channel. A clear explanation of a carousel artefact can 
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Figure 4.68: Comparison of the Simple Model with the Enhanced Model for a 
1,000,000 byte object sent over MSC datagroups over MSC SPM over a channel 
affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
be seen in figure 4.68c where the performance of the simple model reduces by 
an increase from 8 to 9 carousel rotations at a MSC Datagroup payload size of 
258 bytes, to be later increased by a reduced number of carousel rotations from 9 
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to 8 at a MSC Datagroup payload size of 300 bytes. The enhanced model, which 
is more adept at correctly discovering the MSC SPM packet size is not affected by 
this artefact, as the total length of MSC SPM packets being sent is the minimum 
required. 
It can be seen in figure 4.68 that the performance is reduced when compared 
to the case of the reliable channel, which we saw in section 4.2.3. The difference 
between the two channels is small, with the largest difference being where the 
two models determine when the receiver has a smaller than 95% probability of 
receiving all of the data. This can be seen in table 4.16. 
Metric 
Minimum Difference 
Maximum Difference 
Mean Absolute Difference 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
24 48 72 96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 5.00 6.94 7.78 
0.00 0.40 0.79 1.25 
Table 4.16: Statistical differences between the Simple and Enhanced Models for 
one datagroup over MSC SPM over a reliable channel 
4.3.2 Comparison of the models of the RS FEC mecha-
nisms 
Both MSC EPM and MPE-FEC channels have two concurrent error protection 
mechanisms: CRCs and RS FEC. They both have two conceptual tables: the 
application data table and the RS data table. The application data table of both 
MSC EPM and MPE-FEC have a PDUs which have a CRC checksum independent 
of the RS mechanism carried in the RS data table. 
If the application data table arrives correctly at the receiver, but the channel is 
affected by a bursty error profile which breaks the RS mechanism, both standards 
recommend that the receiver ignore the RS data, and rely on the CRC checksums. 
The models for the case where all ofthe application data table arrives correctly 
and the RS data table didn't or that the whole frame arrived in a state where the 
RS mechanism could correct· any errors in the frame was presented in sections 3.4 
and 3.7. 
The results of the comparison of the two models, for both standards, do not 
provide enough of a difference to be noticed above the computer's rounding mech-
anism when using modelling a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 
10-4 • 
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4.4 Software Simulation 
In this section the simulator's output is compared with expected results from the 
mathematical model. Once this comparison has been made, further simulations 
will then be conducted. 
There were four All Zeros channels that were provided by Arqiva for real 
performance analysis. The channel configurations are outlined in table 3.3. As 
the channels have a fixed bandwidth, the interesting configurations of the simulator 
are the ones that are similar to these. Therefore the experiments shall concentrate 
on these four bandwidths. 
From the results that have been seen already in this chapter, the difference 
between IP over datagroups over MSC SPM and datagroups over MSC SPM, and 
IP over datagroups over MSC EPM and datagroups over MSC EPM are slight. 
The broadcasters have expressed a strong preference to using lP, as this makes 
communication between content source and transmitter easier, and the hardware 
in transmitters and receivers more standard and cheaper therefore. 
The reception quality, and therefore the channel performance, in this section is 
calculated differently from the mathematical models which we have used thus far 
in this research. The reception quality is calculated as the mean of the quantity 
of data received correctly for all iterations of the experiment. This means that 
we no longer have to assume that all of the data is received with at least a 95% 
certainty of correct arrival. In the case of the streamed reception, the quantity of 
data received in that transmission is presented. In the case of carousel data, the 
data is repeated until all of the data is received, or 20 rotations of the carousel 
are transmitted. 
There are six All Zero Cambridge profiles used in this section, all captured in 
the manner described in section 3.10. The All Zeros 1 and All Zeros 4 channels 
arrived in one capture process. The All Zeros 2 and All Zeros 3 channels are 
captured in two halves as the receiver broke in reception, which required the 
capture process to be restarted, therefore that are two capture profiles each for 
All Zeros 2 and All Zeros 3. 
Each data point in the simulator represents a configuration that has been 
iterated many times. In both the Uniform Random BER generated error file, and 
All Zeros capture files, the simulator repeats each iteration starting a byte after 
the previous iteration finished, until there is no more file. A direct comparison of 
the configurations may be made because of this. However, it should be noted that 
the All Zeros experiments have had a different number of iterations performed on 
them as the different configurations have required a different number of bytes. 
This section now presents the validity of the simulator, and then continues by 
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simulating the standards to provide an understanding of the best configuration 
for each standard. 
4.4.1 Validating the Simulator 
The mathematical model has been used in this research to show the probability 
of receipt of all of the data transmitted. The simulation will produce data in 
addition to the probability that all of the data arrived. To verify that the simulator 
is performing in the correct manner, here we compare the expected results from 
mathematical model with the observed results from the simulation. 
For this comparison two mechanisms were chosen: streamed data over MSC 
Datagroups/MSC SPM; and cached data over MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM. These 
were chosen as the simple model, enhanced model and simulation all have a very 
similar set of constraints, thus providing the fairest comparison. 
Stream Transmissions 
The expected results, for a stream transmission, derived from the mathemat-
ical model and the observed simulation results, can been seen in figure 4.69. 
Comparing the observed and the expected values will show how similar the two 
sets of data are, Table 4.17 lists the statistical similarities. It can be observed 
that the expected results are consistently lower than the observed results. This is 
due to rounding error with small probabilities. 
From the analysis provided in figure 4.69 and table 4.17 we may conclude 
that the simulation is a valid interpretation of the stream data over MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM broadcasting standard. 
Carousel Transmissions 
The expected results, for a carousel transmission, derived from the mathematical 
model and the observed simulation results, can been seen in figure 4.70. Compar-
ing the observed and the expected values shows how similar the two sets of data 
are. Table 4.18 lists the statistical similarities. 
From the analysis provided in figure 4.70 and table 4.18 we may conclude 
that the simulation is a valid interpretation of the carousel data over MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM broadcasting standard. 
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Figure 4.69: Comparison of observed simulation results with expected enhanced 
model results for streamed data sent over MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM 
Metric 
Minimum Difference (%) 
Maximum Difference (%) 
Mean Absolute Difference (%) 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
24 48 72 96 
2.74e-3 
9 
1.9 
2.74e-3 
9 
2.5 
2.74e-3 
9 
2.6 
2.74e-3 
9 
2.7 
Table 4.17: Statistical analysis of the comparison of observed simulation results 
with expected enhanced model results for streamed data -sent over MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM 
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Figure 4.70: Comparison of observed simulation results with expected enhanced 
model results for carousel data sent over MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM 
Metric 
Minimum Difference (%) 
Maximum Difference (%) 
Mean Absolute Difference (%) 
SPM Packets (Bytes) 
24 48 72 96 
6.56e-3 
14 
2.4 
1.13e-2 
14 
2.6 
1.13e-2 
14 
2.7 
1.13e-2 
14 
2.7 
Table 4.18: Statistical analysis of the comparison of observed simulation results 
with expected enhanced model results for carousel data sent over MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM 
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4.4.2 Streamed data over IP over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC SPM 
This section looks at the performance of lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM using 
the simulator. The results here can be compared to the results of the model of 
this channel in section 4.2.1. A significant difference in the results is apparent 
when such a comparison is made: the simulation results provide a different under-
standing of reception quality, and therefore channel performance. The reception 
quality in the simulation is defined as the quantity of data which arrived correctly, 
against the quantity that was sent. In the model we assumed that all of the data 
arrived with a probability of at least 95%, the simulation can state how much 
of the data was received, and the mean of this value across many iterations of 
the same experiment is then used to provide the average reception quality. This 
provides a smoother channel performance metric that degrades with the impact 
of error more gracefully than the mathematical models. 
Performance of IP and MSC SPM PDUs 
A change in bandwidth does not only effect the speed of delivery but also affects 
the size of the logical frame, which directly effects the size of the SPM packets. 
The performance of IP over datagroups over MSC SPM 8, 96, 128 and 384kbps 
channels can be seen in figure 4.71. It can be seen in figure 4.71a that all four lines 
perform in the same manner. This is because on a 8kbps channel the maximum 
SPM packet size possible is 24 bytes .. If a maximum possible SPM payload size 
is specified as 48, 72 or 96 bytes, it reduces to the maximum that the logical 
frame can carry. In an 8kbps channel they all reduce to a 24 byte SPM packet. 
The results presented in figure 4.71 that the channel performance degrades more 
gracefully than as modelled previously in figure 4.7. This is due to the ability of 
the simulator to average the quantity of correctly received data, rather than make 
the assumption required to build the model, which states that all or nothing is 
correctly received. 
There is a strong similarity to the trend of the channel performance presented in 
the simulation results to the results provided by the model: they both recommend 
a small IP packet size to get the best channel performance. The simulation and 
the model differ on the optimum size of MSC SPM packets. The simulation shows 
the best performance provided by the 96 byte packet, where the model deemed the 
48 byte packet the optimum, as previously seen in section 4.2.1. This is attributed 
to the more forgiving reception quality calculation within the simulation, rather 
than an increased likelihood of all of the data arriving. 
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Figure 4.71: Channel performance of a single IP packet over MSC Datagroups 
over MSC SPM over a channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
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Performance of Objects over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM 
Having now seen the performance of a single JP packet sent over an MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM channel, the channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object is 
presented. Figure 4.72 shows the channel performance for the four bandwidths, 
all affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 • 
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Figure 4.72: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over JP packets over 
MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM over a channel affected by a Uniform Random 
BER of 10-4 
The shape of the results presented in figure 4.72 indicate a strong similarity to 
the results of the single IP packet sent over the same channels, seen in figure 4.7, 
although the. channel performance is reduced in all cases for the 1,000,000 byte 
object. This reduction indicates the inevitable increase of loss due to sending a 
larger quantity of data over a lossy channel. Figure 4.73 now shows the same 
channel, but sent over the Cambridge All Zero channels. 
The results presented in figure 4.73 show a number of interesting things. It is 
clear from the shape of the graph that the Cambridge All Zero channel profiles do 
not conform to a Uniform Random BER error profile, which is due to the bursty 
nature of the Cambridge All Zero Channels. 
To a greater or lesser extent, all the Cambridge All Zero channel profiles show 
an improvement with increasing POU payload size, followed by a degradation of 
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channel performance. This is akin to the Uniform Random BER case, although 
with a less aggressive degradation than seen with the Uniform Random BER error 
profile. 
The All Zeros 1, 2 part 2 and 3 part 2 all are affected by a lot of errors. All 
Zeros 2 part 2 and.3 part 2 were received in the second half of the rotation around 
Cambridge. This was further from the transmission tower so had a lower' general 
signal strength. 
The All Zeros 2 part 1 and 3 part 1 were both received closest to the transmis-
sion tower. There were features, including bridges and traffic, that affected the 
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Figure 4.73: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over IP packets over 
MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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signal strength, but this induced fewer errors than the second parts as the general 
signal strength was higher. 
The All Zeros 4 channel is relatively unaffected by errors. 
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4.4.3 Streamed data over IP over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC EPM 
The performance of streamed data over IP over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM 
as this is the mechanism that was used in the BT Movio experiments, designed 
as an alternative to the DMB mechanism of MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode. 
Figure 4.74 presents the performance of the PDUs for streamed data over IP over 
MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM. 
This section looks at the channel performance of streamed data sent over an 
lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM channel, as presented by the simulation. First 
the channel performance of a single IP packet sent over MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM is presented, followed by the performance of objects sent over the same 
channel. 
Performance of IP and MSC SPM PDUs 
Using the results from section 4.4.2, the best channel performance is provided 
when the largest possible MSC SPM packets are used. In this section, the results 
of 96 byte MSC SPM packets are presented, with the understanding that the 
simulation will take into account the size of the logical frame and the object size, 
and the largest possible, and the smallest needed, MSC SPM packet will be used. 
The results of the channel performance of one IP packet sent over MSC Data-
groups/MSC EPM over the Cambridge All Zero channels can be seen in figure 4.74. 
A number of things can be seen in figure 4.74: 
• The channel performance of the All Zeros 1 channel has a reduced perfor-
mance, which is attributed to the largest MSC SPM packet possible in that 
channel being a 24 byte packet, which increases the overhead, thus reducing 
the transmission efficiency. 
• The channel performance of all of the All Zeros channels degrades slightly 
with larger IP packet sizes. This is attributed to loosing a greater quantity 
of data when there is a packet loss when more data is sent in one PDU. 
• The errors in All Zeros channel 2 part 2 and All Zeros channel 3 part 2 are 
high enough to cause a substantial drop in channel performance. 
It can be taken from the results presented in figure 4.74 that the most optimum 
transmission configuration is when the data fits integrally into one MSC EPM 
FEC frame. 
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Figure 4.74: The performance of IP packets over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM 
over the channels affected by the Cambridge reception data 
Performance of Objects over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
The performance of a 1,000,000 byte object sent over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM is presented in figure 4.75. 
The results presented in figure 4.75 are similar to those presented in figure 4.34, 
demonstrating again that the error correction strength of the RS (204,188) mecha-
nism within MSC EPM is strong enough to correct the worst case Uniform Random 
BER of 10-4 . The results of the same configuration but over the Cambridge All 
Zero channels is presented in figure 4.76. 
The results in presented in figure 4.76 demonstrate that the error correction 
provided by the RS (204,188) mechanism within MSC EPM is not strong enough 
to always correct the burst errors found in the Cambridge All Zero channels, 
although it does correct a substantial number. In the majority of the channels, 
the channel performance does not degrade with larger IP packet sizes, although 
the error correction does not provide enough protection against loosing channel 
performance in the case of the Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2 channel, seen in 
figure 4.76e. This channel does noticeable degrade in a similar manner to that 
found in section 4.4.2. 
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Figure 4.76: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over IP packets over 
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4.4.4 Streamed Data over MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream 
Mode 
In this section we see an MPEG2-TS stream over MSC Stream Mode, affected 
by the errors that were collected in the Cambridge trials. This can be seen in 
figure 4.77. 
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Figure 4.77: The performance of MPEG2-TS over MSC Stream Mode over the 
channels affected by the Cambridge reception data 
It can be seen that the FEC mechanism built into MSC stream mode is strong 
enough to negate the impact of error in four of the six reception cases, and that 
in these four cases, our understanding so far that large PDUs perform best is still 
valid. 
In the two cases where the FEC is not strong enough to negate the impact 
of the errors that have been introduced into the channel present an interesting 
new piece of understanding.' The All Zeros 2 case demonstrates a similar trend to 
the unprotected MSC SPM mechanism, where small PDUs are best, however the 
All Zeros 3 case shows that the middle sizes of PDU perform best. 
The channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object sent over a channel using 
PDUs similar to IP packets is presented in figure 4.78. 
Due to the fragmentation of IP packets, the performance presented in fig-
ure 4.78 is low, although the channel quality is very high in this result. Figure 4.79 
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Figure 4.78: The performance of a 1,000,000 byte sent over MPEG2-TS over MSC 
Stream Mode over the channels affected by the Cambridge reception data 
shows this object sent over the Cambridge All Zero channels. 
The FEC protection provided in MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode is fairly ef-
fective in removing the impact of error within the channel, seen as most of the 
results are very similar. 
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Figure 4.79: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over MPEG-2 
TS/MSC Stream Mode over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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4.4.5 Streamed Data over IP over MPE-FEC 
Figure 4.80 presents the performance of a single 1,000,000 byte object conveyed 
by IP over MPE-FEC over DVB-h over a channel affected by a uniform random 
BER rate of 10-4 • 
Software Channel Performance of streamed object over IP/MPE-FEC/Uniform Random. BER 10.4 
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Figure 4.80: Performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over IP over MPE-FEC over 
DVB-h affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
It can be seen in figure 4.80 that the performance of the transmissions all step, 
which is caused by the reducing need for additional MPE-FEC frames as the IP 
packet size increases reducing the required overhead for transmission. Each of the 
configurations achieve different levels of performance due to the different amounts 
of padding required when a different number of MPE-FEC frames is used. 
In practice, DVB-h would never be sent over a DAB channel. For the purposes 
of this research, it is assumed that the Cambridge All Zero profiles are repre-
sentative of a DVB-h physical channel, which will allow us to directly compare 
DVB-h with the native DAB standards. Figure 4.81 shows the performance of 
these configurations sent over the Cambridge All Zero channels. 
The results presented in figure 4.81 show that the DVB-h mechanism is affected 
by the error bursts found within the Cambridge All Zero profiles, although the 
shape is similar to the Uniform Random BER case, so it is clear that the FEC 
mechanism is good at protecting this channel. 
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Figure 4.81: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over IP packets over 
MPE-FEC over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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4.4.6 Comparison of Streamed Data over lP/MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM with Streamed Data over IP /MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM 
Previously in section 4.2.5 the comparison of streamed data over MSC SPM and 
MSC EPM as modelled mathematically was presented. Here the results of the 
simulation of these two standards, IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM and IP /MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM, seen in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 are compared in fig-
ures 4.82, 4.83, 4.84, 4.85, 4.86 and 4.87. 
Across all of these results, the best configuration is found with payload sizes 
of less than 2,000 bytes, and typically the best compromise between the MSC 
SPM and MSC EPM channels is found around 1,000 byte payloads. The All 
Zero channels 1, 2 and 4 all present that MSC SPM has an advantageous channel 
performance over MSC EPM. All Zero channel 3 presents that MSC EPM has a 
stronger channel performance. 
The finding that there is a valid compromise between these standards is a 
different result than that found in the Uniform Random BER case, where the 
model states that the most optimum solution for these standards are at odds with 
each other. It is worth noting that the most optimum configuration found here is 
deemed statistically unlikely to arrive in the Uniform Random case. 
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Figure 4.84: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over 
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4.4.7 Comparison of Streamed Data over MPEG2-TS/MSC 
Stream Mode with Streamed Data over lP/MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM 
In this section we compare the results that we have already seen in sections 4.4.3 
and 4.4.4, to understand the relative performance of these competing streamed 
broadcast data standards. Figure 4.88 shows the relative performance of a sin-
gle 1,000,000 byte object sent over channels affected by each of the Cambridge 
captured error profiles. 
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Figure 4.88: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte object over IP packets over 
MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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It can be seen in figure 4.88 that MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode has a much 
more consistent performance than IP /MSC EPM over the same channel. 
Although the particular configuration used in the MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode experiment is less efficient than that seen in the MSC EPM one, it is clear 
that the affect of the convolutional inter leaver has a dramatic effect on the FEC ca-
pabilities ofthe RS (204,188) mechanism, as the reception quality is not adversely 
affected with large PDUs. It is clear from these results that the mechanism for 
interleaving the RS rows within the MSC EPM FEC frame is not as strong and 
the burst errors found in the Cambridge All Zero channels are able to break the 
FEC protection with larger PDUs. 
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4.4.8 Comparison of Streamed Data over lP/MSC Data-
groups/MSC EPM with Streamed Data over IP /MPE-
FEC 
We have previously seen the channel performance of both IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM and IP /MPE-FEC in sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.5. Figure 4.89 provides a com-
parison of these two standards. 
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Figure 4.89: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte streamed object over IP 
packets over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM over the Cambridge all-zero chan-
nels 
As described in chapter 3, the FEC protection in the MSC EPM standard 
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and the MPE-FEC standard differ from each other: MSC EPM uses RS (204,188) 
where MPE-FEC is assumed to use RS (255,191). The comparison of these mech-
anisms shown in figure 4.89 indicates that these two levels of protection provide a 
similar channel performance. All Zeros 3 part 2 presents the best case for MPE-
FEC, where it performs as well as 96 byte MSC SPM packets carried in an MSC 
EPM channel. In all of the other All Zero channels the MPE-FEC standard per-
forms with a similar channel performance of the 24 byte MSC SPM packets over 
MSC EPM. 
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4.4.9 Cached data over IP over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC SPM 
The simulated results of the stream standards have now been compared and pre-
sented. This section now presents the results of carousel data sent over IP /MSC 
Datagroups/MSC SPM. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, streamed data 
and cached data have different uses and a different value on loss. Streamed data 
tends to cope well with small amounts of error, where carousels tend to cope badly 
with loss. 
The simulations in this section repeat the carousel twenty times, or until the 
data arrives. If the entire carousel has not arrived in twenty cycles, the quantity 
of data that has been correctly received is used in the reception quality metric. 
Although this is not ideal to have missing data at the receiver, it is normally 
better to have something, rather than nothing, so it is assumed that whatever the 
quantity of data, it is useful. 
Figure 4.90 presents the simulation results of a single 1,000,000 byte object sent 
over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM on a channel affected by a Uniform Random 
BER of 10-4• The results presented in figure 4.90 show a similar formation as was 
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Figure 4.90: Channel performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object over IP pack-
ets over MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM over a channel affected by a Uniform 
Random BER of 10-4 
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seen in section 4.2.11. It is clear from the shape of the graph that more than 20 
carousel rotations are required to receive all of the data when the IP packet size 
is greater than 1,000 bytes. In the results of the model, the channel performance 
dropped to 0 at that point; the simulation provides a smoother degradation as the 
IP payload size increases. 
Figure 4.91 shows the same channel configuration, but affected by the Cam-
bridge All Zero channels. Although it is obvious from the results in figure 4.91 
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Figure 4.91: Channel performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object over IP pack-
ets over MSC Datagroups over MSC SPM over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
that there is an element of luck involved with finding the most optimum channel 
configuration, there is also a clear trend that the larger IP packet sizes have a 
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similar channel performance to smaller ones, which is in contrast to the Uniform 
Random BER channel. 
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4.4.10 Cached data over IP over MSC Datagroups over 
MSC EPM 
This section presents the channel performance of a carousel object sent over 
IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM. Figure 4.92 shows the results of a 1,000,000 
byte object sent over this channel affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 . 
It's clear from the results presented in figure 4.92 that the data arrived in one 
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Figure 4.92: Channel performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object over IP pack-
ets over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM over a channel affected by a Uniform 
Random BER of 10-4 
carousel rotation, and therefore the biggest IP packet sizes are the most optimum. 
Figure 4.93 now shows the same channel configuration, this time affected by the 
Cambridge All Zero channels. 
Cambridge All Zero channels 1, 2 and 4: all follow the trend of an improved 
channel performance with greater IP packet sizes. Cambridge All Zeros channel 3 
have a peak channel performance around 500 byte IP packet payload sizes. 
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Figure 4.93: Channel performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object over IP pack-
ets over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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4.4.11 Cached Data over IP over MPE-FEC 
This section presents carousel data over IP /MPE-FEC. Figure 4.94 shows the 
channel performance of such a channel over a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 • 
The strength of the FEC mechanism within MPE-FEC is strong enough that the 
Software Channel Performance of carousel object over IP/MPE-FEC/uniform Random BER 10-4 
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Figure 4.94: Performance of a cached 1,000,000 byte object over IP over MPE-FEC 
over DVB-h affected by a Uniform Random BER of 10-4 
entire 1,000,000 byte object arrives in one carousel rotation. Figure 4.95 shows 
the same object. sent over the same channel, but affected by the. Cambridge All 
Zero channels. 
Cambridge All Zeros 1 does not have enough data in it to complete a DVB-h 
MPE-FEC carousel transmission, so has not been included. 
The other All Zero channels all display a trend similar to that seen with the 
Uniform Random BER results, although all of the All Zero channels have been 
affected to different extents with the errors that are present in the channels .. 
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Figure 4.95: Channel performance of a carousel 1,000,000 byte object over IP 
packets over MPE-FEC over the Cambridge all-zero channels 
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4.4.12 Comparison of Cached Data over lP/MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM with Cached Data over IP /MSC 
Datagroups/MSC EPM 
This section builds on the understanding provided in sections 4.4.9 and 4.4.10, 
providing a comparison of carousel data sent over IP /MSC Datagroups over both 
MSC SPM and MSC EPM. 
Figures 4.96, 4.97, 4.98, 4.99, 4.100 and 4.101 compare the channel performance 
of the two standards sent over the Cambridge All Zero channels. 
In all ofthe comparisons presented, it's clear that there is an advantage in using 
the error protection included within MSC EPM, rather than the unprotected MSC 
SPM standard. The best configuration across all of the graphs is to use IP packet 
sizes of about 1,000 bytes in length. 
Software Channel Performance of cached object comparison of MSC SPM with MSC EPM 
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Figure 4.97: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel ob-
ject over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM with lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
over the Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1 
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Figure 4.98: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel ob-
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over the Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2 
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Figure 4.99: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel ob-
ject over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM with JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
over the Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1 
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Figure 4.100: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel ob-
ject over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM with IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC EPM 
over the Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2 
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Figure 4.101: Comparison of channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel ob-
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over the Cambridge All Zeros 1 
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4.4.13 Comparison of Cached Data over lP/MSC Data-
groups/MSC SPM with Cached Data over IP /MPE-
FEC 
This section compares the channel performance of a carousel object sent over 
lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC SPM with the same object sent over IP/MPE-FEC. 
Figure 4.102 provides the comparison of these standards over the Cambridge All 
Zero channels. 
Where the channel is not affected heavily by error, it is best to use the MSC 
EPM mechanism, as channel performance is better in this case. Where the channel 
is more heavily affected by error, for example in the case of the channel over All 
Zeros 3 part 1 in figure 4.102c, the stronger MPE-FEC mechanism provides a 
better channel performance. 
It can be taken from these results that the stronger FEC protection in MPE-
FEC only affects the results on the worst channels, and that in most cases the 
additional overhead required to convey the additional FEC data negates the ben-
efit to the channel. 
4.5 Summary 
Chapter 1 outlined the areas of interest for this research. In chapter 2 provided an 
understanding of what digital radio standards exist for different applications and 
provided an in depth understanding of the digital broadcast radio standards DAB, 
DMB and DVB-h. In chapter 3 models and a simulator for these standards was 
developed, and a new network metric was defined, called Channel Performance. 
In this chapter we have seen the results provided by these new models and the 
simulator, and this has provided new knowledge: 
• The simulator matches the models where the configuration of the experiment 
should allow a match. This provides confidence in the simulator. 
• The channel performance metric shows that in some situations the efficiency 
of the channel is most important, and in others the quality of the reception 
is more important, whilst ignoring the impact of time. The same standard 
on different bandwidth links can be directly compared to show the affect 
of bandwidths on protocols. An example of this can be seen when using a 
low bandwidth DAB channel, which performs less well due to an increase in 
required overhead by the DAB protocols. 
• On channels with high error rates, smaller PDUs are better as the likelihood 
of loosing the PDU is smaller 
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Figure 4.102: Channel performance of a 1,000,000 byte carousel object over JP 
packets over MSC Datagroups over MSC EPM over the Cambridge all-zero chan-
nels 
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• On channels with low error rates, larger PDUs are better as there is a lower 
overhead requirement 
• On the evidence of the all zero channel data, there is limited benefit to 
including FEe techniques for streamed applications. This is because the 
increase of overhead isn't significantly different from the gain in reliability. 
• On the evidence of the all zero channel data, there is a significant benefit 
in including FEe techniques for cached data applications. This is different 
from the streamed data model and is because the overhead of an additional 
carousel rotation is substantially larger than the increase in overhead of the 
FEe data. 
• Strong convolutional interleavers have a significant benefit to FEe tech-
niques, as shown using the all zero channel data. This is because the FEe 
techniques work best when the error profile is Uniform Random; errors from 
external factors tend to be bursty in nature, and the convolutional interleav-
ing is good at dispersing the errors through the channel in what appears to 
be a more Uniform Random pattern 
We now go onto drawn the conclusions from this work in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
Conel usions 
Chapter 1 outlined the fields of interests for this research. The digital broadcast 
mechanisms DAB, DMB and DVB-h where outlined in chapter 2. There was a 
description of both a mathematical model and a broadcast digital radio simulator 
in chapter 3. Chapter 4 provided results from both the mathematical model and 
the simulator. Now the conclusions of this research are drawn in this chapter. 
5.1 The Contributions Of This Thesis 
This research has contributed a number of new pieces of knowledge, which include: 
• The Channel Performance metric, which is proficient at comparing unlike 
network configurations and providing a solid understanding of network good-
ness 
• Mathematical models of some existing broadcast digital radio standards 
• A software digital broadcast radio simulator, capable of simulating those 
standards 
• A clear understanding of the performance of those broadcast digital radio 
standards, leading to knowledge of best practice when configuring such net-
works 
5.1.1 Channel Performance 
There have always been many different metrics for assessing the performance of 
a network: efficiency, throughput and delay are viewed as the norm. However, 
in broadcast networks, especially over lossy channels, neither the efficiency or 
throughput metrics provide a strong enough understanding of the end-user's expe-
rience. As part of this research a new metric was proposed, shown in equation 3.3, 
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which incorporated both efficiency and also how much of the transmission was 
received. This new metric, called channel performance, provides a clearer under-
standing of lossy digital broadcast channels similar to the good put metric. Chan-
nel performance additionally provides a metric which can be used to compare two 
channels with different bandwidths, removing the effect of time. 
5.1.2 Mathematical Modelling 
Often the quickest way to understand a problem is to have a formula with which 
adjustments to parameters may be made. Although models tend to be simplistic in 
their approach, this can be invaluable to gaining an understanding of the problem. 
The models that have been presented in this research provide a good understanding 
of best practice for setting up a broadcast digital radio transmission mechanism. 
5.1.3 Software Simulation 
It is sometimes necessary to test a theory for which a model would be to difficult, 
or time consuming. In these cases a simulator may be a better choice. As part 
of this research a simulator capable of representing any digital broadcast radio 
standard, existing, proposed or theoretical, was developed. 
This simulator can produce a variety of results including the mean channel 
performance across a number of iterations of an experiment, . providing a better 
knowledge of channel performance, especially in the case of streamed data. 
The results provided by this simulator have provided a clear best configuration 
of complicated transmission scenarios. 
5.1.4 About the standards 
There are many digital broadcast radio standards for the broadcast community 
to choose from. There are many options that the broadcast engineers have when 
configuring the chosen standard. This work has shown that: 
• MSC EPM may gracefully degrade for MSC SPM receivers 
• The DAB family can choose to use error correction techniques when trans-
mitting streamed broadcast data 
• The DAB family ought to use error correction techniques when transmitting 
carousel broadcast data 
• The DAB family has a better reception quality when using MSC Stream 
Mode over MSC EPM, as the Forney approach convolutional interleaver 
provides an error profile better suited to the RS FEC mechanism 
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• Increasing the FEC protection on a channel does not always increase the 
channel performance 
MSC EPM degradation to MSC SPM 
A major design aim for MSC EPM was to be fully backward compatible with MSC 
SPM receivers. The optimum settings provided by the understanding gleaned 
from the model for optimal performance for the two standards are in opposition, 
as was seen in figures 4.30 and 4.31, and this was confirmed by the simulation of 
the Uniform Random BER channel. However, the best compromise according to 
the simulation using the Cambridge All Zero channels is between 500 and 2,000 
bytes, with a common optimum of 1,000 bytes across all of the Cambridge All 
Zero channels, as seen in sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.12. With the normal MTU over 
Ethernet networks being 1,500 bytes, it seems reasonable to expect that IP based 
protocols sent over broadcast data services within DAB to use 1,500 bytes, or 
even 1,000 bytes, as the standard maximum PDU size, thus removing the need for 
Jumbo-frame Ethernet capable hardware. 
In the case of streamed data, the channel performance tends to be best when 
using the MSC SPM based protocols, where MSC EPM based protocols tend to 
do better in the carousel applications. In practice this decision is likely to be both 
political and financial, both of which are beyond the scope of this research. 
On the use of Forward Error Correction 
The decision to use error correction will depend on the application sent over the 
data service. If the data is streamed, it is likely to be tolerant of some error; if 
the data is cached, it is unlikely to be tolerant of any error. 
The use of a FEC mechanism will always reduce the transmission efficiency, 
and may increase the reception quality, depending on how errant the channel is. 
It is also clear from this research that the choice to use a FEC mechanism depends 
on the application. 
For a streamed application, the addition of a FEC mechanism does not nec-
essarily increase the channel performance, as seen in section 4.4.6. However, the 
inclusion of an strong convolutional interleaver, like the Ramsey Approach, with 
a FEC technique provides a much stronger resilience to error, which can be taken 
from in section 4.4.7. 
Carousel transmissions over a lossy channel do benefit from a FEC technique, 
as was seen in section 4.4.12. 
We have concluded that including or increasing the strength of the FEC mech-
anism does not always increase the channel performance when analysing real error 
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profiles, which can be seen in sections 4.4.8 and 4.4.13. 
Digital broadcasts should always use error correction with interleaving 
When the Eureka 147 project started out it was decided to provide a digital bit 
stream resilient to error enough for a audio codec to cope with the worst case error 
profile. Data-casting was not considered as important in the initial concept. 
As an observation for any future digital broadcast radio standard, and the 
tuning of existing standards: it is likely that data, in some form, will be required 
to be sent over the channel. Therefore the standard ought to be designed with a 
set of flexible error protection and correction techniques built into the standard 
from the start. It is reasonable to have many (more than one) levels of error 
protection. 
All of the FEC mechanisms would benefit from the inclusion of a convolu-
tional interleaver to disperse the errors across the FEC mechanism, increasing 
the chances of error correction. It should be noted that the interleaving would 
be detrimental to the non FEC protected mechanisms, as it would increase the 
likelihood that more PDUs would arrive affected by errors. 
5.1.5 On the Impact of Errors 
We have seen that the impact of errors can be catastrophic to the quality of 
reception. The different standards all posses some level of mechanism to deal with 
error: 
Streamed data over MSC SPM may use the optimum settings for the MSC 
SPM packets. The MSC SPM packets all have error detection in the form 
of a per packet CRC. 
This research has shown that the best configuration for this standard is 
typically when the MSC Datagroup maximum payload size is set between 
about 500and 1,500 bytes. 
Streamed data over MSC EPM utilises a FEC mechanism capable of cor-
recting up to 96 bytes in error in any 2,472 FEC frame. 
This research showed that the additional overhead of the RS data was detri-
mental to the channel performance when compared with the direct equivalent 
MSC SPM channel, although this was not a hugely significant effect. Typ-
ically the best configuration for this standard is when the MSC Datagroup 
maximum payload size is set between 500 and 1,500 bytes. 
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Streamed data over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode utilises a FEC mech-
anism capable of correcting up to 8 bytes in error, for every 204 bytes sent, 
in addition to a convolutional interleaver to disperse burst errors across as 
many RS FEC blocks as possible. 
This research showed that the addition of the this interleaver had the affect 
of substantially increasing the performance of the RS (204,188) FEC mecha-
nism as the best configuration is with a typical maximum PDU payload size 
close to 10,000 bytes. 
Streamed data over MPE-FEC utilises a stronger FEC mechanism than is 
offered in either MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode or MSC EPM data broad-
cast standards, allowing up to either 8,192, 16,384,24,576 or 32,768 bytes to 
be corrected in any 65,280, 130,560, 195,840 or 261,120 bytes respectively. 
This research found the best configuration for MPE-FEC data channels to 
be where the maximum IP packet payload size to between 500 and 1,500 
bytes. 
Carousel data over MSC SPM has the option to repeat data in addition to 
that the mechanisms provided in streamed data over MSC SPM. This is the 
most powerful reception-assurance mechanism for MSC SPM based channels, 
and the strength of repetition was mentioned in other research as mentioned 
in section 2.2.2. 
This research has shown the most optimum channel configuration for carousel 
data sent over MSC SPM standards on real channels to be a maximum MSC 
Datagroup size of about 1,000 bytes. 
Carousel data over MSC EPM has the option to repeat data, in addition to 
the mechanisms provided by streamed data over MSC EPM based standards. 
This research has shown that the strength of error correction given by rep-
etition is second to the inclusion of FEC mechanisms, as repetitions have a 
worse affect on the channel performance than the overhead requir~d by the 
FEC mechanism. 
This research has additionally shown that real error profiles means that, 
when MSC EPM is configured with maximum MSC Datagroup payload sizes 
of between 500 and 1,500 bytes, it will degrade gracefully for MSC SPM only 
receivers. 
Carousel data over MPE-FEC has the option to repeat data, in addition to 
. the mechanisms provided by streamed data over MPE-FEC based standards. 
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This research has shown mathematically that the stronger FEe mechanism 
provided in MPE-FEC when compared with MSC EPM, and the reduced 
level of overhead by using large MPE with proportionally less overhead than 
MSC SPM packets, mean that the MPE-FEC protocol tends to have a better 
channel performance than the equivalent MSC EPM standard for extremely 
large objects. This should be tempered against the relative bandwidths, 
where it is clear that a DVB-h transmission has more bandwidth available 
to it than a DAB ensemble. 
This research has also shown that when applied to the errors encountered on 
a real DAB receiver that MPE-FEC normally performs in a similar manner 
to 24 byte MSC SPM packets over MSC EPM. 
5.2 Further Work 
The development process for DAB started in 1988. DMB is built on the same 
channel technology as DAB. The expectation for bandwidth now is far greater 
than it was in the mid 1980s. In the future, the channels need to be of greater 
bandwidth, and technologies such as DVB-h are promising such an improvement. 
There will always be a limitation of physical bandwidth, so finding mechanisms 
to increase channel performance is important. 
The captured data used in this research was captured from a DAB multiplex. 
The technology needed to capture a DVB-h multiplex did not exist during this 
research. It would be an interesting continuation of this research to perform the 
same experiments on the captured data of a DVB-h multiplex, which would give 
a better like-for-like comparison of the standards, and a clearer understanding of 
DVB-h tuning. 
Linear encapsulation is employed in most contemporary transport mechanisms. 
It is unsurprising that DAB packet mode data broadcasting mechanisms are all 
based on linear encapsulation, as they are easy to implement, and crucially have 
a small impact on the channel delay. We saw in section 2.2.4 that there are 
alternative encapsulation techniques that may be better for the broadcast digital 
radio standards, and certainly worth exploring. 
LT codes [43J appear to be good for data services; FLUTE which is included in 
the DVB-h standard can employ similar techniques. When receiving cached data, 
the receiver is likely to receive a collection of PDUs in error amongst a collection of 
PDUs received correctly. If these PDUs could be redefined to contain information 
about what the payload contains, it is conceivable that there would be enough 
data to retrieve the files more optimally. 
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If a new non-linear mechanism were to be implemented, all existing receivers 
would cease to function as there is no trivial way to make such a mechanism 
backward-compatible. Choosing the most optimum non-linear mechanism may 
prove financially or politically difficult as some standards are protected by patents, 
LT codes being an example. Using a protected standard would mean that an 
additional royalty will have to be paid, and the consumer ultimately would pay 
the price. 
It has been shown that employing a more predictable selection of data units 
reduces the cost of the mechanism for storage and processing, whilst having a 
similar performance [29]. This study was on traditional duplex networks. It would 
be interesting to make a direct comparison of different encapsulation techniques 
over broadcast digital radio channels. 
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Appendix A 
Additional Results 
A.1 Performance Metric 
A.I.1 Performance of a reliable channel, including trans-
mission of overhead 
Pt 0 Pr k E Q C 
(bytes) (bytes) (bytes) (%) (%) (%) 
100 1000 100 1 9.090909091 100 9.090909091 
200 1000 200 1 16.66666667 100 16.66666667 
300 1000 300 1 23.07692308 100 23.07692308 
400 1000 400 1 28.57142857 100 28.57142857 
500 1000 500 1 33.33333333 100 33.33333333 
600 1000 600 1 37.5 100 37.5 
700 1000 700 1 41.17647059 100 41.17647059 
800 1000 800 1 44.44444444 100 44.44444444 
900 1000 900 1 47.36842105 100 47.36842105 
1000 . 1000 1000 1 50 100 50 
Table A.I: Reliable Performance Results. See figure 4.1 
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A.1.2 Performance of a lossy channel with reliable recep-
tion after two transmissions, induding transmission 
of overhead 
Pt 0 Pr k E Q C 
(bytes) (bytes) (bytes) (%) (%) (%) 
100 1000 100 2 9.090909091 50 4.545454545 
200 1000 200 2 16.66666667 50 8.333333333 
300 1000 300 2 23.07692308 50 11.53846154 
400 1000 400 2 28.57142857 50 14.28571429 
500 1000 500 2 33.33333333 50 16.66666667 
600 1000 600 2 37.5 50 18.75 
700 1000 700 2 41.17647059 50 20.58823529 
800 1000 800 2 44.44444444 50 22.22222222 
900 1000 900 2 47.36842105 50 23.68421053 
1000 1000 1000 2 50 50 25 
Table A.2: Reliable Performance Results after two transmissions. See figure 4.2 
A.1.3 Performance of a lossy channel after two transmis-
sions, induding transmission of overhead 
Pt 0 Pr k E Q C 
(bytes) (bytes) (bytes) (%) (%) (%) 
100 1000 0 2 9.090909091 0 0 
200 1000 100 2 16.66666667 25 4.166666667 
300 1000 100 2 23.07692308 16.66666667 3.846153846 
400 1000 200 2 28.57142857 25 7.142857143 
500 1000 200 2 33.33333333 20 6.666666667 
600 1000 300 2 37.5 25 9.375 
700 1000 300 2 41.17647059 21.42857143 8.823529412 
800 1000 400 2 44.44444444 25 11.11111111 
900 1000 400 2 47.36842105 22.22222222 10.52631579 
1000 1000 500 2 50 25 12.5 
Table A.3: Lossy Performance Results after two transmissions. See figure 4.3 
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A.1.4 Performance of a lossy channel needing increasing 
transmissions, including transmission of overhead 
Pt 0 Pr k E Q C 
(bytes) (bytes) (bytes) (%) (%) (%) 
100 1000 100 2 9.090909091 50 4.545454545 
200 1000 200 3 16.66666667 33.33333333 5.555555556 
300 1000 300 4 23.07692308 25 5.769230769 
400 1000 400 5 28.57142857 20 5.714285714 
500 1000 500 6 33.33333333 16.66666667 5.555555556 
600 1000 600 7 37.5 14.28571429 5.357142857 
700 1000 700 8 41.17647059 12.5 5.147058824 
800 1000 800 9 44.44444444 11.11111111 4.938271605 
900 1000 900 10 47.36842105 10 4.736842105 
1000 1000 1000 11 50 9.090909091 4.545454545 
Table A.4: Lossy Performance Results after multiple transmissions. See figure 4.4 
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A.2 Mathematical Model 
A.2.1 DAB using SPM 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
8 
27 
46 
65 
84 
103 
122 
141 
160 
179 
8,178 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
431 
33.33 
56.25 
63.89 
67.71 
70.00 
71.53 
72.62 
73.44 
74.07 
74.58 
79.06 
Table A.5: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 24 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
32 
75 
118 
161 
204 
247 
290 
333 
376 
419 
8,159 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
190 
66.67 
78.12 
81.94 
83.85 
85.00 
85.76 
86.31 
86.72 
87.04 
87.29 
89.46 
Table A.6: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 48 byte SPM packets 
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Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
56 
123 
190 
257 
324 
391 
458 
525 
592 
659 
8,163 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
122 
77.78 
85.42 
87.96 
89.24 
90.00 
90.51 
90.87 
91.15 
91.36 
91.53 
92.93 
Table A.7: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 72 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
80 
171 
262 
353 
444 
535 
626 
717 
808 
899 
8,088 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
89 
83.33 
89.06 
90.97 
91.93 
92.50 
92.88 
93.15 
93.36 
93.52 
93.65 
94.66 
Table A.8: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 96 byte SPM packets 
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A.2.2 DAB using EPM 
Table A.9: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 24 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
8 1 0.32 
27 2 1.08 
46 3 1.83 
65 4 2.56 
M 5 3.~ 
103 6 4.00 
122 7 4.70 
141 8 5.40 
160 9 6.08 
179 10 6.75 
8,178 431 39.82 
Table A.lO: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 48 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed 
32 
75 
118 
161 
204 
247 
290 
333 
376 
419 
8,159 
A.2.3 IP DAB using SPM 
A.2.4 IP DAB using EPM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
190 
A.3 Simulation Results 
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Performance (%) 
1.28 
2.94 
4.56 
6.11 
7.62 
9.08 
10.50 
11.87 
13.20 
14.49 
39.76 
Table A.11: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 72 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
56 1 2.22 
123 2 4.74 
190 3 7.14 
257 4 9.42 
324 5 11.59 
391 6 13.66 
458 7 15.63 
525 8 17.52 
592 9 19.32 
659 10 21.05 
8,163 122 45.22 
Table A.12: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 96 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
80 1 3.13 
171 2 6.47 
262 3 9.58 
353 4 12.50 
444 5 15.23 
535 6 17.79 
626 7 20.21 
717 8 22.48 
808 9 24.63 
899 10 26.67 
8,088 89 44.99 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
7 1 14.58 
26 2 36.11 
45 3 46.88 
64 4 53.33 
83 5 57.64 
102 6 60.71 
121 7 63.02 
140 8 64.81 
159 9 66.25 
178 10 67.42 
8,177 432 78.87 
Table A.13: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 24 byte SPM packets 
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Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
12 1 25 
55 2 57.29 
98 3 68.06 
141 4 73.44 
184 5 76.67 
227 6 78.82 
270 7 80.36 
313 8 81.51 
356 9 82.41 
399 10 83.13 
8,182 191 89.25 
Table A.14: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 48 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
36 1 50 
103 2 71.53 
170 3 78.70 
237 4 82.29 
304 5 84.44 
371 6 85.88 
438 7 86.90 
505 8 87.67 
572 9 88.27 
639 10 88.75 
8,143 122 92.70 
Table A.15: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 72 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed 
60 
151 
242 
333 
424 
515 
606 
697 
788 
879 
8,159 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
90 
Performance (%) 
62.5 
78.65 
84.03 
86.72 
88.33 
89.41 
90.18 
90.76 
91.20 
91.56 
94.43 
Table A.16: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 96 byte SPM packets 
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Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
7 1 0.28 
26 2 1.04 
45 3 1.79 
64 4 2.52 
83 5 3.25 
102 6 3.96 
121 7 4.67 
140 8 5.36 
159 9 6.04 
178 10 6.72 
8,177 432 39.82 
Table A.17: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 24 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
12 1 0.48 
55 2 2.18 
98 3 3.81 
141 4 5.4 
184 5 6.93 
227 6 8.41 
270 7 9.85 
313 8 11.24 
356 9 12.59 
399 10 13.9 
8,182 191 39.83 
Table A.18: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 48 byte SPM packets 
Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed 
36 
103 
170 
237 
304 
371 
438 
505 
572 
639 
8,143 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
122 
Performance (%) 
1.44 
4 
6.43 
8.75 
10.95 
13.05 
15.05 
16.96 
18.79 
20.54 
45.16 
Table A.19: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 72 byte SPM packets 
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Datagroup payload Number of SPM packets needed Performance (%) 
60 1 2.37 
151 2 5.76 
242 3 8.92 
333 4 11.87 
424 5 14.64 
515 6 17.24 
606 7 19.69 
697 8 21.99 
788 9 24.17 
879 10 26.23 
8,159 90 45.21 
Table A.20: Best-case Overhead Quantity for 96 byte SPM packets 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 
1000 
1256 
1330 
1446 
1500 
5015 
62.18 
62.02 
62.54 
62.24 
62.04 
38.75 
Table A.21: Select results for streamed object over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 1. See figure 4.73a 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 96 
670 59.30 67.89 73.25 69.12 
1000 61.05 70.54 69.30 71.64 
1256 61.79 71.48 70.45 73.00 
1446 62.15 71.88 70.01 73.54 
1500 62.14 72.09 69.92 73.69 
1677 62.44 72.36 69.87 74.10 
3192 63.11 67.08 71.40 75.11 
5005 62.73 66.94 71.24 75.33 
5015 62.73 66.94 71.24 75.33 
Table A.22: Select results for streamed object over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.73b 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 96 
456 
737 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
1677· 
1729 
5015 
60.66 
59.24 
60.10 
60.45 
60.35 
60.54 
60.49 
60.47 
54.23 
66.88 
66.98 
67.99 
68.56 
68.74 
68.76 
68.97 
68.85 
62.71 
67.01 
72.01 
69.30 
69.98 
69.20 
69.10 
68.68 
68.68 
66.52 
70.73 
70.65 
71.80 
72.59 
72.83 
72.81 
72.98 
73.03 
66.88 
Table A.23: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.73c 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 96 
402 60.35 64.59 69.64 70.78 
418 60.80 64.59 69.64 70.78 
731 54.99 69.86 65.20 68.19 
1000 55.97 62.38 66.95 69.28 
1256 56.37 63.01 67.82 70.15 
1446 56.41 63.19 68.15 70.45 
1500 56.47 63.18 68.16 70.69 
2093 56.42 63.24 68.22 71.01 
5015 54.49 61.67 66.60 69.15 
Table A.24: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.73d 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 96 
301 47.39 55.36 53.86 55.92 
364 48.64 52.41 56.05 58.75 
402 49.11 53.19 57.36 58.75 
418 49.24 53.19 57.36 58.75 
1000 45.70 50.92 54.90 57.26 
1256 44.85 50.24 54.59 53.18 
1446 44.39 49.72 54.04 52.74 
1500 44.16 49.80 53.75 52.39 
5015 36.01 40.94 41.64 43.90 
Table A.25: Select results for streamed object over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.73e 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 96 
1000 
1256 
1368 
1446 
1500 
1541 
1729 
2107 
5015 
64.75 
65.47 
65.71 
65.01 
65.08 
65.14 
65.33 
65.46 
64.57 
73.70 
73.92 
73.94 
74.02 
74.06 
74.11 
74.24 
74.51 
73.78 
76.84 
77.38 
77.50 
77.49 
77.45 
77.53 
77.52 
77.48 
76.32 
78.23 
78.60 
78.66 
78.66 
78.69 
78.69 
78.75 
78.67 
77.52 
Table A.26: Select results for streamed object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 4. See figure 4.73f 
Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
Payload (bytes) 24 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
3487 
5015 
54.46 
55.48 
55.84 
55.87 
57.22 
56.31 
Table A.27: Select results for steam object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 1. See figure 4.76a 
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Payload (bytes)' Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 96 
603 
1000 
1256 
1419 
1446 
1500 
3525 
5015 
6370 
54.34 
57.42 
58.28 
58.86 
58.86 
59.06 
60.97 
54.61 
54.66 
63.34 
66.62 
67.90 
68.35 
68.35 
68.33 
63.84 
63.68 
63.65 
68.15 
64.84 
65.52 
66.03 
66.03 
65.96 
67.81 
67.69 
67.90 
63.18 
67.23 
68.56 
69.08 
69.08 
69.33 
71.10 
71.34 
71.96 
Table A.28: Select results for steam object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.76b 
Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
Payload (bytes) 24 48 72 96 
946 
1000 
1092 
1256 
1446 
1500 
2747 
3525 
5015 
56.77 
56.94 
57.24 
57.75 
58.20 
58.44 
59.49 
60.17 
59.21 
68.68 
64.85 
65.29 
65.97 
66.41 
66.35 
67.44 
67.64 
67.22 
69.39 
69.39 
69.88 
70.06 
70.51 
70.49 
71.75 
67.96 
67.52 
71.97 
71.97 
72.71 
69.25 
69.63 
69.96 
71.32 
71.21 
70.91 
Table A.29: Select results for steam object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.76c 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 96 
1000 56.96 62.94 67.35 69.88 
1256 57.89 64.08 68.89 71.20 
1446 58.39 64.49 69.44 71.71 
1500 58.62 64.54 69.69 72.03 
2093 59.35 65.36 70.65 73.86 
4154 60.29 66.52 71.99 65.01 
5015 60.34 66.29 71.46 64.96 
5117 60.23 66.83 71.21 64.95 
5311 60.87 66.30 71.37 64.74 
Table A.30: Select results for steam object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.76d 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 96 
1000 
1075 
1256 
1446 
1500 
1739 
2093 
4154 
5015 
51.17 
51.44 
51.77 
52.09 
52.20 
53.99 
52.40 
51.22 
50.82 
61.15 
61.44 
57.52 
57.76 
57.73 
57.80 
57.91 
57.10 
56.49 
60.76 
61.25 
61.89 
62.22 
62.24 
62.40 
62.68 
63.25 
60.80 
63.11 
63.54 
64.03 
64.40 
64.47 
64.87 
67.21 
59.90 
58.73 
Table A.31: Select results for steam object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.76e 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 96 
1000 61.62 70.05 72.58 73.73 
1256 61.87 70.63 73.53 74.45 
1446 62.48 71.14 73.35 75.03 
1500 62.69 71.14 73.64 75.33 
3283 63.13 71.63 15.06 76.32 
5015 63.39 71.96 74.38 76.36 
6370 63.43 72.04 74.51 16.65 
6708 63.58 72.34 74.45 76.32 
7097 63.13 72.31 74.40 76.25 
Table A.32: Select results for steam object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 4. See figure 4.76f 
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Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
Payload (bytes) POU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
8832 
23.05 
23.11 
23.17 
23.20 
23.38 
23.41 
Table A.33: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 1. See figure 4.79a 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
POU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
9936 
36.02 
36.13 
36.21 
36.26 
36.54 
36.60 
Table A.34: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.79b 
Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
Payload (bytes) POU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
184 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
36.73 
35.39 
35.49 
35.57 
35.62 
35.89 
Table A.35: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.79c 
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Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
Payload (bytes) PDU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
9568 
35.56 
35.67 
35.74 
35.80 
36.07 
36.13 
Table A.36: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.79d 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
PDU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
8648 
31.17 
31.26 
31.33 
31.38 
31.63 
31.68 
Table A.37: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.7ge 
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Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
Payload (bytes) PDU Size Carried By MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream Mode 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1472 
1500 
5015 
39.65 
39.76 
39.85 
39.91 
39.91 
39.47 
Table A.38: Select results for 1000000 Object over MPEG2-TS/MSC Stream 
Mode/Cambridge All Zeros 4. See figure 4.79f 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
1000 60.40 61.53 52.43 54.19 
1256 60.54 61.66 52.54 54.31 
1446 65.27 61.77 65.36 54.40 
1500 65.32 61.81 65.41 54.43 
4000 65.70 62.18 65.80 54.74 
5015 65.70 62.18 65.80 54.74 
Table A.39: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 1. See figure 4.81a 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
1000 62.64 62.82 53.12 53.11 
1200 62.65 62.83 53.15 53.12 
1256 62.65 62.83 53.15 53.12 
1446 61.86 62.83 61.73 53.14 
1500 61.87 62.84 61.74 53.14 
3900 61.99 62.85 61.85 53.20 
4000 61.99 62.85 61.85 53.20 
5015 61.99 62.85 61.85 53.20 
Table A.40: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.81b 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
200 56.71 56.62 56.70 56.77 
700 62.88 56.64 56.65 
1000 62.95 62.88 56.63 56.63 
1256 62.94 62.88 56.63 56.62 
1446 69.13 62.88 69.09 56.61 
1500 69.13 62.88 69.10 56.61 
3600 69.16 62.87 69.13 56.59 
4000 69.16 62.87 69.14 56.59 
5015 69.16 62.87 69.14 56.59 
Table A.41: Select results for streamed object over IP/MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.81c 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
1000 62.82 62.94 53.16 53.52 
1200 62.85 62.96 53.17 53.53 
1256 62.85 62.96 53.17 53.53 
1446 58.91 62.98 59.04 53.52 
1500 58.91 62.98 59.03 53.53 
3500 59.06 53.59 
3900 58.88 63.05 59.06 53.60 
4000 58.88 63.05 59.06 53.60 
5015 58.88 63.05 59.06 53.60 
Table A.42: Select results for streamed object over IP/MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.81d 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
500 61.44 61.41 56.56 56.67 
1000 61.37 61.34 56.62 56.77 
1100 61.37 61.34 56.63 56.77 
1256 61.36 61.33 56.63 56.77 
1300 62.24 61.32 62.31 56.77 
1446 62.23 61.32 62.30 56.77 
1500 62.22 61.32 62.30 56.77 
5015 62.16 61.29 62.25 56.76 
Table A.43: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.81e 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
1000 65.10 65.02 59.73 59.78 
1256 65.10 65.02 59.74 59.78 
1300 68.14 65.02 68.08 59.78 
1446 68.14 65.03 68.08 59.78 
1500 68.14 65.03 68.08 59.78 
3900 68.12 65.04 68.11 59.80 
4000 68.12 65.04 68.11 59.80 
5015 68.12 65.04 68.11 59.80 
Table A.44: Select results for streamed object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 4. See figure 4.81f 
235 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
1584 
5015 
3.67 
3.70 
3.70 
3.72 
3.74 
3.61 
Table A.45: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 1. See figure 4.91a 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
1000 46.03 33.52 57.30 58.31 
1256 46.64 33.70 57.90 59.02 
1446 46.92 33.66 57.79 59.34 
1500 47.26 30.57 57.78 59.45 
4214 34.08 61.52 67.63 
5015 47.87 33.44 59.01 64.63 
7056 48.07 33.48 61.82 64.77 
7826 46.02 33.44 59.18 67.97 
8107 45.96 34.05 61.94 64.83 
Table A.46: Select results for carousel object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.91b 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
182 17.17 17.05 19.30 33.87 
201 21.39 17.05 34.00 33.87 
1000 25.99 19.18 27.14 29.75 
1256 27.26 19.29 28.43 32.20 
1446 26.72 19.27 31.59 32.36 
1500 32.47 19.21 31.59 32.42 
3182 21.16 33.91 24.64 
3696 34.91 18.10 32.24 28.41 
5015 32.44 18.10 26.66 28.55 
Table A.47: Select results for carousel object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.91c 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
288 24.67 11.44 17.75 23.65 
1000 14.45 12.54 26.10 26.53 
1256 14.64 12.60 31.39 23.56 
1274 14.64 12.60 26.42 34.89 
1446 14.73 18.29 26.50 21.15 
1500 14.85 12.55 31.60 27.04 
2747 14.95 18.27 34.86 27.41 
3784 15.02 22.95 23.68 14.04 
5015 15.02 18.49 17.93 24.38 
Table A.48: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.91d 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
1000 11.24 9.57 13.82 19.34 
1256 9.17 10.92 14.95 14.19 
1446 12.50 12.04 12.51 18.28 
1500 9.68 11.98 16.56 14.93 
1675 11.96 11.97 19.42 13.83 
1728 12.58 8.22 19.42 13.83 
3731 8.45 12.12 12.72 19.51 
5015 7.49 11.04 8.75 10.88 
6106 7.50 12.18 8.77 14.08 
Table A.49: Select results for carousel object over JP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.91e 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
1000 52.92 63.26 65.54 66.46 
1256 54.86 63.28 64.49 66.87 
1446 54.75 62.27 66.45 67.33 
1500 55.29 61.79 65.82 67.72 
2448 56.87 62.88 67.66 68.83 
5015 55.97 66.10 66.86 69.58 
5633. 55.98 67.40 67.87 68.10 
8099 55.41 65.29 68.01 70.25 
8107 55.41 65.29 69.38 70.25 
Table A.50: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
SPM/Cambridge All Zeros 4. See figure 4.91f 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
5568 
3.33 
3.40 
3.41 
3.44 
3.49 
3.55 
Table A.51: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 1. See figure 4.93a 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 91 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
5628 
6048 
6370 
8041 
59.46 
61.25 
61.58 
62.11 
62.88 
62.88 
63.11 
62.87 
63.10 
68.95 
70.45 
70.72 
70.72 
72.16 
72.31 
72.32 
72.30 
72.46 
72.19 
72.65 
72.95 
72.95 
74.51 
74.68 
74.66 
74.66 
74.65 
73.57 
74.38 
74.69 
74.86 
76.43 
76.43 
76.59 
76.76 
76.59 
Table A.52: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.93b 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
576 44.76 29.22 42.74 50.00 
1000 33.64 42.73 44.13 49.98 
1256 34.18 39.92 38.59 53.43 
1446 34.42 44.90 45.00 50.92 
1500 40.73 44.93 44.98 51.04 
1547 38.73 45.01 45.00 53.94 
4945 44.38 48.97 . 53.45 41.62 
5015 39.55 44.13 50.77 41.63 
7973 39.73 38.47 53.70 41.74 
Table A.53: Select results for carousel object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.93c 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
24 48 72 91 
455 
536 
1000 
1161 
1256 
1446 
1500 
5015 
6960 
32.86 
33.47 
19.18 
34.80 
34.93 
35.15 
35.47 
35.92 
36.08 
37.49 
38.13 
49.89 
50.18 
27.64 
27.75 
27.78 
37.12 
37.18 
21.92 
49.89 
37.14 
30.66 
30.76 
30.92 
30.95 
31.58 
31.61 
50.08 
50.08 
30.96 
31.18 
31.28 
31.46 
31.54 
32.27 
32.30' 
Table A.54: Select results for carousel object over lP/MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.93d 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 24 48 72 91 
480 19.14 17.48 25.31 28.50 
637 14.31 22.07 23.18 30.93 
938 11.53 19.50 31.05 22.48 
1000 11.45 22.92 31.05 22.48 
1256 11.61 23.17 17.05 24.42 
1446 11.66 23.26 25.72 24.54 
1500 11.76 23.28 22.48 23.08 
4859 10.38 31.05 23.13 27.43 
5015 13.43 23.75 23.14 27.45 
Table A.55: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.93e 
242 
Payload (bytes) Performance of Maximum MSC SPM Packet size (%) 
U ~ n 91 
1000 
1256 
1446 
1500 
3819 
5015 
6370 
7968 
8041 
59.77 
61.12 
61.79 
61.74 
62.60 
62.99 
63.00 
63.96 
63.63 
69.40 
69.35 
69.31 
68.59 
70.80 
71.37 
71.86 
n.63 
72.63 
71.37 
71.50 
n.63 
72.03 
75.46 
74.02 
74.18 
73.86 
73.86 
72.78 
72.72 
73.94 
75.46 
74.72 
76.16 
76.63 
76.07 
76.07 
Table A.56: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC Datagroups/MSC 
EPM/Cambridge All Zeros 4. See figure 4.93f 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
256 512 768 1024 
200 
500 
1000 
1256 
1300 
1446 
1500 
5015 
60.93 
60.93 
63.83 
63.83 
63.83 
63.83 
60.93 
60.93 
60.93 
60.93 
60.93 
60.93 
60.93 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
63.83 
63.83 
63.83 
63.83 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
54.71 
Table A.57: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 2 part 1. See figure 4.95a 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
800 41.70 47.65 41.27 51.74 
1000 41.70 47.65 41.27 51.74 
1256 41.70 47.65 41.27 51.74 
1300 45.90 51.74 
1446 45.93 47.42 45.90 51.74 
1500 45.93 47.42 45.90 51.74 
3200 48.71 47.51 45.90 51.74 
5015 48.71 47.51 45.90 51.74 
Table A.58: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 2 part 2. See figure 4.95b 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 
256 512 768 1024 
200 
500 
1000 
1256 
1300 
1446 
1500 
5015 
58.03 
58.03 
60.79 
60.79 
60.79 
60.79 
58.03 
58.03 
58.03 
58.03 
58.03 
58.03 
58.03 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
60.79 
60.79 
60.79 
60.79 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
51.06 
Table A.59: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 3 part 1. See figure 4.95c 
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Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
200 23.95 23.94 23.94 23.94 
300 27.11 17.96 24.87 28.37 
800 9.34 16.70 16.46 30.22 
1000 9.46 16.77 16.46 30.22 
1256 9.46 16.77 16.46 30.22 
1446 9.12 16.72 9.12 30.22 
1500 9.12 16.72 9.12 30.22 
5015 16.82 16.77 9.17 30.22 
Table A.60: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 3 part 2. See figure 4.95d 
Payload (bytes) Performance of MPE-FEC row size (%) 256 512 768 1024 
500 63.93 65.42 60.14 61.10 
1000 65.83 65.09 59.75 59.77 
1256 64.85 65.32 59.75 60.02 
1300 67.72 65.46 69.02 60.03 
1446 67.72 65.46 69.02 60.03 
1500 67.46 65.60 69.02 60.03 
3200 67.35 65.62 68.93 61.06 
5015 67.35 65.62 68.93 61.06 
Table A.51: Select results for carousel object over IP /MSC-FEC/Cambridge All 
Zeros 4. See figure 4.95e 
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Appendix B 
Design for Software Simulator 
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Figure B.1: Entity Relationship diagram of the DRBE database 
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List of Acronyms 
IG-First Generation. (3,9) 
2G-Second Generation. (2,9, 10) 
2.5G-Enhanced Second Generation. (2,9, 10) 
3G-Third Generation. (2, 9) 
AAC+-High Efficiency - Advanced Audio Coding. (12-14) 
ARPANET-Advanced Research Projects Agency Network. (6) 
BBC-British Broadcasting Corporation. (7, 13) 
BCH-Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem. (18, 19) 
BER-Bit Error Rate. (i, 52-55, 59, 61-65, 77, 86, 89, 94, 96, 97, 99-101, 105-
107, 111, 112, 114-117, 119-122, 125-127, 129, 132, 136, 139, 141, 148, 151, 
154-156,160,162,166,172,174,185,186,188,190,203) 
BWS-Broadcast Website. (24,33,39) 
CA-Conditional Access. (27, 33) 
CDMA-Code Division Multiple Access. (10, 11) 
CIF-Common Interleaved Frame. (25) 
CRC-Cyclic Redundancy Check. (18, 19, 26, 27, 31-33, 39, 40, 43, 44, 60, 155, 
204) 
CU-Capacity Unit. (25) 
DAB-Digital Audio Broadcast. (i, 1,4, 5, 12-14, 18, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28, 31, 33, 
34, 39-43, 45, 48-50, 52, 58, 61, 68, 77, 78, 80, 84, 85, 91, 96, 97, 101, 105, 
106, 114, 115, 120, 121, 125, 135, 136, 140, 151, 154, 172, 198,201-203,205, 
206) 
247 
DAB+-DAB with AAC+. (12-14, 25, 84) 
DAB-lP-Internet Protocol over Digital Audio Broadcast. (116) 
DAMPS-Digital Advanced Mobile Phone System. (9, 10) 
DMB-Digital Multimedia Broadcast. (1, 4, 5, 13-15, 25, 26, 28, 39, 41, 42, 48-
50, 80, 84, 114, 120, 121, 129, 165, 198, 201, 206) 
DSC-Digital Selective Calling. (11) 
DVB-Digital Video Broadcast. (12-14,41,43,45, 125, 129, 140, 210) 
DVB-c-Digital Video Broadcast - Cable. (13, 43) 
DVB-h-Digital Video Broadcast - Hand-held. (i, 1, 4, 5, 13, 14, 19, 25, 43, 45, 
48-50, 64-66, 80, 84, 125, 126, 129, 132, 135, 140, 141, 143, 148, 172, 190, 
198, 201, 205, 206, 210) 
DVB-s-Digital Video Broadcast - Satellite. (13, 43) 
DVB-t-Digital Video Broadcast - Terrestrial. (12, 13,43) 
EBU-European Broadcasting Union. (12) 
EDGE-Enhanced Data GSM Environment. (9,11) 
EPM-Enhanced Packet Mode. (24, 26-29, 31, 33, 39, 41, 43, 44, 58-62, 64, 66, 
68,85,91,94,105-108,110-112,114-116, 119-121, 125, 129, 132, 139, 143, 
144, 146, 148, 155, 156, 165, 166, 174, 181-183, 188, 192, 198, 202-206) 
EXT-Extension Flag. (34, 36) 
FEC-Forward Error Correction. (5,14-16,23,25,26,28-31,43-46,55,58-62, 
64-66, 91, 94, 105-108, 112, 114, 115, 125-127, 129, 132, 139-141, 143, 148, 
149, 155, 165, 169, 170, 172, 182, 183, 190, 198, 200, 202-206) 
FIC-Fast Information Channel. (25) 
FLUTE-File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport. (45,46, 206) 
FO-First Order. (46,47) 
GHz-Giga-Hertz. (3) 
GMDSS-Global Maritime Distress and Safety System. (11) 
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GMSK-Gaussian minimum-shift keying. (11) 
GPRS-General Packet Radio Service. (9--11) 
GPS-Global Positioning System. (77) 
GSM-Global System for Mobile Communications. (9-11) 
IEEE-Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. (8) 
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